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Abstract

The use of synmetry-based approaches for solving and analyzing paftial differential
equations is becoming an active line of research and a lot of work has been done in this
area- The purpose of this thesis is to find the exact solutions ofthe nonlinear differential
equations on curved surfaces, to classify them wiLh respect to the arbitrary funcuons
and to apply the Noether approach on a wider class of equations. The work begins
by applying the technique on the nonlinear wave equation on hyperbolic space with
an arbitrary function /(z). Using partial Noether theorem on lhe equation, symmetry
operators and corresponding conserved quantities are computed for all possible cases of
/(r). A complete group classincalion is discussed and maximal solvable algebra ofLie
point symmetries is used to reduce the class ofthe nonlinear wave equation on hyperbolic
spacc. In order to apply the Noeticr approach to a wider class of equalions, it is applied
on (1 + 2)-dimensional nonlinear wave equation on curved surfaces and determining
equations are computed in terms of coefficients of the f,rst fundamental form. Further
thesc determining equations arc utilized to compute symmetries and conserved vectom
for surfaces with different Gaussian curvatures. The nontrivial inflnite conservcd vectors
of the equations are simplified using translational symmetry generators. The derivation
of Noether symmetry operators and conserved quantities of (1 + n)-dimensiooal Klein-
Gordon equation for n > I comprises lhe main content of the work. Cases for arbitrary

/(z) and l(z) : 0 are discussed separately. The group classification for a class of (l + n)-
dimensional nonlinear wave equation is also done by using Lie's criteria. To study the
relationship between symmet es of differential equations and the underlying manifolds,
the Noelher approach is applied on the line element for different surfaces and determining
equalions are computed in lerms of coefficients of the first fundamental form. From
these determining equalions Noethcr symmc[rics and inlcgrals of motion are obtained
for the surfaces with respect to the Gaussian curvatures, the surlaces of rcvolution and

their isomorphic copies.
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Chapter I

Introduction

This chapter provides some history and introduction to differential equations, partial dif-
ferential equadons, Lie group theory symmetdes, the exact solutions ofpartial differential
equations using symmetries, conserved quantities, group classification and reduction of
partial differential equadons. The chapter also includes the problem statement and its

motivations, a summary ofthe novel contnbuiions from this research, their impact on the
field, and a plan of the thesis.

L.1 History

1.1.1 Differential Equations

Since Newton's discovery of calculus in 1666, the differential equations (often abbrevi-

ated as DE's in what follows) have become an important branch of mathematics useful

to engineering and physical or social sciences. Leibniz and Benoulli worked intensely

on solving different types of DE's. Many mathematicians and scientists in the 18rn cen-

tury, especially Euler, Lagrange and Laplace developcd the theory of solutions of DE's

e.g. singular solulions, functional solutions and the solutions by infinite series They also

ap-pliedlhese developments to mechanics, astronomy and many othcr fields. In the l91A

century, the theory was funher influenced by the discovery ofexistence theorems' and by

the general and pafiicular solutions. Special techniques like Laplace transform, Fourier

analysis and the use ofspecial functions came into existence fbr dealing with larSe classes

of higher order DE's. Among contemporary mathematicians of thal time, Cauchy has a

prominent place. Applications were extcnded not only to classical mechanics but also

ao optics, electricity and magnotism, hea! theory' esp€cially with the impact of Maxwell'

In the 20'l' cenrury, the Seneral theory of DE's was enriched by the use of set theory in

malhematical analysis including further topological aspects. Many new applicadons were

made to dynamical systcms, quantum mechanics and theory ofrelativity.

A parlial {lifferential cquation (PDE) involves functions of morc than onc independent

variables and their pa(ial derivatives wjth respect to (w-r.t.) these variables. The math_

ematical modeling of many scientific problems involving rates of change w'rt two or

more independent variables, like time,lEngth or angle, may lead to a PDE or to a system

of PDE'S. Euler's work in rhe 18ih century marked the beginning of developments on the



PDE'S. Then d'Alembert, Lagrange, Laplace and Riemann made spectacular progress in

the field. D'Alembefi studied the (1 + 1)-dim wave equation, Euler extended it to the

(1 + 2)-dim wave equation while Daniel Bemoulli worked on (1 + 3)-dim wave equa-

don. The method of variables scparation and the principal of supe$osition wcle inho-

duced by d'Alembert and Euler for solving the wave equation. Some important PDE'S of
the 19r" century are Laplace equation, Poisson equation, heat equation, Maxwell's equa-

tions, Navier-stokes equations, Kdv equation and many other' Mathematicians worked

on solving PDE'S and introduced many powerful tools. In 1835, the Green's function was

presented fbr solving the Laplace equation and the method of power series was used by

Euler, d'Alembert, Laplace and several others.

The wave equation on different curved surfaces e.g. on sphere, torus and hyperbolic space

has been a topic of active rcsearch in recent years. Different surfaces have different Gaus-

sian curvaturcs. For example, a plane has zero, sphere has positive, one sheet of hyper-

boloid has negative whereas a torus has variable Gaussian curvat\.tre. Another important

type of PDE's is the (1 + rr-dim Klein'Gordon equation (KGE) or the nonlinear evolu-

tion equation, frequently used in mathematical physics because of its vital role in most

of the branches of science. The KGE describes field equations for scalar particles and is

considered to be one of the important equations in quantum field theory. ll descdbes the

phcnomena ofpardcle dynamics in quantum field theory.

1.1.2 Lie Group Theory and Noether Approach

Solving PDE'S by the methods based on the use of gloup theory is very interesling topic

ofstudy. However, the majority ofthe PDE'S in mathematical physics are not completely

integrable by means o[ these techniques. In the end of 1gtl century, Sophus Lie used the

theory of groups for solving the DE's, which later become a fertile line of development

and the last few years have seen marked progress in the area of solving PDE's using Lie
or Noether symmetrics. The German mathemalician, Emmy Noelher (1918) was the first
who led to formulate an approach for conslructing conservalion laws for Euler_Lagrange

equations (EL cquations) when thcir symmetties are known. She prcved the Nocther

theorem (Noether 1971), which states that each Noether symmetry of the EL equation

relates to a conseryation law ofthe DE (Byers 1999). Conserved quanlilies, reductions of
PDE's and group classification are main aspects ofthe Lie theory.

1.L.3 Conservation Laws and Conseryed Quantities

The conservation Iaws for the DE's are driven by the conserved quantities like energy'

momenium, etc. mostly in classical mechanics. These quantities (here called ?) are

conserved as they remain constant on each curve, i.e. if time is denoted by t, r(t) a curve,

and i(r) the corresponding velocity, then 7(l) : ?t, r(r). rft)) satisfies

dT
,h

:0

2

(l.l)



1.2 Motivations a.d Problem Staremenr

Such quantities satisfying rhe conservation law given by Eq. (1.1) arc very importanr
in the field of DE's (Naz, Mahomed, and Mason 2008). Conse arion laws have a sig-
nificant role in solving PDE'S and numerous techniques have been derived to construct
them. Integration ofPDE's dcpends on these laws, they are also helpful in the numcrical
integration of PDE'S, e.g. to control numedcal errors. A systematic method for com-
puting conservation laws is the use of Noetler symmetries. For example, the linear and
angular momentum of a system are conserved as a consequence of its laws of motion
for the translational and rotational symmekies, respectively (Hanc, Tuleja, and Hancova
2004). A formula to associate symmetries of a DE with its conserved quantities is de-
rivcd in (Kara and Mahomed 2000). Recently, the conserved quantities for jet flows are
obkined by utilizing conservation laws in (Naz, Mason, and Mahomed 2009). To re-
duce a PDE, the algebras formed by translational symmetry generators are associated
with infinite consoved vectors using the symmetry conservation laws rclation (Kara and
Mahomed 2006).

1.1.4 Constants of Motion for the Line Elements

The energy or mass in the field of general relativity (GR) may not be conserved as the
space-times can be non-static or non-slationary. For static space-times, a time-like isom-
etry exists which can define the energy of a tes!-particle. To find and unde$tand the
solutions of the Einstein field equa[ioos through their symmetries is onc of thc important
issues in GR. In general a manifold may not hold exact symmetries but approximately
does so. That is why approximate symmetries are used in GR. These symmeties form
a Lie algebra whjch yjelds approximate conservation laws. Such Noether symmetries of
a line element provid€ the conserved quantities as the constants of motion in the context
of gravitation. For example, if the energy of a system is conscwed, it remains invariant
at all times and may help solving for it by imposing a constmint on the syslem's motion.
An approximate solution can help by giving the nearest state lhat prcvides the appropriate
conservation laws.

Since DE's lie on manifolds, it is likely to find an association bctween the symmetries
of DE's and the geometry. The first such strong and significant connection was obtained
using the Lagrangian of thc line element of tle metric which implied that thc Noether

symmetries are interrelated to the geodesic equations as EL equations and thercforc have

far reaching physical value. lt is discussed in (Boklari et al. 2006) thal the Killing vec-
tors or th€ isometries of a metric fbrm a subalgebra of lhe Noether symmelries of that
metric. It has many consequences for solving some unsolved problems, e-9. lo study the

symmetry relation between DE's and the underlying manifolds. The precise relationship

between DE's and the underlyinS spaces is yet to be completely elucidated.

1.2 Motivations and Problem Statement

There are many important results and consequences aboul the symmetries and consefled
quantities using Lie approach or other methods. The conservation laws have a dynamic



role in studying the physical phenomenon and give double reduction of DE's (Kara'

Vawda, and Mahomed 1994; Olver 1986; Stephani 1989). Many people worked on lhe

construclion ofconse ation laws (Bessel-Hagen l92l ; Steudel 1962;Noether19?1;Kam

and Mahomcd 2000,2006; Bokhari et at. 2010; Freire 2010; Johnpillai' Kara, and Ma-

homed 201O). The study of (1 + 2)-dim wave equation on curved surfaces via Lie analy-

sis is an active topic of research (Azad and Mustafa 200?; Jhangeer, Naeem, and Qureshi

201 l;Nadjafikhah and Zaeim 20t 1; Jhangeer and Naeem 2012). Various approaches have

been used by different people to obtain the solution of the KGE (Fushchych 1981, 198?;

T^jiri 1984; Barannyk, Barannyk, and Fushchych 1991; Fedorchuk 1996; Fushchych and

Tsyfra 2001). In the field ofGR, the space-time symmetries are fundamental to study the

gravitational 6elds and are widely used in the classificadon of space-times. They have

been thoroughly studied and a lot of literature exists on them (Petrov 1969; Hall 2004;

Fcroze and Hussain 201 1). Approximate symmetries are used in GR because in gcneral,

a manifold may not have exact symmetries (Feroze and Kara 2002; Gazizov 1996). It is

observe<1in (Kara, Mahomed, and Qadir 2008) that the lost isometries can be obtaincd as

approximale isometries of the metrics. The symmetries of a Lagrangian ofa line element

directly provide the conserved quantilies and the Lagrangian needs the first prolongarion

of symmetry operator (Hussain, Mahomed, and Qadir 2009), while the calculation ofthe
symmetries of a system of geodesic equations involves the second prolongalion of rhe

symmetry operator-

The above mentioned work gave the directions of research and the following six mxjor

problems arc the molives of this work:

Probtem 1: To find the conserved quantities and group classification of wave equation on

hyperbolic space.

Problem 2: The use of maximal solvable algebra of Lie symmetries of a PDE to reduce

lhe class ofthe considered equation.

Problem 3: To deive the Noetho operalors and conserved vectors for the wavc equation

on different curved surfaces.

Problem 4: To obtain the Noether symmetry operators and conserved quantities for the

(1 + n) dim KGE for n > 1.

Probtem 5: To find a complete group classiflcation for a class of (1 + n)-dim nonlinear

wave equation,

Problem 6: To obtain the constants of motion of the line elements of three different

classes of maximal syrimetric sPaces using the approximatc symmetry gencrators.

1.3 Summary of the Novel Contributions

In this dissertation, group thcoretic techniques Iike the Lie criteria, Partial Noethcr and

Noether approaches are used. The group classification and the exact solutions ofPDE'S
are obtained by applying these appruaches on the nonlinear wavc cquation on hypcrholic

space, the (1 + 2)-dim nonlinear wave equation on different curved surfaces and on the

(l + r)-dim KGE. In each case, Partial Noether,Noether operators and the corresponding



conserved quantitics are calculated. For the (1 + n)-dim KGE, the Noether operators and

consefl'ed quantities are derived for n > 1. A complete group classification is done for

a class of second order nonlinear wave equation ard the considered equation is classified

into two classes w.r.!. the arbitrary function. Noether approach is also applied on differeni

line elements for three classes of spaces- The integrals of motion for each symmetry of

these line elements of the underlying spaces are derived.

t.4 Organization of the Thesis

The plan of the lhcsis is as follows; In Chapter 1, thc history and introduction with-some

motivations for the research work, problem statements and their impact on the field are

presented. Chapter 2 is devoted to a brief literature review of the related work Chap-

ier 3 provides some basic concepts, definitions, thcorems and the fundamental opcrators'

tn Chapter 4, the patial Noether approach is applied to the nonlinear wave equation on

hype.bolic space. The partial Noether opemtors and lhe corresponding conserved quan-

titi.. 
"r. 

.o.puted fo; different cases of lhe arbitrary funclion involved A complele

gror-rp classification is discussed for the considered equation Maximal solvable algehra

it Li" point symmetries is used to reduce the class of considered equation Chapter 5

discussis the (1 + 2)-dim nonlinear wave equation on curved surfaces Noether opemiors

and conserveA vectors of the equation for some particular sudaces are computed Then

nontdvial infinitc conserved vectors fol the wave equation on these surfaces are simplj6ed

using translational symmetry generators. In Chapter 6, (1 + n)-dimf(GE is considered'

The'Noether symmeiry gen..ato.s und con..,ved vecto$ are derived for n > l' Chapler 7

describes a complete group classilication tbr a class ofsecond order nonlinear wave equa-

tion. h is proved thatlhe ionsidered equation can be classified inlo two classes w'rt' the

unknown function ibr which it has nontrivial symmelries Chapter 8 comprises Noether

approach appiied on the line element providing Noether detemining equations in terms

oi coefficients of the first fundamental form (FFF). Fuither these determining equalions

are utilized to calculate Noether operators and integrals of motion for dilTerent surfaces

using rhc values of coefficients of FFF for these surfaces' Summary, conclusions and fu-

ture-directions are briefed in Chapter 9. The copies of published papers are provided in

thc Appendix.
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Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

There exists a vast literature dedicated to the useofgroup theoretic techniques like Lie and

Noether approaches fbr solving differential equations (DE's). The Norwegian malhemari-

ciaa Sophus Lie [1891] introduced a lechnique using symmetry to obtain exact solutions

of DE's. Symmetry-based methods (Hydon 2000) have vast influence and generality,

actuall),, almosl all well-known approaches for solving DE's are special cases of Lie's

methods.

2,1 Differential Equations on Curved Surfaces and the

Group Classification

A lor ofwork has been done via Lie analysis in the field ofPDE'S on flat or non ffat back-

ground (Olver 1986; Ibragimov 1994). An invesligation on phase orde ng kinetics, using

a well known time-dependent Ginzburg_Landau equation model with its generalizarion

on cu ed surfaccs and the work on symmetries and analytic structure of phase separation

in curved geometries are done (Schoenbom 1998; Stubbs 2000) Symmetry analysis on

the (I + 2)-dim wavc cquation on different curvcd surfaces e.g. on sphere and hyperbolic

space is discussed in (Azad and Mustafa 2007; Nadjafikhah and Zaeim 2011) The con-

senation laws are derived for (1 + n)-dim heat equation on curved surfaces (Jhangeer'

Naeem, and Qureshi 201l). Similarity variables are derived to reduce the heat equation

on torus (Jhangeer and Naeem 2012).

For the nonlinear wave equation z6 : (/(")",)., group properties are studied (Ames'

Lohner, and Adams 1981)- The symmetry genemtols ofthe wave equation on the hyper-

bolic space and th€ classiiication of subalgebras of fie Lie alSebra into conjugacy classes

is discussed (Ovsiannikov 1982). The Sroup classificaiion of the heat equation ith a

source in 2-dim an<l3-dim space is presented in (Dorodnitsyn, Elenin' and Svirshchevskii

1983) and is carried ou! for arbirary ?r in (Galaktionov et al. 1988). Rudra (1986) de-

scribed the group classification of the equation Lfl : ur. + uw I uz. + /(u) in his

monograph. Furthermore, the group classilication of ?r'i + 1t.' : flu,u) is derived in

the critique (Pucci 1987). A process for the Sroup classification using Grijbner basis is

providcd by Clarkson and Mansfield in 1993 For the Poisson equation on hyperbolic

plane with metdc of Klein's model of Lobachevskii geometry and on sphere, the group

;lassification is discussed (Bozhkov, Freire, and Onnis 2007,2008). Azad and Mustafa
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considered the classification problem of symmetry for the wave equation on sphere in their
joint venture (Azad and Mustafa 2007). Symmetry algebra is also found and similarity
reductions are performed. Nadjafikhah and Zaeim in 201I derived symmetry generators
and coniugacy classes of the wavc equation on hypcrbolic space using the Lie symmetry
group.

2,2 Conserved Quantities and Conservation Laws

Number oftechniques are developed to construct conseflation laws e.g_ Noether theorem
lor vadational problems, multiplier approach, symmetry conservation law relation, partial
Noether theorem for variational and nonvariational problems. A classical and systematic
approach lo find conserved quanriries is the use of theorem (Noerher l97l) proved by
Emmy Noether The theorem states that there is a conservation Iaw for each Noether
symmetry of the DE (Byers 1999). A formula to associate symmerry of a DE wirh irs
conserved quantities is defined in (Kara and Mahomed 2000). The Noether's approach
depcnds upon the availability ofa function called Lagrangian. Still, therc are many equa-
tions which do not posses Lagrangian and theNoether approach is not appticable on them.
In ordcr to compute the conserved quantities for such equations, an approach which gives
a systematic way to determine conseflation laws for nonva ational problem is introduced
(Kara and Mahomed 2006). Many others in literature calculated conserved quantiries
which includes (Stcudcl 1962; Laplace 1966; Olver 1986; Anco and Bluman 2002; Ibrag-
imov 200?). Computer algorithms for direct method and multiplier approach are given
in (G6ktas and Hereman 1997; Wolf, Brand, and Mohammadzadeh 1999: Wolf 2002;
Hcrcman et al. 2005, 2009; Hereman 2006). W}ile Maple code for multiplier approach to

calculate consefl/ation laws is introduced in (Cheviakov 2007). Naz, Mahomed, and Ma-
son in 2008 presented that how different methods compute consewation laws for PDE's.
Conscrvalion laws for (1 + 1)-dim nonlinear wave equation are discussed in (Johnpillai,
Kara, and Mahomed 2010). In (Bokhari et al. 2010), the conservation laws for (1 + n)-
dim noniinear wave equation are consructed. The (1 + 2)-dim nonlinear wave equatron

on ffat space is discussed by means of conserved quantities in (Ibragimov 199,+) and the
conserved vecto$ for the (1 + 2)-dim wave equation on sphere with zero gauge terms are

established in (Freire 2010).

2.3 Klein-GordonEquations

An important PDE in mathematical and theoretical physics is the KGE and much work is

done on exact solutions and reduction of the KGE using different methods. The method
of ansatz is util ized to evaluate exact solutions for the KGE in (Fushchych 1 9 8 1 ). S im-
ilariy variables are used !o find similarity and soliton solutions of nonlincar KGE'S in
(Tajiri 1984). Symmetry properties and some cases of particular solutions for KGE are

discussed in (Fushchych 1987). The work on exact solutions and reduction ofthe KCE for
different r is done in (Barannyk, Barannyk, and Fushchych 1991). Lie symmetry analysis

and conservation laws of KGE are discussed in (Ibragimov 1994), whjle in (Fedorchuk
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1996), symmetry reduction and exact solutions of the same PDE for n : 4 are presented.

Fushchych and Tsyfra in 2001 worked on rcduction and exact solutions of KGE lor n : 3

using broken symmetry. The symmetries of the equation trr : '1t", + l(,t,t 11,u,) arc
presented in (Lahno, Zhdanov, and Magda 2006). The Grdbncr basis approach is uscd for
the group classification of the KGE u" : u"" + f (u) for J," I 0, optimal system and

the reductions ofa class ofnonlinear KGE'S with arbitrary /(u) are also presented (Azad,

Mustafa, and Ziad 2010).

2.4 Approximate Symmetries in General Relativity

In thc field of general relativity (GR), many persons have defined the energy content

of gravitational waves using the approximate symmetry approach (Komar 1962, 1963;

Matzner 1968a, 1968b). In (Gazizov 1996), it is discussed that the approximate sym-

metries of a manifold form an approximate Lie algebra and yield approximate consefla-

tion laws and hence, approximate conserved quantilies. In (Kara, Vawda, and Mahomed

1994), the connection of symmetries of geodesics with the underlying spaces is used

to suSSest that the approximate isometries can be defined by the approximate symme-

tries of the geodesic equations of the manifold. This is also used by applying on the

Schwarzschild met.ic and the approximate symmetdes are deduced (Kara, Mahomed,

and Qadir 2008). In addition it is noticed that the lost isometries of the metrics due to

thc gravitational mass, can bc obtained as approximatc isometdes of lhese mctrics. Qadir
in 2009 investigated that the energy content in time varyin8 space-times can be obtained

using the approximate Lie symmetries of the geodesics equations in that space-time.

A sirong and signihcant connection between ihe Noether symmetries and isometries of
the manifold provided great stimulus for the work on them in the field ofGR (Bokhari et

al- 2006, 2007; Bokhari and Kara 2007). In (Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir 2006), the con-

nection between symmetries of geodesic equations and the isometries of the underlying

metrics is prescnted. It is discussed in (Bokhari et al. 2006) that the Killing vectors or the

isometries ofthe manifold form a subalgebra of the Noether symmetries. Bokhari et al. in

2007 discussed the symmetries ofthe Minl(owski metrjc and a Weyl re-scaled met c. The

algebra of Killing vectors form a subalgebra of the Lie symmetries ofthe Seodesics ofthe
underlying spaccs is shown in (Olvcr 1986; Aminova 1995; Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir
2006). Methods !o find exact and approximate symmelries of a Lagrangian, are available

in the lilerature (Ibragimov 1999; Wafo and Mahomed 1999; Feroze and Kara 2002). Il
is observed in (Hussain, Mahomed, and Qadir 2009) that the symmelries obtained fiom
a Lagrimgian provide the conserved quantities directly and requires the first prolongari{rn

of thc symmetry generato. In (Feroze and Hussain 201l), Noether symmetries and con-

served vectofi for spaces with the zero curvaiure section are derived, Noether symmetries

and Killing symmetries of conformally flat Friedmann metric are compared in (Bokhari

and Kara 200?) and it is observed $at the considered model satisfies the conservation

Iaws which arc not givcn by its Killing vectors.
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries

In this chapter, some definitions and theorems from the literature are recalled and tbe
connection between them is described. The basic operators and laws related to Lie, p.
Noether and Noether approaches which are used throughout the thesis are also presented.
For mos! of $e basic concepts, definitions and theorems, (Ibragimov 1994; Kara and
Mahomed 2006) are followed.

3.1 Local One-ParameterPointTfansformations

Consider the invertible transformations ofthe (r, y) pian

i - d(r,y,a), t: d(r,y,a),

depending upon a real parameter a, along with the conditions

(3.1)

(3.2)

These tnnsformations form a one-parameter group G ifthe successive action oftwo trans-

formations is equivalent to the action of anofier transformation oflhe form (3.1).

3.1.1 Prolongation Formulae

For a group C of transformations (3.1), the frrst prolongation G1, acting on space of tfuee
variables (r,9, g') and the second prolongation G2, acting on the space (r, 9. g', y") can

be obtained using the innnitesimal tmnsformation t o + o{ and, : g + oq.

Hence the symbols ofthe groups G1 and G2 are equal to

Q a=o- r, rlt o=j: y-

aaaxt:€ar+nAu+q0t, (,: o(n) u'o(€),

Xr:Xr*qrf,,,

11
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They are refered to as the firsF and the second_order prolongations of the Lie opera-

ad
Y - (rr. u)j t n(t.u)Ur'

Where D is the operator of total differentiation as

d ,d "aD- u*nA-c tn

Sometimes, the expressions (t and (2 for the addirional coordinates are also called pro-

longation formulae (Ibragimov 1994)

3.2 Groups Admitted bY DE's

Some special type of exact solutions of DE's are used in mechanics and physics which

arc the invariant solulions in the sense of Lie The transformations giving such solutions

form a group, called the symmelry or Lie group.

Definition 3.2.1 Afirst order ODE

I(u.s,yi):6 (3.3)

admits lhe Sroup G if lhe structure o{ the gi|en equalion remai s in''Miant under the rtrst
prol.,ngation C I of G. Arututgously a 2"d'otder DE

F@,s,at.e"):0 (3.'1)

admits the group G iI it remains i rarianl unilet the second ptulongation G2, where the

prulongarion formulas are defined in Section 3.l l -

The above definilion can be generalized to higher order PDE'S as well as to the syslems

of PDE's (Ibragimov 1994).

Definition 3.2.2 A Emmelry Sroup of a DE is a Sro P lhat conrerls the solution of the

eEtdtion un(ler consideration intu a solution oJ the same eq ation (Ibragimo\' 1991).

DefiDition 3.2.3 The aletermining equation for the Sroup G, admitted b- the 2"4'order

DE ( 3 .1) in accor(lance wth the infinitesimal criterion for invarionce is

Xtrlf, 1.:o= (4ir, 1 4 F! + dtF!, + 62F!") lF=o: O, (3.5)

where Xl2l is the second prolongation oI Eq. (i.4). The determining equation (3.5 ) pro-

irles a set of DE's for { dnd n which on solving give all Lie synt etry oPeratorc admittcd

by Eq. (3.1) (Ibragimov 1994).

l2



.t 2 croups Admrtred by DE\

3.2.1 Lie Symmetry Algebras

Symmetry operators obtained from a solution set of any determining equation form a
Lie algebra. A commutator (Lie bracker) [X1. Xr] of operators, is defined by the for-
mula

[x1. xr] :xr& &x1,

which is bilinear, skew-symmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identiry,

tx,, [x2, x3]l + [&, [x3, x,]l + [x3. []rl, &ll : 0.

Definition 3.2.4 A Lie olgebra oI operators is a vector space .A that includes the Lie
bracket lX1. X2] along with any two operators Xt, X2 e ,4 (Ibralimoy jgg4).

3.2,2 Noether'sApproach

Emmy Noether I l9l8] firsr combined rhe merhods of variational calculus with I_je group
thcory and formulated a general approach for obtaining conservation laws for EL equa_
tions from tleir symmetries. Noether assumed the existence ofgroups o f transfornatio ns
involving dedvatives and formulated her famous theorem. This theorem states that therc
exists a corresponding conseflation law for any differentiable symmetry of the action
of a physical system (which is inregral over time of a Lagrangian). For example, if the
La8rangian ola physical system is.otationally symmetric then the Noether iheorem pro-
vides $at the angular momentum of the system be conserved. The physical system itself
need not be symmetric but the laws of its motion are symmetric. As another illustration,
if a physical process b€haves the same regardless ofplace or tim€, then its Lagrangian is
symmetric under continuous translarions in space and time: by Noether's theorem, these
symmetries exhibit the conservation la\9s oflinear momentum and energy within this sys
tem, respectivcly.

In Noether approach, a Lagrangian function is used in Noether determining equation to
solve the PDE. Then Noether operators and conserved vectors are utilizcd to 6nd the solu-
tion of the equation under consideration. Many versions ofNoether's theorem exjst, with
varying degrees of generality. The original version ofthe theorem only apptied to ODE'S
and not PDE'S assume that the Lagrangian depends upon the first derivative, while later
versions generalize it to the Lagrangians dcpending on the nin derivative. Noethcr sym-
metries that give the conserved quantities, form a subalgebra ofthe Lie symmetries.

3.2.3 Reduction of PDE's

A remarkablc fcaturc of the group formed by symmetries of a PDE is that a symmetry
applied on thc Pl)E gives one more constraint on the PDE and reduces its dimension
by onc. To reduce a PDE, tle algebras formed by translational symmetry generators

are associated with lhe infinite conserved vectors using the symmetry conservation law
relation (Kara and Maiomed 2006).

13



3.3 FundamentalOPerators

Here some definitions and theorems from the literaturc (Kara and Mahomed 2006) are

presented.

Consider a system of /i''-orderPDE s

D-($,11, u(r),u(2), . . 
'utr)) 

:0, o:1,2, ",m, (3 6)

having rr independent variables as :, : ( tl , r2, ' ' , r' ) and.rrr dependent va_riables as

,x :-Q| .y.2 , . . . ,u'"). While a0),t(2), .,u(*) lre the lsr,2n?, , f,'h-order pxrtjal

derivarives or lhe derivativcs of u" w.r.l. r' i e'

ui: Dt(u'), ?i : DiDt(u")'. . . , (3'1\

A /1 3 r..; 1.2....n i3.8'o' i" '? i'; u?';u'

rre callcd lhe Iolal derivatire operators w.r.t. r'
The variables r, u, tr11), u(2), . . . ,11(t) are only connected by the differentials (3 8) and are

independent functionallY.

The Euler operatoq for an a is

6da r ) r-rl''., ".D,.-:- ' o- 1,2 ""nt. rJ9)
d./. du" ? 

"'d,ti,,,,.

The generalized Lie Backlund operator is deflned by

, .t i; - ,,' o* !-i,,, ,.d,""*"

In Eq. (3.I0) the additional coefficients are determined by the proloogation formulae

-"- D,1ttr. r , (jui.

eii,.. t : D. D.'(w") + €j"i',', 'r, ' s ) 1' (3 11)

where W" e .4 (space ofdifferential functions) is the Lie characteristic function

Wi:"f €j "t 
(3 12)
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3.3 Fundanenlal Operators

The Noether operalor related to the Lie Bzicklund operator X is

,5--d
.\'' {' t4l"."^, ) O,. .n,.,W",-- l r-L2. .n. {3 ll)

ou: 
-,) 

uu i"' '

The Euler, Lie Backlund, and Noether opemtor are connected by the Noether identity

(Ibragimov 1983)

x + Di{i : w"$ + a,,v'. (3'14)

The ?Ftupte vector T: (?r,?'?,...,?a) is a conserved vector ofthe system (3 6) jf 7'
for i : 1, 2, 3,...,n satisfies

Dr?i 11,.01: 0. (3 15)

known as the conservation law for PDE'S (3.6).

Suppose that Eqs. (3.6) are written as

E =rl+El:0, a:1'2''. ,nt' (3 16)

then the pafiial Lagrangian is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3.1 II there exists a function L: L(x,1],111\.u(21, ' ',t1r)) e "4, I ! [
anr) lunctions f! e Awitn f! + O such thot the svstem oJ Eqs (j.)6)protide6T'15u":

l!E) then for E) + 0, L is called a partiol laSrangian of Eqs' (3 16) other\a'ise it it
kao\|n as slandard l,agrangian.

The DE's of lhe form

tL
#:0, "=t,2,...,m, (3 17)

are called the EL equations. While, the partial EL equations are of the form

rL

-,^: 
t:Ei (3 18)

0u"

Definition 3.3.2 A Lie- Biicklund or generalized operator X defined in Eq (3 10) is

called d Noelher-type simmelry operator fot a pattial l,agrangian L € 'A if there cxists

ayectorB= (B',.... B"), Bi eA,Bil NiL+Ci,Ci constantt such thut

xQ) + L(.Dt€i) : w" ! + o,a'. (3 le)

h Eq. (3.19), Dis are known as the gauge terms or boundary tenns.

Theorem 3,3.1 (Kora and Mahomed 2006) A Lie Bdckland symmetry operator X Jbr a

partial Lagrangian L rlefined in Eq. (3.10), is a Noether'rype symmetry operator for an

15
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EL-type system like (3.I8) if and only if the characteristic W : (Wr , . . . ,W^),|y" e .4,
of X is also the characteristic of the conservalion lay,, DiTi : O, rrhere

T": Bi Ni(L) i:1,2,...,n, (3.20)

of the EL-type equotions (3.18).

Proof: Use the relation (3.14) and act with it on the partial Lagrangian , to get

xL + Di€iL: W" lL + D,tv, t, \3.21\

Since X is a Noether-type symmetry operator of, for an rr-type system, so using (3.19)
substiture rhe left hand side of rhe Eq. (3.21) with W" 6L l6u" I DiB' whjch by utitizing
(J.18) can be replaced b1W" t!C) D,B'and resulls in

w" J:r! | D,B, w"!oL" + o,N.t

Which gives

Thus

o. - rr- ll! - r,r,.)'' \d,' 
to"o)

So (3. I 8) provides a conservation law with conserved vector components T. : Bi - N i 
T,

arld characteristic tl/. As all steps can be reversed. This proves the result. !
Suppose that X is a Lie-Backlund symmetry operator of the system (3.6), then X is
xssocia(ed with ihe conserved vector component 7- if

x("r)+rDj(€j) -TjDl.€,):0, i,J:1, .,n t3.22)

3.4 The Wave Equation on Curved Surfaces

The First fundamental form of a surface O is

tls2: Endx?l End.r.1dr2 + D22dx?" + ..+ D;idxidri Q.23)

with

EijEjk:5:, i, j.k

and (t is the Dtac delta function.

Di(Bi N,L)=r (# ,rrl)
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3.4 The Wave Equation on Curved Surfaces

The (1 + r)- dim nonlinear wave equation on R2 is:

tr1, : Aru + /(z), G 24)

^,": t,,,,'. 
t3 2s\

is the Laplacian.

Here the variables t, ?il,. . xrn are independent whereas the function u : u(t, r l r " 'r'n)
is considereLl to be rhe dependent variable

On a non-flaL surface, the Laplacian (3.25) becomes Laplace-Beltrami operalor i'e'

(.3.26)L,u: EiilDiju), i,j :7,2,.. .,n,

^ a2r' 'r oL' i'j't':t'z'" ' (3 21)ttu,t_ 
AtA- 

t,t_t

and ft is the Christoffel symbol defined as

ry -!r,'(dJ- '^! 'p) i,i,k,t . t,2 n. (r.28,
2" \ 6r. d" 0"tI

using Eq. (3.2?) in Eq. (3.26) implies

t,,, . r"l .o'! - n31l ,.t-1.2, ,,t (32s,
@t,Att 'rdf,tl

For i.j.,t : 1,2, Eq. (3.29) Yields

t d'ztt t 02u lri. ll,l d,, lri t),1duL.u i.,a,l u-""ii I'r:,; -r:,1; ir, ,;)a,, 13r0)

" l-+'+ i*L

\ +** ,:l

4:rj'
1',7

with

(3.31)
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So Eq. (3.30) becomes

L,,, u"" u:=- irFrrr,, - rr]zr.' l-. lrEz,t,, (E"),' Et En l.2Ei, 2F1.t,.1",' LjET - z-tus,,1,,.. ''.','
Srmilarly lor i.7 . l.2. i. Eq r329,r;r..

-'' - ,n ' t, '-t.. n4, - zt,,r- zt.r..l' I ,F-
!!),, rfrrt,1.. 1,t"",,. tE,rr,, rD,t,,l
zr"e-- zp,s-")u,, ni{ - r;;E;- ,;i),,. (3.3r,

Thusfbrr,i:1,2...,n,

^.,-I+. ilg# i*+1, r,,4r
,_t ",, r_t L -",i t_11+t-"r,-tjJ

Hence from Eq. (3.24)

,,,-r':1-rlE+- i :!,F1,..,,,,, (,rs)" 1- E,, ? l2E:, t1-*t21,,F,,1"" ' '

is the (1 + n)-dirn nonlinear wave equation on tle surface O.
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Chapter 4

Conserved Quantities and Group
Classiflcation of the Wave Equation on
Hyperbolic Space

This chapter discusses lhe nonJinearwave equation on hyperbolic space and some results

rcported in the monograph (Nadjafikhah and Zaeim 2011) are extended' Paflial Noether

th;orem is applied to the equation under consideration and padal Noether operators are

computed for different cases of /(rr') Furthermore, thesc partial Noether operators are

utilized to calculate corresponding conserved quantities. A complete Sroup classificarion

is discussed and maximal iolvable algebra of Lie point symmetries is used to reduce the

class of consialered equation. Then algebns of fians]ational symmetries are associated

with its infinite conservation laws.

4.1 Introduction

The (1 + 2)-dim wave equation on different curve'l sudaces e'g on sphere' torus and

hype;bolic ;pace has been a topic of research in recent years (Azad and Mustafa 2O07i

ll,ang""., Na".., ana qurcshi 2011; Nadjafilihah and Zacim 2011; Jhangeer et al' 2012)'

Nadj;fikhah and Zaeim in 201 1 presented the symmetry analysis of wave equa[ion on the

space lR x R x IR+ with the mct c of constant negative sectional curvature f i-e'

'ur: t(ut ! tt., i uoo) (4.1)

And in (Ovsiannikov 1982), not only the symmetry generators of Eq (4 1) are reported

but also the classification of subalSebras of the Lie alSebra into conjugacy classes by the

adjoint action ofthe symmetry group is discussed'

Here, the noniinear wave equation on hyperbolic space is considered' i e'

q: t(u"" + 11,,1+ 1t.., + l@). 1""+o. (4.2)

The fiIst pulpose of this wolk is to classify Eq. (4.2) wrt the partial Noether operarors

ond to d"i...in. 
"orr"rved 

quantities and the second main objective is the group classi_

Iication of Eq. (4.2).
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4. Conserved Quantiries and croup Classiticarion ofihe Wave F4uarion on Hyperbolic Space

Lie symmetry analysis is a powerful tool to analyze the DE,s. Conserved quantities, re-
ductions of a PDE, generating new solutions from old ones and group classification are
the important aspects of Lie theory. Conserved quantities not only reduce the dimension
of equation but also hclp in analyzing thc solution of considered equation_ The Noether
approach is an elegant method to find the conserved quantities which needs the knowledge
of a suitable Lagrangian. Still many equadons do not posses Lagrangian e.g. evolution
equation, classical heat equation and Eq. (4.2). So Noerher approach is nor applicable
here- In order to compute the conseNed quantities for Eq. (4.2) the partial Noether ap-
proach (Kara and Mahomed 2006) is applied.

A lot of work has been done on group classification using Lie theory. The group classifi-
cation is carried out by Dorodnitsyn, Elenin and Svirshchevskii for lhe equation

(4.3)
t=1

The group classification of Eq. (4.3) for n : 2 and n : 3 is presenred in (Dorodnitsyn,
Elenin, and Svirshchevskii 1983). Afrel rhat, in (Galakrionov et al. 1988), rhe group
classification of Eq. (4.3) for arbitrary n is carried out. For the nonlinear wave equadon
un : (J(.u'lu,)", group properties are construcd in (Ames, Lohner, and Adams 1981).
In (Pucci 1987), the group classification is discussed fot u + u,, : J(u,u.). The
symmetries for the equation zr = tr, + /(r. ix, z. r.) arc presented in (Lahno, Zhdanov,
and Magda 2006). Funhermore, group classification of?ri : 11n + ue! + u,, + /(u) is
studied (Rudra 1986). A group classiflcation using Griibner basis is derived in (Clarkson
and Mansfield 1993). ln (Azad, Mustafa, and Ziad 2010), rhis approach is used for the
group classification of the (1 + l)-dim KGE uft : uta + J(.u), for .f"" I 0. Group
classification ofthe Poisson equation on hyperbolic plane with metric ofKlein's model of
Lobacbevskii geometry and on sphere is discussed in (Bozhkov, Frcire, and Onnis 2007.
2008). Here, a class of/ftr) is computed for which Eq. (4.2) has nontrivial symmerries.

For the 2nd-order PDE (4.2) with three independent variables t, r. I and one dependenr
variablc u, the fundamcntal operators defincd in chapter 3 bccome:

The Euler operator is

,, : f141.,1.,.,1,, +.1,,;.

ndaaa
b,- a,-D,;,, o,*- ouj,o+ .

^ddAActu, a'u,Au u,,riu- u,,Au, ' u,oU**

^JAAAAu" 'a, I u,au+r,,bu,'u*a*-u,lAus

^aadaADr - atr t tl'au uri,t "o'au, t '*auo
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4.1 Introduclion

are the total derivative operators.

The Seneralized operator is defined by

,,)aaaaaX-r=. (^- u^ E. -V' *e'^-o'- (4.5)
ol ot dg du out ou. ou"

The Noether determining equation demarcated in the definition (3.3.2) for the PDE (4.2)

becomes

x(L) + (L)\7t + r.ut + e, + €"11, + rb + \,11!1 : fi14 .,, €u" nuo)

+Bl + Blut + B:+ Blu" + Bi+ Biuy (4.6)

The equation:

D{rt + D.T2 + DtT3 :0, (4.7)

evaluated on the solution space given by Eq. (4-2) is known as the conservation law for
Eq. (4.2). Thc vcctor 7 : |T1.T2.T3) is a conserved vector of the Eq. (4.2) where
7r, ?2, ?3 are its components.

The conserved vector components of the PDE (4.2) associated with a partial Noethe.
operator X can be derived using the formula

?i : Bi - Nt(r), i : 1, 2,3, (4.8)

wr: r+ (d 'u'- 1u' - '1u")fr;

V'- { t (@ ,,t, - ]u, - ,1uut -6

and

V"-, ,, -ru,-tr, -,j,,,)!

The Lie Backlund symmetry X of the PDE (4.2) is associated with f by th€ rela-

tion

x(Ti)+'l:Dt\€j)-Tj4((it=0, t.j:1.23 \4.9)

2t



1. Conseraed Quantities and Group Classific ion ofrhe Wave Equation on Hyperbolic Space

4.2 The Determining Equations and the Solutions

In this section, partial Noether approach is applied for the derivation ofconserved veclo$
oflhe PDE (4.2). The partial Lagrangian for Eq. (4.2) is

(4.r0), ',', n, "i r' r't,-,-, 2 l

where F'(u) : /(u).

Using Lagrangian (4.10) in Eq. (4.4) the partial EL equation becomes:

6L ul
hut

(4.1r )

Eq. (4.6) with the help of Eqs. (4.10,4.11) gives the following over-determined system of
PDE's:

(i) r" : 0, (it) (" : 0, (iii) n" :0, (4.12)

Fn(,);+r,+{,:0, lil);+rv+rtr:o, (;tt) {" n':0, (4.13)

, I o. (rri),r, _t,, _ 0, (4.t4,l;) r, - {, t - t)- lnt r, 11, 
t

(i) 2d,: €" - T t qo, (ii) 24. : n, - rt - C,, (iii)2[.:Tt-€.-,1"+2;, f+)sl

t,) Bl,: E,+9, Q,)Bi:d", (iii) Bi:o!, (4.16)
I

rrl "\B) t B', + 8"" ' ,:lr, - t, n,) {). t4 l 7)

Here two cases arise from Eq. (4.17), which are discussed below.

4.2.1 When /(u,) is Arbitrary

For lhis case, the solution of Eqs. (4.12 -4.17) is:

e :TtY, ,:'+-T, r:0, d:o'

and gauge terms are zero for this case.

(4.18)



,1.3 Partial Noelhe. Operalors and ConseBed Veclom

4.2.2 Y,lhen f (u) is Zero

For this case, Eqs- (4.12 - 4.17) have the following solution:

c : i + ff + ff + 
oulra 

+ ff,' - u" - *),

,:i ff+ff*filr'-,'-r')*r13, (4.1e)

T : a1+ as! + a6x , d: a(.t,r,a),

while gauge terms are:

Br = (r],t-rl)u. n' : r,.,, B' : ouu. (4.20)

where .r satisfies:

o,,+orr +a!! + ? -i:, @.21)

4.3 Partial Noether Operators and Conserved Vectors

The partial Noether operators and the corresponding conserved vectors for each of the

above discussed solutions are computed as follows.

4.3.1 When l(u) is Arbitrary

The partial Noether operators calculated by choice of constants one by one to unity and

rest to zero in the solution (4.18) are

.. ld ., ld ,, qd t0
^,-iAr. 

t.- tor' n, tU tag-

The components of conserved vectors for each of the above reporled partial Noether op_

craton are evaluated using Eq. (4.8).

For Xr, conserved vector TL has the following components:

r,. u,!! . r, '-1,: ,: -, n L') , t, - "u" tl.tt)'t t ' 2tl' / | t

For X2, the components of 72 are:

r: """' . r: " "''. . T', ) l,: ,. ,: '!-'') \4.23t'2 t . Z'l " I )



,1. ConseNed Quantities and Group Classification ofrhe Wave E4uation on Hyperbolic Sprce

X3 yields the following components of 731

lTl ',ruu,u, t ttuu t ).

el., , , 2Fld)l rr; - ;,1,; ,; ,; t l - 1,,,,, (4 24\

r[, . , 2Fru)] ut;-i1,"-,"-,i- t )'i,,u"

4.3.2 when /(z) : 0

Similarly, for this case partial Noether opemtors are obtained from the solution (4.19)

with o I 0. Here, the operators are X1, &, &, and

) 'J,y!xa o,r,uria,
,, d.Jljo ), ,,,dt- u5,t i A., 

+ ,tu' - r' - t'1 
du 

,

.. d I " A xudXo "d, l 2tlr' - u' - t' I 
A r 

! : 
- .

'" - "*"
where a satisfies the condition given by Eq. (4.21).

For this case, the conserved vectors co[esponding to the operators Xl, X2 and X3 can be

derived from the components ofconsefled vectors ?l, ?2 and 73 respectively, by puttin8
F(u) : 61n gt.. (4.22 - 4.24).

For &, conserved vector 71 has the components:

-l)ruT^ 
Srui - ,t" ui.| ,u,u' ",uutt'.

Ti : ;@'. u1o u?,) + u,u, + Ylusto, (4.25)

ri : 
*fu?" - ":, - u?) + uuu, + 9,.uo.

& gives the following components of?s:

q , t ,. rU 1'ti 
;t,t; - ,t', u;) , ; u,ut t atu' - "r' - t'tfia ,.

rl:#t"i ,l ul)+y,,u,+)b2 - 12 -l2tu,uu, 14.26)



4.4 G.oup Classifi cation

r;: |.e, -,t - *1lu2o -.,2. - u2,) +suou, + 1,,u,.
For &, the components of veclor 76 are:

r: : 
;A,? - "? - "?") 

+ lk, - u, - t )u,,Lt + |u"ut,

ri: *t; - y' - t2)(ul -.uf; - u?) + ru,u, + !!u,uo,

r: : Xfui -,i -,1) + t:tLou, + l@, - o, - r.),,uu.

Xo yields the following components of the non-tdvial conserved vector 4:

ri:@,+i)" au1, Tf,:a.u o,utl Ti:*uu-n u,

where d is the solution ofEq. (4.21).

(.4.27)

(,1.28)

4.4 GroupClassification

In this section, the complete group classification of Eq. (4.2) is discussed by means of
classical Lie method. A list of functions for /(r) is presented, for which the nonlinear
wave equation (4.2) has nontrivial Lie point symmetries.

A vector field:

ddddY- r1t,t. s, uta + t\t,r, 't,d): + ttlt. r, a,l/ti .-,:tl, r, !i, utior ot ou ou

is a Lie point symmetry generator ofEq. (4.2) if it satisfies the invariance condition

Yt'1t[u.1 - t,(u., + uoo 1. "i - l\n] laq. (r z): 0, (4.2e)

where Yl2l is the second prolongation (Olver 1986). Using Eq. (4.29) one gets an over-
determined system oflinear PDE'S i.e.

(r) r":0, (rr){":0, (iii)n":0, (iu)d"":0, (4.30)

-th + trhl + trhx + ttbv - 2tOw : 0 (4.31)

-q + &t + t€". + t!! - 2t$tu:0 (4.32)

fki"*d h4+d,+ Jt(r& + r", + ru! - 2r!,") - t(0" + 4,. + 4w) :0, (4.33)



,1. Conseraed Qurntities and Group Classification offte Wave Equation on Hyperbolic Space

-'r + t'h + t2(7* + 'r," + htr 20tu) : 0' (4.34)

r - tL+2te.+ f(r#i r",l rya -2dt):0, (4.35)

-r - t'\ + 2tn! +t2('rtt+ rxr + 1'w 20tu):0, (4.36)

(i.)ro+4,:0, (,,) ,"+(1 :0. (iii)eu+q,:0. (4.3'7)

Using Eqs. (4.30 - 4.37) one can get:

e : cs(r' - t2 a2) + (2c6a + ca)r + cav + c\

,l = co\)' - t' - r') + (2c5a -ca)r+cag+cr, (4.38)

a : (2csx 4. 2c61J + ca)t, ,l: c|u+ g(t,r,a),

and

/r,)r-0. (4.Je;, , 
\/_/,,

Differontiating Eq. (4.39) twice wr.t. u and using Eq. (4.30 (i), (iv)), it gives

,,f+) - o t44ot
\ /,,/,,..

Two cases arise from Eq. (4.40) w.r.t. tlle conditions on 7}.

4.4.1 When 11 I 0

For this case, Eq. (4.40) implies

//') :o @.41)
\ J,,, /..

Next, the Lie point generators depending on the type of the function /(z), which Eq'

(4.41) gives, are calculated. AIso, the conditions to get maximal Lie algebra for each of
the reported /(a) arc discussed.

It) J(u.): 6t" 1", where a,b and c aru dny real constants.

For the extension of principal algebra in this case, Eq. (4.33) and Eq. (4.39) implies

c : 0. Hence for /(z) : oe&, one obtains

o +l: o. \4 42)



4.4 Group Classilicalion

which provides the following Lie point generators:

Y, a Y, d " a a
" a, ', As 11-ttAr-rd.

-. a a a ra
" '0, rar ' uA- 

ba,,

) , d d 2idY- 2tl' ' 12 u2 - t'); t 2ru;- - :. "
dt dr 'dq b du

a a , " d 2ud
Y" - 29t ^ t 2tq ^ ' (,t' r' - t') ^- +:.ot o.r dli b du

For I : aeb" + (,Ljealgebrais reduced to y1, Y2, Y3 only.

(ii) J@): (au + b)^ + c

Working on the same line as discussed in the last case, one gets 6 : 0 : c for maxi-
mal principal algebra. Taking l(u) : u-. as a particular case, the following Lie point
generators are obtained

adducY, Y,, Y.r, and Ya /: .. tr^-- '_^-, rn-0, l.
ot d.t oq nt - | dtt

It should bc noted that for arbitrary values ofconstants aj 6 and c, the Lie point generators
for /(z) : (aa + 6)" + c are reduced to ti, Y,, %.

(,i,) /(a) : au2 +brL+ c

Eq. (4.33) and Eq. (4.39) for l(u) : dt 2 + ,r + ., suggest that / should be a complete
square for the extension of principal algebra. Hence for /(u) : u2, the operators can be
obrained by td-king n, - 2 in rhe above case, i.e.

daddY-, Y2, Y3, Yo - t- - '1 - a= - u=.
<Jt J.r dd Jt)

For an arbitrary function of the type l(u) : o112 + bz + c, operator,s for Lie algebra are

Yl, Yr, Y3 only.

(iu) i(u) :chr(a1l+b)

The function /(z) : c In(aL + 6) with the help ofEq. (4.33) and Eq. (4.39) leads to the
minimal algebra i.e. of operators yr, y, and y3.

2',7



4. Conserved Quantities and Group Classificadon of the Wive Equation on Hvperbolic space

4.4,2 When rt - 0

In Eq. (4.'10), taking 7r : 0 implies that /(z) is arbitrary and Lie algebra for this case

contains Yl, y2 and Y3.

4.5 Reduction using Similarity Variables

In this section, the maximal abelian group upto conjugacy classes for the reduction of

Eo.t4.l)isused. The set S: \yr,Y2,Y\ forms solvable algebra (Nadja6khah and

zaeim20tI) for Eq. (4.1)where y7: u;| h oder ro discuss the conjugary classes for

set,s, take a general element (olver 1986)

l: \aryr + btyz I cryt).

Now all possible cases of I for the reduction of Eq (4.1) will be discussed

(I) or I 0, bl :0: cr.

For this case, the oporator is

"rVr:ufi
This operator has the following characteristic system

dr. _du ,t: _!! (4.4r,
or 0 0 0

which can be separated as

dt du tlt !!. .,,,rd,- _ o: $l4ttt)-. o. ,tt;_ 0 or u

Following is the result on integrating (4.44 (i), (ii), (iii)) one by one

€, : y, t,: t. Y(€r, (z) : u. (4.4s)

Using variables in (4.45), Eq. (4.1) reduces to

Ve, = €2(vna + v$€,) (4.46)

Working on the same line all classes are discussed one by one.

([) or :0.h 10.c1 :6.

€r : r, (::: l, Y(("{l:): u



4.5 Reducrion using Similarity Vfiiables

So Eq. (4.1) becomes

y€, : {r(y(l(' + y('('), (4.4't)

(III) o1 :0. [, :0.q 10.

i:r, tz:a, tt-t.
This case makes the variable z indepcndent from independent variables and hence one

gets a constant solution.

(IV) o1 : 0.61 / 0,q 10.

{r : z, {r : t, , : 
"(t)o 

v(.er,C).

In terms of V((1, {r), Eq. (4.1) results in:

1 z 12 Ivi.=(,tvr, u,".(^) ,) A.48,

(V)a1 10,bl:0,q10.

&: y, €z:7, u: "tI)" v6r,E"1.

lntroducing V((1, (r) in Eq. (4.1), it becomes

l..\'?lYc, .,{Yc,i. - Y{ {. r (-J Y} r4.4et

(Yl) ot + 0 bt l0.c, : g.

/ a.\(r -i (z-. (;i ,/, Y(t t r-,

Thus Eq. (4.1) for this case becomes

I lo' \71 ' Iv, {'|1 (, I tr '(.-,1 ir,, ] t450,

(vII) dl I 0,6r l0,q I 0.

/a, \( -, (, , - (;), ,, -, i'v,{, {,'

Thus Eq. (4.1) yields in

I I /,/,\r) , r2 -
v,,-(,[r{,( -t, (,,1) }*,.,(;)". -(;) 1 {45,,



4. Conse ed Quantities and Croup Classificatio! of rhe Wlve E4uation on Hyperbolic Space

4,6 Symmetry and Conservation Laws Relation

Here, the symmetry conservation laws relation (4.9) of symmetry algebn for Eq. (4.1)

with the infinite conserved vector components (4.28) is used.

For /(u) : 0, Eq. (4.2) has yr and y2 as translational syrnmetry generators (Nadjafikhah

and Zaeim 2011). In the following cases, the algebras ofthese genemtors are associated

with (4.28) to get associated conserved quantities with more simpler constmints than in

Eq. (4.21).

Case l. For the algebra \Y1l

When the components of the conserved veclor (4.28) are associated with the symmetry

generator Y1 using the relation (4.9), the components of the conserved vector (4.28) are

reduced asl

r]: I or + i \u - cu,, Tj: -au.. Ti: aou - au,t, $52)" \ t/

where a satisfies the PDE'S

^, 0. o,, , or, - ]' '1 O.

Case 2. For the algebra \Yzl

Whcn the conserved vector (4.28) is associated with the symmetry generator y2 using

(4.9), the components ofthe conserved vector (4.28) becomes:

t : (",+ 1)u-or,, T3:a.r-o.r,, Ti:-oro (453)
" \'t)

with

,r, 0. ,r,, I --: o,, -u.

It is important to note that it is not possible to change the Eq. (4.21) into a system ofPDE'S

without associating the translational symmetnes with the conserved vector components of

7l in (4.28).

Case 3. For the algebra (Y1,Y2)

Following the routine calculations the 2-dim algebra (Yr, %) reduces Eq. (4 21) into an

ODE. So the conesponding components ofthe conseryed vector 4 are:

. / o\
4:{",+I\u-ou1. Tl: ou"' 1:-ouo (J54)

\ r./

with .r satisfyinB

n,- 0. ou -O ",,-+ :, 0.
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,+.7 Summary

It is worthwhile to mention that the conserved quantities obtained can be further utilized
to get potential systems and thus to calculate potential symmetdes. using these potential
symmetries one can not only reduce the order of Eq. (4.2) but can also find different
solution [for detail see (Edelstein and Govinder 2009)].

4.7 Summary

Conservation laws for the nonlinear wave equation on hyperbolic space are established
with the help of partial Noether approach and the conserved vectors are obtained. In
tle derivation ofconse ed quantities two different cases are considercd accordinS to the
function /(rr). The components ofconserved vectors for /( ) : 0 and arbitrary l(z) are

calculated respectively. For the first case, seven partial Noether operators along with their
corresponding conserved vectors are reponed. While for the later case three conserved
quantilies are obtained via partial Noether operators. A complete group classification
is discussed and a class of functions is presented along with corresponding Lie point
generators. Further, a Beneral element of I-dim solvable Lie algebra is discussed to com-
pute similarity variables. Then these similarity variables are used to reduce the order of
Eq. (4.1). Moreover, the relation ofsymmetries with conservation laws i.e. the Eq. (4.9) is

used, for which the conserved quantities and the PDE with unknown parameteN became
simpler Al1 classes of translational symmetry algebras to simplify the conserved vectors
are discussed. The content ofthc work done in this chapter is already published (Jhangeer

and Sharif 2013a).
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Chapter 5

Noether Approach on the
(1 + 2)-dimensional Nonlinear Wave
Equation on Curved Surfaces

In ihis chapter, (1 + 2)-dirn. non-linear wave equation on curyed surfaces is discussed'

Noether approach is applied on thc considered equation and determining equalions for

the Noethei operators ire computed in terms of coefficients of the first fundamenlal form

(FFF). Furthei these detcrmining equations are utilized to compute Noether operators of

the wave equation on different Gaussian curvature surfaces i.e on ffat surface (1R'?)' sphere

(S:), torus (T'?), and cone (C2). Then the relation between symmetries and conseflation

iaws is usea to si-ptity nontrivial infinite consefled vecto$ for the wave equatjon on the

considered surfaces using translational symmetry generators.

5.1 Introduction

The shape of an object can no! be ignored while discussing physical change in it So

it is really meaningful to discuss the physical models on curved surfaces ln biological

environment, it plays a vital role, where shape' composition and functionality are consid-

ered to be intertinked with each other' Many physical models are discussed on the curved

surfaces (Schoenborn 1998; Stubbs 2000; Jhangeer, Naeem, and Qureshi 2011; Jhangeer

el al. 2012).

Conservation laws have a significant role in solving PDE'S. Integration ofPDE's depends

on conservadon laws- Conservation Iavs for (1 + 1)-dim nonlinear wave equation are

discussed in (Johnpillai, Kara, and Mahomed 2010) Bokhari et al' constructed the con-

servation laws for (1 * n)-dim nonlinear wave equation in (Bokhari et al 2010)' Freire

established the con;erveil vectors for (1 + 2)-dim wave equation on 52 with zem gauge

terms (Freire 2010) and (1 + 2)-dim nonlinear wave cquation on ffat space wnh l(tl) : 0

is discussed by means of conserved quartilies in (Ibragimov I 994) '

The (1 + 2) dim nonlinear wave equation on a curved surface Q is obtained by taking
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i. j : 1. 2 and zr : x t x2 : y t Ert : E, Ezz : G in Eq. (3.35) i.e.

,,,, ,-::-b"_(D,_c,\ /c, E.\
"' E -Z - \zt,- zrc)''- \o,-;1',- t'a 15 r)

For ihe Eq. (5.1), rhe Euler operaror is same as in (4.4), i.e.

d-aaaA
6, a; - t', a; - n e), - Du a,u (5.2r

wherc D1, D. and D, are the total derivative operators w.r.t. l, r anal y, respectively.

The Lagrangiafl for Eq. (5.1) is

t . uGc 'j +- lz ,,,,1 F,,ut- l,u, (s.3,
122E2Cl

The Seneralized or Lie Biicklund operator X, in Eq. (4.5) is the Noerheroperator wirh rhe
Lagrangian (5.3) as ir sarisfies

x(r,) + (r,)(Dlr + D"C + D"q) = Dfi| + D"B2 + D!8.. (5.4)

Here, the formulae ofconservation law and conserved vectors for Eq. (5.1) are the same
as for the Eq. (4.2) in the previous chapter as independent and dependent variables for fie
both equations are same. Also, the symmetry conservation law relation is same as in the
previous chapter i.e.

x(r:) + TtD j(() - rj D:((,) : 0. i, j : 1,2.3. (5.s)

5.2 Determining Equations for the Wave Equation

The detemining equations for Eq. (5.1) are derived by utilizing the Noether approach.
Let X be the infinitesimal operator i.e.

.. d a a a

' - ta, ' (r, 'tar' aau



5.2 Detemining Equations for the Wave

Using Eq. (5.4) with the Lagrangian (5.3) and separating w.r.t. the derivatives ofz, the
following system ofPDE'S is obtained:

(t) r" : 0, (t1) (" : 0, (iii) rn: 0.

e(.cE"+ Ec") +\(GE! + EG!) + 2EC I2d, - I * {, + %l :0,

€(EG,- cE") +\(Ec! cE!) + 2EG I2A" + i, - €, + a,l :0,

e(CE. EC") + q(CEv - Ec!) + 2EG l2dt + .r, + C, rtll:0,

(t) -DQ+r,=0, (ii) -Cry+ru:0, (iii)Gr6+E{o:0,

r- t;
,' Bl,-,/Fco, t,t D:--,tfyEa". ttit) B:- ,l "dr"

(5.6)

(5.7)

(s.8)

(5.9)

(s.r0)

(5.11)

r,,,,1, (G E"-:!"'' ) , .r ue ru \ 
- 

l

L'\ 2/EU i '\ z,-zu!) JEc"' ' t' 'b'

+ E vEc 71"1 = Bi + B: + Bi. 6.12)

Two cases arise fiom Eq. (5.12) for rhe function /(z). The solurions, symmetries and
conse ed quantities of the wave equation on difTerent surfaces will be discussed for these

5.2.1 When /(u) is Arbitrary

For this case, (i : 0 inrplies Br : B' : 83 : 0, and

€ (G E" + EG) + \ (G Eu 1 EG!) + 2EG (L + C" + n,) : 0. (5. r3)

5.2.2 When /(u) : 0

ln this case. the conditions are

Bl+B:+qtr:0.

and
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5. Noether Apprcach on the (1 + 2)-dimensional Nonlinear Wave Equation on CDfled Surfaces

o." o,, Ic, 8,.),",19 !r), r5r4;ott E - G \2EG 
- 2Ei )'' \zrc zc' )""

ln the next sections, Noether operators and conserved vectors of the wave equation (5 1)

on IR2, S2, T'2 and C2 are calculated by aPplying the respective coefficients of the FFF for

each of these surfaces. Also the symmetry conseNalion law rolation is used to simplify

the associated nontrivial components of conserved vectors'

5,3 The Wave Equation on IR2

After substituting E: 1, G:1inEq (5.1)onegetsthe(1 +2)-dimKGEie'

un: u,. + uoo I J (u) (S tS)

Thc Eqs. (5.6-5.12) for E : 1 : G have the following solutions w rt' the function l(z)'

Case (1) /(1, is arbitrary

In this case, the solution is

a: q+ cax + 4A' e: c2 + cat+ c6Y,

n:ca+cst c6r' A:0'

Case (2) /(?) :0
For this case. the solution of determining equations (5.6-5.12) becomes

(q, c
r - tt t r4r , .tu- -)r"'?-,1 t2t- ('7r r.su .rn r.

C1 . a

[-,t- l''.,, 'll p! rt2t' ,'rt1 .nt -t',r.

tl ,.- t.t-,,, ]ru' 
.2.12,,,,,t ,q/-,ro\'/.

I

" -;l' '-'sr,r ror+'o'r'/ or/,'r'u\'

and from (5.11 (i), (ii), (iii)), the gauge terms are

d : -!u2 + ap+ fi(t,r.y), (s'16)
4



5.3 The Wave Equation on R'z

B' : ]u'z a.u+ !z(t r,71, (5.17)

at : |u'z - aou + fi(t.r.y), (5.18)

where a satisfies

dtr:.trn+a!!'

As discussed earlier, one can take fr : /, : 13 : 0 in Eqs. (5 16 - 5.18)

(5.19)

5.3.1 Noether Operators and Conserved Vectors

The Noether symmetry operators obtained from the above solutions are as follows.

Case (1) /(u) is arbitrary

Noether operators for arbicrary function /(z) are:

x,-9 x-: x,,-? {s20,
01 of uu

dAA.J.)dr"=,;, r;. xs I t ru;r. Y"=ea,-'o,

The conserved vectors for the above generators are derived below-

For X1 conserved vector ?l has componentsi

ri:t1"i+"i+"i)-rQ), t!: -u,lrt, T:: -uuut. (s2t)

For & components of vector ?2 are:

_l^r;: u,uL r;:;1,'"-,i-"il F(u), ri: -u,u.o 6 22)

The conserved vector 73 has componentsl

Ti : 1tu11t, T: : u,uo, T! : 
f,fu', - "? "'; - ,lO. (s 23)
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5. Noerher Approach on the (1 + 2) qimensional Nonlinear Wave Equarion on Cuned Surtaces

Components of A lor Xa are:

ri :l,i t u/.. u!\-2rtu,) tu,u,.' 2'

t,.,ri : ,zt,,i, - rti - ui - 2F(u)l xu"u.1, 9.24)

,r!: _(ru+tl")uu.

UsinB -X5 conserved vector 75 has components:

f. !^,i t u2, ,2, 2fru' tusr,.' ,2,

T:: _(y1\ + t11!)u., (5.25)

t..,r: ;1,: ,l ," 2Frut - ttu,d,

For & we have components of76 as:

T]=(;yta-r.u)ta,

ri : tt,,i "7 ,l zF(u))+tu.uu.

ri : ;t,?,1 +,4 + F(u)) - yu,uo.

(5.26)

case (2) /(z) = 0

The operators forthis case are Xr, X2. X3, Xa, X5, X5,

A l^ ^ ^a d rrdX7 rlA- rlt'-tt' ,'rA, ,uAy- 2A-.
d d L A url

Xs - !t;t | ", o, ilg'-, -t'lo,t 'Z Au.

.. a d t., , _,.4 ut 0Xs tl*tulfu.2lr' u'I t't}t-Tr)u

a a a uaXn-,ot -ufu+tA ,du.
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5.3 Th€ Wxve Equation on R'z

and

x":"*,
where a satisfies the condition in Eq. (5.19).

In this case, the conserved vectors corresponding to the operators X1, ,Yr, . . . , X6 can be

obtained from (5.21 - 5.26) by plugging r0, : 0. ConseNed vectors for &, &, ,Xg, Xro

[a]so reported in (Ibragimov 1994)l are as follows.

For & components of?7 arei

r] : -!6i +,i +,,il - fi + 
1Ut : - y2 * t2)u., + t: !tu.,)u,,

r; : -{ +f,tt - u' + t'11u1+ ul u?u)+ll+t ,+ 11,,o1,u,,

Ti : +t ? -,i +,?") + ['] + xtu, + 
1rtr" 

- u" + t')u.)w.

For Xs conserved vector 7s has components:

r; : t+ 
1"7 + "i + 

"tr1 
+ 1ff +,u", + 

l1e'. 
-,2 + s2 )u,)u,,

r; : ry1,i - "i - ",") - t\ + ud,, + 
f,e2 - :r2 +.y2),,n1u.,,

,: : I ia' f +y'z)ltf,,?"+,,?ol ll+t,,,+,,,1E,o.

For Xo components ofTe arei

,i : -I *1A' * r' + t')lul + u?.+ u?o) +ll+ xu. + yqltul,

4 : +l"i - "? - "?,) 
- l) + f,a" + u' + t2 ),1 + Ltt'u,)u.,

r; : \p,i - "i - "tr) - |f, + 
1rl,' * u' * t2)Li + rt Lt.)u!.

For Xlo components ofvector 71o arei

rl": 
:tu? 

+ 
"?" 

+ 
"'") 

+ ll + x," + yuo)u,,



5. Noether App.oach on the (1 + 2) dimensional Nonlinear Wave Equation on Cuned Surfaces

ri, : ;l!i ul uZ) - I; + tut + auu)u,,

ri" : url"?, - "i ul) - Il + tu, + ru"1u".

Non-trivial conserved vector ?} for Xo has components:

T!,:nru-o,,,, 1: -".u.+,,,',' 4: -"v"+atb 621)

It is important to mention that components ofconserved vector (5.27) are not reported in

(lbragimov 1994).

5.3.2 Lie Algebra Associated with the Conserved Vector

In this section, l-dim, 2-dim, and 3-dim Lie algebras of translational symmetries from

(5.20) are associated with conserved vector components in (5.2?) using the symmetry

conservation law relation (5.5).

(I) Components of the conserved vector 7i on associating with Xr using (5.5) yield:

Tl: -uu,, Tl: a"r, +,,,',, T3 : -d!11+ o1r'.

where o can be calculated liom the PDE'S

ar:0, 'r,, + acv:0'

(II) The components of the vector 1: by substituting & in (5.5) are reduced as

T) : a1u au1, T] : au., T): -dyu + du!.

where a is the solution of

d.: 0) a# olr:0.

(III) Eq. (5.5) with the use of X3 and components from (5.27) give rise to

Tl= oru- r,ur, T3: a"u+ au.' Tl: auo,

where a satisfies the following €quations
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5.1The Wave Equation on S'?

ov:0j ol, - orr:0'

Similarly, associated 2-dim Lie algebras are as follows.

(IV) The algebra (X1. X2) associated with the conserved vector (5.27) reduces its com-
ponents as

71 : -(ayab)q T2:(as+b)u., T3:-au!(ay*b)ut

(V) Associated conserved vector (5.27) with (Xr, X:r) has components:

71 : -(o.t: + b)u1, T2: -auI (ax f b)u,. T3: (aa + b)uu.

(VI) For (&, X3) components of the conserved vector becomel

T\ : au - (at 1b)u1, f2:(at+b)u", T3:(at+b)uu.

where the constants a,, are real conslants.

(VII) In the case of 3-dim algebra (X1, &, X3), the following conserved vector compo-
nen(s are obtained:

Tt : -c1tl, T2: cu", T3: cuu.

where c is a real constant.

It is noticed that above rcsults cannot be obtained without the association of ranslational
symmetdes from (5.20) with the conserved vector %.

5.4 The Wave Equation on 52

After subsliluting the coefficients ofthe FFF on 52 viz.

E :7, G:sin2x

in Eq. (5.1), the wave equation on sphere becomes

(s.28)

(.5.29)

Using (5.28) in Eqs. (5.6 - 5.12) and after doing some tedious calculation, the following
two cases ofresults are obtained-

'tuft:1t.a+co\au,a+ csc'2,l r;r, + /(z).

4t



5. NoetherApproach on the (1 + 2)-dimensional Nonlinea. Wave Equation on Curved Sut-faces

Case (1) /(u) is arbitrary

For this case, the solution ofEqs. (5.6 - 5.12) is

r: .r, €: c2cosg + casing,

4: c2 cot rsiny + cacotx.coslJ + c4, 6:0.

Case (2) J(u) : 0

For this case, the solution is

(5.30)

T : c7, { = c2 cosy + ca sin I'

4:-.i2cot,.siny+13cotrcosg+c4) Q:o(t,r,U), (531)

where (1 satisfies

o.Lt : dx. + cot r dx + csc2 x dua'

And the gauge terms are:

(s.32)

81 :sin:cnru, 82:-sinra,a, Bl,: -cs.,oou, (533)

where o satislles Eq. (5.32).

5.4.1 Noether Operators and Conserved Vectors

Case (1) l(u) is arbitrarY

Following are the Noether operato6 for arbitrary function /('u):

itaid-
x' ;1. x, - co.sj- - "ot., "in vj . 15'14)

dad-X" sin ui cot r, o5q: . Y" - ; . r5.35t" ' d-r oll ol

Conserved vectors for the operators Xr. &, X3, and X{, also derived in (Freire 2010)'

are as follows.

12



Ti : sinxcosa u.u, - coscsin, qur,

Ii : 1 ",n..o"ulri 
csc2 t - ul - ul - 2F(z)l + coszsinv z,zr, (5 3?)

T,' 1,os..ins|,i - ,.,' t ,l,c"l ., 2Ftu1 cscrcosg./,us

For Xr conserved vector ?3 has components

7l : sincsinirl2,ul - cos r cosg u!ur,

^l7f :.rlslnrsing[u] csc2r-ul-u?, 2F(u)] + cosocosgu,zr, (538)

"lIj - -,osrcos,rluj - r,f - rlcsc', 2Fru'l -csrr-invu,ur.

For & components of 7! are:

For Xr conserved vector I has components:

rl- 1"i", ui ,t',' ,ti cs.r; -2F'r,tl.'2

?r2: -sino rr,,rr, Tl: - cs", uuur-

For X2, components of vectol ?2 are:

4: si.r rvu,, Ti: sinr u,qt.

r.'- 1"i".1,3 ul -u1 c""2 t 2rtu.

Case (2) /(z) : 0

For this case, the operators are Xt. X, X3, Xa, and

'" 
= "*,'

(s.36)

(5.39)

(5.40)

where o satisfies Eq. (5.32).

It is important to note that Xr, Xr, X3, &, and Xo are also the Lie point generators for

Eq. (5.29) with l(1,) : 0.

The conserveal vectors for Xl, Xr, X3, Ia can be obtained by pluSSinS I(u) : 6 in 11,"

13



5. Noether Approach on rhe I + 2) -dime.sion al Nonli.ear Wave Equ arion on Cu ed Surfaces

components ofvectors in (5.36 - 5.39).

The conserved vector 4 for X. has components:

4 = sinz (4,r, - au,),

l;: - $nr (o,u - ou,),

Ti: csc x (aat - au).

(s.41)

where o sadsfies Eq. (5.32).

Using (5.5) one can simplify the conserved vectors and the conditions on unknowns. The
conserved vector components (5.41) yield infinite many conservation laws fbr a.

5.4.2 Lie Algebra Associated with the Conseryed Ve€tor

In this soction, the conserved vectors from (5.41) associated with the translational sym-
metry generators in (5.34), (5.35) are calculated using relation (5.5). Translational sym-
metries directly reduce the dimension ofEq. (5.32), while 2-dim algebras of these sym-
metries convert Eq. (5.32) into an ODE. l-dim and 2-dim algebras of lranslational sym-
metries ofEq. (5.29) are considered and associated with its conserved vectors.

(I) Usin8 Xr and the conserved vector from (5.41) in (5.5), components ofthe conserved

4: osinru,. 4: -sin,rt""-,,""), al : cscr(o,2-az,),

where .r is the solution of fbllowing system ofPDE's

or : O, o,. +cotno, *csc2co* : 6

(II) Associated components of conserved vector for & in (5.5) are:

41 : sinr (a,z - cru,), 4: sinr (a,z - au,), {: 4356;6,rr

where a satisfies

a,.: 0. n,, : o.- + o. coL r'.

14



5.5 The wate Equalion on ]|'?

(TII) Following the routine calculation, 2-dim algebra (X1, X1) reduces the Eq (5 32) inro

an ODE and components of lhe conserved vector ?} are:

4:-asinou,, 7,i: sinc(o,z au)' Tj:acsc'uy,

" -rtni,un,dJ r, withoandrreal con.tanls'
I 2l

5.5 The Wave Equation on 1f2

After substituting the coefficients ofFFF for !I2 i.e-

6: (t 1cosg)': l.o"'i| t, c:r, (5.42)

in Eq. (5.1), the equation obtained is

] tt u ^,,, i""c'rit,,, - ur, ranr;)rr!r i t/r' rs'43r

Using (5.42) in Eqs. (5.6 - 5.12) and after some manipulations, there arc lwo cases of
solution for Eq. (5.43).

Case(l) /(?1) is arbitrary

For this case, the solution is

r: cL' (: c,:' ?/:0. d:0' (5 M)

Cas€(2) /(u) : 0

This case yields

r : ct, { : cz, ri : 0. 4': cr\t,t,U), (5-45)

where o satisfies

| ,'l 4 ,.
o,, - ;.ec',7'o,, "Y, ran';'4, 1546'

45



5. Noether Approach on rhe ( I I 2) dimensional Nonljnear Wave Equalion on Cuned Surfaces

Eqs. (s.11 (i), (ii), (iii)) sive

Bt - 2,os' u^'o,,t - J1t. r.91
2',

A, : -l "e.r1f1 
o,., + J2(t,t:,y), (5.47)22

D3 : 2cos2(l) duu+ h(t.r, ,

where .r satisnes Eq. (5.46).
Without loss ofgenerality one can take /1 : , : 13 : 0 in Eqs. (5.47).

5.5.1 Noether Operators and Conseryed Vectors

If l(u) is arbitrary, operators are:

aaXt= At, Xz: 0x (5.48)

For /(u) : 0, the operators are Xr, X2 and

,": "* (5.4e)

where o satisfies Eq. (5.46).

Here the consorved vector components for the operators X1, X, for arbifary /(u) are

derived using the formula ?i : Bi - N'(l) for t : L,2,3.

For Xl, components of7] are:

T, .oJ(l) [,] . *."{ u', t u',,-zr\ul],' 21 4 2 ', )

1,,rl . ;*-t'!r',,,,, rr - -2co: lt u,t,u {5.s0)

Similarly for Xr, following components ofthe conse ed vector are obtained:

t, - 2' o"2rl. u, u,.

ri -.,:Jlt[,: l*.',1r ,'. ,:, 2F,,,,1 (s.)r.)'2 1 4 2 )



5.5 Th€ Wave Equation on T'z

l) z-.o""lt u,','

If l(r, : 0, the components of conserved vectors ?1i72 can be obtained by putring

,n(r) : 0 in (5.50) and (5.50).

Components of the consened vector I for Xo can be wdtten as

rl -. 2,#r . , 1o,.r - ou,).

'l .,1Ti: --Use<21t1(o,z ou,), (5.52)

aIo' -2'os'(rl Iou't - ou,\-

where a is a solution ofEq. (5.46).

5.5.2 Lie Atgebra Associated with the Conserved Vector

Herc. the conserved vector from (5.52) on associating witl the translational symmetries

in (5.48), using relation (5.5) are calculated.

(I) Using Xr and (5.52) in Eq. (5.5), components ofthe conserved vecor are:

I ", - tt

Il -locoj| u' T:- 2""c't-\tnLt. - aru)- l; 2' o; t 2 t o u u - a uLt 
t.

where a is the solution ofthe following PDE'S

o,:0, ].""'(|) .',.+..y!-t (1)d!:o.

(II) Associated components of consefled vector 4 for & are:

r) = zcos'lv')@,, a,), ri: t*Ctly,,, r!: zcos2(l)@uo - uoQ.

where .r satisfies lhe PDE'S

o": O, *rr: or, tart(l) or.

4,7



Noether Approach on lhe ( I + 2) dimensional Nonlinear Wave Equ arion on Cun ed Surfaces

(III) For 2-dim algebra (Xr, Xr) Eq. (5.46) reduces inro an ODE and foltowing compo-
nents offi are obtained:

/^ 2o,o,'turr,,. 73 - 9.",'' '2 _ 2 2)r". t; ,2ros.l;),ouq _ ov./'.

with

a:2ata\(t)+b,

where o and 6 are real constants.

5.6 The Wave Equation on C2

By substilut.ing the coefficients ofthe FFF as

D:Y2' G:2,

in Eq. (5.1), the wave equation on a cone is obiained as

tt. t lll

The solution of Eqs. (5.6 5.12) with (5.53) again has two cases.

Case (l) When I (1r) is arbitrary

In rhis case, d : 0 and the solution becomes

B1 : B2: 83:0.

48

(s.s3)

(5.s4)

.. ,,"o. 
\2, 

,,,, ,'_ 
,

- "'' .,, 't ' ' ,o. , . ,, .,.,[-,n " .f ,,., '-
'/2 t \/2 r/-'q /'l ', '/: , r 2

,tlt,tl
,, ,'Or ., oi.O.l obr.l 0.

- \- - \l J2 Jl

and



Case (2) When /(u) = 0

For this case, the solution is

1 t,rt I a|t)v.o",1' r {dz , osr,4sinr 
Jr, 

t,.(4) oi-o at.

, : lh.,, (;#)l "*r#r * lfl . *(ffi))*'$t
+,, - *f ":,,r ft) *,"4 *"(h)'

, = lT . * (LY)I -<;, * [? . * ( jry)] "',,r7r

+ astu + al.lJ + (Lsco(ft) +.."i.(fi).

O: - j [., r**Ol+ o8 ssin(]) + as t + arolu + o(t, r, e)'

where a satisfies

dt. oqv or,
,]d - _, ,.:_-

s'tzy

Eqs. (5.1 I (i), (ii), (iii)) with the help of (5.53) yield the gauge terms

e': 4on+,.fzu.',u,

,': [-r"r,fftl *,."*f*l]; -{o",,

n" : 
lo,,otfi1 

+ o,"^t#l# - h """
where o satisfies Eq. (5.55).

(5.55)

(5.56)

5.6.1 Noether Operators and Conserved Vectors

The Noether operators obtained by setting one constant to unity and the other constants

to zerc are as follows.



5. Noeiher Approach on rhe ( t I 2)-dimensionat Nonlinear Wave Equarion on Curved Surtaces

Case (1) For arbitrary /(u)

.,iat|dltd
^ 
| - 

'co!r ,f2) a - rt ,''"' ,/21 a, 2'o'' rt'ao
rA I r 0 I r 0

^2 
' u stnt 

J2)A t 12- "oJV, a, ,rt"l A) ao 
.

x,: *, x,: *, (5s7)

,, ,4. r o .t dl. 
-ttn 7la, I cos{-)r.

.. rt t 0 t 0\b 
9-,os(-l- 

t 
"inl J_!6U.

FollowinS are the conserved vectors computed for Eq. (5.54) corresponding to the opera-
tors X, fori : 1,2,...,6.

The components ofthe consewed vector coresponding to Xt are:

r,' ,,21,*rl-r14,1-4-, : l r a

v2 2 29- n '''] - Ls'nrfirur- rtcott {thLl''t'
Ti t,int r ,l u7 , ,i _,1 , , 

'l I t 1 -' v2 12 2u' 4 (')] - ft'i t ,uu] 
/z' os{;iu" (5 s8)

rr -4"".,j=,14-!*4*r t ' t r I

' \ 2 \/2 12 2u' , (''] 
lrttGI [)ut - rsint rt)tt')tt'v'

For &, components of 72 aie

ri ,, zl"in, '. ,l'i li^ ,'i - r 1 I ' I
- r2l2 .2!)- ', '"1 ' Lcos(7ru' 

1 
rtsint J2tu!)tut',

r",- i.."rlr[', !" "itt t l-
- v2 12 2g' , lr') - l' - A"lltsin(i)u'' 

(s 5er

rt {"'", '-,1'?--,4,r 1 t't2 ' t '
\2 t2 L2 'tu' o ''l - l=;stnr- 

t'' | 2cos'[)'.")ua.

Using X3 following results are obtained

| ,,2 1 -. /irt rt,1; *' ; - r',t) t? ;,,," r; ufiu,uu ,s6or
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5.6 The Wave Equation on C'?

Similarly Xa yields the following components of the conserved vector

r]:rtv,.u,, q: ^r%l+.*-?.",r1 ri:-j'-'" (s61)

For Xb the conse ed vector T5 has components:

l-,1
rJ - l-z"rnr ftt, ' '/zucosr 11,,")u,.

,: -,,- ju,l\ ;i ti ,0,,,)-f ,*,;,,,,," ,s62,

r: : -au*"rftil! - fi *! * ,t"r] * "'rft1".",

The components of conserwed vector for X6 are:

a : 
[z 

*.f 
71"" 

+ 
"A 

u "i'1fi1'")','

,;: ,*"rrttl**$ ;*r,a) *"*,at,.,,,, ,563)

r; :,4r"-tftrl+ - *.*. ".,] - 
co"(ft1u",o

Case (2) For /(z) : 0

The Noether operato$ for this case are Xr, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6 and

,, : l** - eP)& - + *)*u#, 1ffi) "^gt*'
," : 

1,, * * (Ln u- 
T *), rl;t * (r#) *ed*'

^ 
: (L#)*. r& -+*, *," :,fi n nfi - i!;,

*.: "*, . 
(s 64)

where o is a solution ofEq. (5.55).

In this case, the Noether operators Xl, X2. . . . i X6 yield the respective consefled vecton

?r. ?r, . . . , ?6 by putting F(1,) : 0 in conserved vector components givenin(5 58 -5 63)'
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5 Noether Approach on the (1+ 2) dimensionat Nonlinear Wave Equation on Curved Surraces

For the oext conserved vectors, components ofthe 77 corresponding to X7 are:

,; = L#.*tit (L#) ",1r.. (\ff)'**ftn")*
*ar',*"rftil$**.+1,

r; : -{ "i"1-1 . (L#) "^,3,1+ . * -+)

-[}*,,* (uff)",1a**fti*, (56s)

, i - t-o j, *, ;r, - ln,,ri, "' *, i, l,' n 
d 

)sin -1,,._,,,

(,#),*"a,1*_ {;, I)
The components of fie conserved vector corresponding to Xs are:

,; : li" tit * (L#) *uh,".. (\#),"*r#n").
+rtta'"i,tftil!+#-+),

,; : { *"€rt - (-{) -",;, 
; + . # - +)

-fi*,,. (Lff)")a,*r1n", (s.66)

,i : #" rh) - (\#), "-,tt l+ - *. +l
l d2\d 2td,) r l 1' - 2v'\ r I--srnL-rr\ a )cost rtt,t,l,t\.

The components of 7s are:

! ,,' tj\f') + 2ti )l il ,,i ,i,l
M* ,! Ll*rr''r1

\u + 2gu")t Ji: Yt uL'

,]

J2 t",)",

T;:

,;: lh.e#)*, (s.67)



5.6 The WaveEqualion on iC'?

ft - n,u' '; - ;;,+) #' hi;;') ) ,"

The components ofthe conserved vector corresponding to Xlo are:

r,,, ,tz,sl4 ii: *1 
"'-7'u 

u u,
z9 a) vz

^ ,/21,, I -n"- i|, tu, uuuj1",. 15 68)

^,1,? ,; ,i] 'u tu,1t"o_ \/z!r,l;_* il_ zA_,,,"

Non-trivial conserved vector 4 for Xd has components:

6
r),: 'fr,^o,u ",,), 4: Y1nu,-os,). r:: 

h@1ta- 
d!11), (s.6e)

where a satisfies Eq. (5.55).

5.6.2 Lie Algebra Associated with the Conserved Yector

The symmety conservation laws relation (5.5) is used to derive components of the con-

se ed vectors frorn (5.69) associated with the translational symmetries &, & lrom
(5.5?). The reduced conse ed vectors arc of lower dimension as compared io the origi_

nal conserved vectors.

(I) Conserved vector components in (5.69) associated with (X3) become:

/4r: rt-,,,,, rl- !! 6,"-^,u,, r: -11o,, nuo' (s70,
" U \/2

where a is the solution of the following system ofPDE'S

o, o, t:l ?_l'_ot)' t zu

(It) For (Xr), the associated components of conserved vector are:

r' : rt a(a,u - au,), r:: +^u, ri: j@,, ou,). (s.7r)
1l \/2
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5. Noether Approrch on the (1 + 2) -dimensional Nonlinear Wave Equation on Cuned Surfaces

where a is lhe solution of the following PDE'S

o, - 0. o,, ";' t')i,

(m) For the 2-dim algebn (&, X1), the associated components ofvector 4 are obtained
as

.5: -r/2 oau,, T: : :-:au,,
a

(aou - au). (s.12)rt -a'"- rtTt

o:olnU*6,

with .l and l) real constants.

5.7 Summary

Noelher operators and conserved vectors for the wave equation on different sufaces are

consructed using Noether approach. A set of determining equations for the nonlinear
(l + 2)-dim wave equation on curved surfaces are computed in general form with the help
of a suitable Lagrangian. These results arc then utilized to find the conservation laws for
wave cquation on lR?, S'z, T'? and C2.

ln derivation of conservation laws for Eq. (5 . 1) on these surfaces lwo cases are considered

according to the function .l(u), i.e. tbr arbitrary /(u) and /(u) : 0. For Eq. (5.1) on

1R2, total eleven conserved veclors are developed. Six are for arbitrary /(z) and all eleven

are for l(r;) :0 For Eq. (5.1) on S'?five conserved vectors are oblained, outofwhich
four are for arbitrary J(u) and five, including the four for arbitrary /(z) case, are for

"/(r) : 0 Three consefled vectors are obtaincd for Eq. (5.1) on ]|'?, two from thcm are

for arbitrary /(z) and all three for the case /(z) : 0. And for Eq. (5.1) on C2 eleven

conserved vectors arc obtaincd for /(z) : 0, out of them six are for arbitrary /(u). It
is examined that for Eq. (5.1) on 1R'?, S'?, 1|'? and C2 Lie point generators coincided with
Noelher operators.

Moreover, the relation betwcen symmetries and conservation laws in Eq. (5.5) is used, and

the conserved vecto$ and the PDE with unknown parameters became simpler. All classes

ol translational symmetry algebras to simplify the conserved vectors are presented. The
conient of the work done in this chapter is published (Sharif and Jhangeer 2013).
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Chapter 6

Conserved Quantities for the
(1 + n)-dimensional Nonlinear
Klein-Gordon Equation

In this chapter, the Noether operators and conserved quantities are derived for (1 + D)-
dim Nonlinear Klein-Gordon Equation (KGE) for n : 1,2,3 using Noerher approach.
Symmetry operaLors for all possible cases ofthe function /(u) are investigated for n : 1.

The Nocther operators and conscrved vectors are obtained for even and odd ? for ?r > 2.
Cases for arbitrary l(r) and J(u) : 0 61s a1s6 61,.r...6

6.1 Introduction

The study of exact solution of the KGE is very important in nuclear and high energy
physics. Various techniques have been used by different authors to obtain the exact or
approximate solutions of the KGE. Conservation laws for the nonlinear (1 + 1)-dim wave
equation viz ?rr - lk(u)il,), - (t(l)), : 6 66 6i..r.sed in (Johnpillai, Kara, and Ma-
homed 2010). Bokhari et al. in 2010 constiucted the conservation laws for the nonlinear
wave equalion tq, (/(")",,),, : 0, i : 1.2,...,n via partial Noether approach.
Noether operators and conserved vectors of the linear wave equation u1 - u., : 0 41g

derived in (Ibragimov 1994).

In the previous chapters, conserved quantities are derived for the (1 + 2)-dim nonlinear
wave equalions on the hyperbolic space and on the curr'ed surfaces. Herc, the work is

Beneralized for (1 + ri)-dim nonlinear KGE i.e.

u: Lzu + l(u). 1""10. (6.r)

where u : u(1. rr,... , r.,) with Arz: !'u".",.
i-1

Authors of (Barannyk, Barannyk, and Fushchych 1991; Fushchych 1981) worked on ex-
act solutions and reduction of PDE for Eq. (6.1) for different n. Symmetry properties

and some cases of particular solutions of multi-dimensional nonlioear wave equation are
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6. Conserved Quantiries for the (1 I n)-dimensional Nonlinear Kleh

discussed in (Fushchych 1987). In (Tajiri 1984), Tajir; used similarity variables to find

similarity and soliton solutions of nonlinear KGE'S Fushchych and Tsyfra worked on

reduction and exact solutions ofEq. (6.1) for n : 3, using broken symmetry (Fushchych

and Tsyfra 2001). Fedorchuk proposed symmefy reduction and exact solutions of Eq'

fO.il fo. " 
: 4 iFedorchuk 1996) Fushchych utilized an ansatz to evaluate exact solu-

tions for Eq. (6.1) (Fushchych 1981).

The LagranSian for the (1 + r)-dim KGE (6.1) is

t 1 t ul: - ,,,, wirh F'r./, - Jru'." ) /22

The Euler operator for the KGE (6.1) is

a.\aD,-- > l),';- i ,
dut '1 u1t1

aa,
Dt= dt+1uAu+tttjAq+ ,

o.)d
f' . l"' , | ...1'

.) I dLt 'ott,

are lhc total derivative operaton.

The gcneralized or Lie Becklund operator is dellned by

d o J,.;a n"-d 
't - 

u, { -. 
o c,, bt). b,,,

The geneialized operalor (6..1) satisfying

ita
r,. A"

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.,1)

x(L) + L{DL| +DDit) : D$o +DDIB'
t=I

is the Noether operator associated with the Lagrangian I in (6.2) and

0. 1,2,.... n are the Sauge lerms.

The equatiorI

D.To + \- D-Ti : o

(6.s)

Bi's for r :
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6.2 Symmedes and Consefred Vecrors tb.n: I

evaluated for the KGE (6.1) is the conservarion law for Eq. (6.1) and the vector T :
(?i,, 7l, . . , 4) is a conserved vecror for (t + n)-dim space.

The conserved vector components ofthe KGE (6.1) for the operator X can be determined
from

T' : Bt NtG), i:0,1....,r. (6.6)

In Eq. (6.6)

,Vn: r+fl 3, ,ru, : e,+ w3,

where ly is the I-ie characteristic function defined bv

w:a-,,,. te,,, (6..1)

Next, thc Noether symmetries and conserved quantities are derived for rt : 7,2,3.

6.2 Symmetries and Conserved Vectors for n : 1

In this section, the Noether approach is used for finding consefled vectors of Eq. (6.1)

for n : 1, by taking ,r : z, {1 : { in the basic operators and formulae for the sake of
convenience. So here, the nonlinear (1+l)-dim KGE is

utt: u,, + J(.u).

The Lagrangian (6.2) for Eq. (6.8) becomes

(6.8)

(6.9)

Using (6.9) in the Eq. (6.5) and separating it w-r.t- the derivatives of ?r, the following

r:! !*ral, r'(u) :l(r).
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6. Conseneri Quantities forthe (I + n)-dimensional Nonlinear Klein-Gordon Equalion

svstem ofPDE's is obtained

(i) r" : o, (ri;) {" : o (,ti) ?, - {, = 0,

(i)24": €"- rr Qt)zd": rt- €..

(i) B:: d,, Qil Bi: -0.,

6l\u)+ F(u)lrt +{"1 : Bl+ Bl.

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.t2)

(6.13)

The Eqs. (6.1 I (i),(ii)) and (6.12) sive

rb":0, Bo : A&+ fo(t,r), Bt : -A"LL+ lr(t,x) (6.14)

respectively. Without any loss of generality one can take /0 : 0 : /1 in (6.14) So Eq'

(6.13) with the help of (6.14) results in

d/(u) + a(t)[,i + (J : (it:Lu - A.t'u' (6 r5)

Differentiating Eq. (6.15) twice and after some manipulations, itbecomes

Ol- + f"(rt + e.) : 0, (6 16)

Eq. (6.16) implies two possibilities, which are discussed in the next sections.

6.2.1 When J"" I 0

For this case Eq. (6.16) becomes

f
@ + +(7, + {") : 0, (6.17)

J,"

DilTerenriating Eq. (6.17) wrt. "tu" provides

/f \
(+)(4+€,) :0, (6 18)

Eq. (6.18) implies two possibilities, which are discussed below:
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6.2 Symmelries and Consered Vecrors for n = I

Cas€ (1) When r, + {" : 0

In this case /(z) is arbitrary and the solurion is

a:qx.+q, €=qt+c2, Q:0 (6.19)

with gauSe terms zero.

Minimal symmetry algebra ofNoether operators has thrce opemtors as

aAA.rIo-rr X, i. *r-,";-,i 16.20r

The coresponding conserved vectorc 70, 711 72 have the following components:

4 t^,i .,', zr.r,1 . r;" 2"

'ri - ,.u, rl - -;ui t u: .2rtu)..

t -it,: t ,', 2F,) tu.,,, rl - ;t ,,1 -,t,-2r,,,,1-,,,,,,

/. \
Case (2) When I+l :0

\""./ ,,

For this case, further two possibilities ofl(u) arise:

(t) Jlt.) : ocb" + .
In order to get maximal Noether operators by putting. : 0, and for simplicity taking
o : 1, i.e. for /(z) : e" one gets from Eqs. (6.10 - 6.13)

lt
,1,: a(t,t), 1:*ra(t.r), &: -1o(r,.r). (6.21)

wherc o satisfies

The solutions and conserved vectors depending on the function a are derived as follows:

A) a(.t, t) : constant

In this case lhe solution is

(6.22)

T : cat+ qx: + c2. t:c4z*cr t+t\, Q: 2q,



6. Conserled Quandries for the (1 +

with zero giug€ terms.

Noether operators here are Xo, Xr, X2, same as in (6 20) with an extra op€rator

A.tAxr .tat +,ar_ 2a,

Conse ed vectors are ?0,7r, ?z by putting f(u) : 0 in their components and 73 with

componenls:

rl _ -lru? | u/-) \2+td,tu,.T,- r'ui-ui).t2trd')u'' - 2

(ii) o(t, o) : a(r)

ll o is x [unctron of " only, lhen the solution is:

.r:(c4r+cs)t+qlc+c2,

1"t _Jrrz r2l,r -,..t-ttl t '3- a --2\t 2''5'

Bo : 0, Br :2cttt..

Noether operators are Xo. Xr, Xz. &, and

.1 t - -a d
Xa . rt di 

L 
rtt' | J')- 2.r 

Au.

The conse ed vectom are ?0,7r, ?2, ?:r, same as in above case, and the vector T4 has the

components:

t-f;,;i t u'z,\-,2t ' f,rf +,'tu,1u,.

. 1-rl - 2, ;lt' - ,')t'ul t u'?"t - t2x t .'t,t,tur.

(iii) d(r, r) : i1(r)

ln this case solution becomes:

1^1' ^ll' l.l),4-r7t ttt+,'zl
'2

€ : (cat + ci)r + c\t+ ca, Q : 2c4t -2cb'



and Conserved Vectors for n : I

with gauge terms

Bo : _2o&, 81 : 0.

Noether operators are Xo, Xl. &, X3 as before, and Xa here becomes

.. I " " A a r)14 Zl'' ,' ,- .tl -21-

Conserved vectors are againTo,T,T2,T3 and Ta with components:

Tl - .2u - 
1,1t2 

t211ul - u,"1 t 1zr , ttu,1u,.' 4',

^, .tl , , Ir; - -rtdi ,,i\ '2r , Srrt r,.u,lu..

(,.U) d(r, ", 
: /(r + x, - q(r r)

ln this case, the solution is:

tr | {Itt t\ - s(t t\}dt +.r t + 12.

t
t - .l {t(t - r\ - s(t - i\\tu' el t ' "x.

A:2f(t+r)+2s(t a),

and gauge terms are

Bo : -2{D f(t + x.) Ds(t r)}u.

Bt :2{Dlft + x:) + Ds(t - x:)}u..

Where , is the differential operator

Noether operators are X0, Xr, &, as above but X3 and Xl are

,,- lt',-,*,:, I r', ,,,1,*-ztrt-, j,
tAtadYa- 

.l tt-,n,; Jsrt ,\dri t2s(t-r\;,)
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6. Conse6,.d Quantiries for tlre (r I r)-dimensional Nonlinee Klein-Gordon

Conserved vecto$ are again ?o Tr i Z as above and 73, 7.r with following components:

- 2DI(t + iu+f,fu +,',) [ ro+idt+l2I(t+i+ | Ift + x)dr!,br',

r: : 2D f (t + r)1t - t1t 
? *,il I r tt * Ah - Pf Q + d + | l (t + r)dt.r,)u,.

tll
Tl.. 2r)ttt rtu- 

2tui 
- u1t.l ort - rVt -l2stt - r -.l a(t - r\'lxu'lut'

ttt
T, - 2Dq\t rt,'lt,i -u?,1 l st -rtdt tl2stt-xt' I s(t -r'dtt,lu'.2 .t - t

\tt1 f(u):(au+b)2 1c. al0
Again, taking.:0 in ordor to get the maximal Noether operators andputting ": 1 l):
0 ior the saki of simplicity, the function reduces as I(u) : rr'

The function l(r) : ,' gir. same Noether operators and consered vectors as are for

arbitrary /(u) in the case (1) of Section (6.2 1).

6.2.2 When 1"" : 0

Here, the condition 1,, : 0 is solved for two cases:

Case (1) When /(z) : 0

The Noether opemtors and the consefled vectors in this case [also derived in (Ibragimov

1994)l are as follows.

The Noether operato6 are again Xo, Xr, & in (6.20) but

adX3 olt. x) At Ult . t) .

Thc conserved vectors can be obtained by putting tr'(u) : 0 rt Tn,T1,T2 and 73 with

comPonents:

r-l11 -r",ui . tt- a,.u,. rl-;a(u: 4\ ' ou,ut

Case (2) When /(u) : ot + l)

This case again provides a * €. : 0 which implies that results for this case are the same

as obtained in lhe case (t) of Section (6.2.1).



and Conserved Vecrors lor n : 2

In this section, the gcnerators and consened vectors are derived for n : 2 in Eq. (6.1) i.e.for the equation

6.3 Symmetries and Conseryed Vectors for n. : 2

utt: 1rq,r + uxzr, + f(u).

The Lagrangian for Eq. (6.23) bccomes

-ulu?"?,- ; --;' ; F/at. where F'tL, Jru

(.6.23)

(6.24)

Using (6.24) in rhe Noether's idenrity (6.5) and after some manipulation, it yields an over
determined system oflinear PDE'S i.e_

(i) r" : 0, (i,) €j : 0, (iii) €:": o, (6.2s)

026": e:, - \ - €:,, (ii)20" : 4, - e',, - n, (.ni)2@.,: 11 - {!, - t:., 6.26)

(,) ?., - {} : 0, (ii) r,. - t7 : o, (iii) 1:, + {i. : 0, (6.27)

(i) B2: a,, fi, Bi - -,!",, (tzz) s,": -cit",, (6.2s)

Of (u) + F(u)fu + t:, + e) = Bi + B:, + B:,. 6.2s)

Three cases for the solution ofEq. (6.23) arise from Eq. (6.29):

Case (1) When l(z) is Arbitrary
In lhis case, the solution ofEqs. (6.25 - 6.29) is:

r: q+c4:r4+csr2, €1 : czl cat I c.a.,z,

€2 : c..t * cst - catt, q: o,

where gauge terms are zero,

Case (2) When /k, : a(u)
For the case of /(u) : e", the solution remains same as obtained for the arbitrary case

above and no extension is observed.
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6. Consencd Quantities lor 1lE I + n)'dimensional Nonlinear Klein-Gordon Equation

Case (3) Whcn l(rr) : 0

For this case. lhe solution is:

r:.r +..rrr +,',,u+\lt'z+":i + x2) + lc17r + cs:rr * cro)t'

{1 = i', +.rt + c6ri, + \tj' + '\' 'i1+ 1'ax2 + cat + 
'10):11'

{2 : r.:r * rtr .r,,, + }{l' :r?+ 13) + (.7r'1 + i,i + 
'ro)lla,

A= f,',utri cs:r2 Icst*cro]zio(t cr rl:)'

und Ine Exuge rerm" lrom 'b 28 rir' riir' riii\) are

Bo : -clu2 + ap+ Jn(t,q,xz),

Bt : !4u2 - d",u+ Jr(t,ar,n2)' (630)

82:clu2 - a",u. + f2(t,:u,72),

where o satislies

oLL: d,\a\ + d,2a2 . (6.31)

Without loss of generality, one can take /6 : fi : /z = 0 in Eqs. (6'30)'

From the solutions obtained, symmetrl generators and conserved vectors w r't the func_

tion l(u) are derived in the next sections.

6,3.1 NoetherOperators

Case (1) when /(tr.) is Arbitrary

Noether operators in this case are:

oL^,x" i,. x dll
.1 .J d d

V.-ia,,r tt t. Xa tu!!tr2At-

a
ar2 '

3C
Xs=.t'r^ -ri-dl1 oI2



6.3 Symmetries and Conserved vecto's forn:2

Case (2) J(z) : 0

The operatom here are Xa, Xr X2, Xs, &, &, and

A I ^ " ,,. J A tlud
X,,- ,1. tt ,tri- ri t t'tA-tr.r!Ax-- 2;u

a A I " " A r-u d
Xl .,2ti' ',r,a, Ul.,r-.t't 

rt-tO-- -- u.

d d L ,.) rl d
Xs ttt- I.t,t Ar- 

- '2txitti 
''Ot - Zoi

a) ,) 0 uc)x,=tti+.,2;_t6i _ 
2oi.

and

*":"*"

where a satisfies Eq. (6.31).

6.3.2 ConservedYectors

Case (1) When /(r) is Arbitrary

For Xa, Xl, X2 conserved vectors 70.71.7s, correspondingly have components:

4:)wi+"i.+14,)-F(u), rl: -u".u,' r3: -u",u,.

4:u,,,,, ri: l!,i + "'..- ul,l -F(u), r?: u.,u...

r! : t,.,,,.'r] : -u",u.,, T; : 
;lt,? -,?,, + u!,) - r@).

For & components of 73 are:

, ,r, l- |,! ;l,l . u'. t u)- 2Ftu'l t r,,,u,.

_, lrl - ,'1,,? -,i, -,:.a 2F' t)- 'tu !,

't:: (rtt + tu,\)u.,,



6. Consened Qulntities fo. $e 1 + r) dimensional Non linear Ktein cordon Equarion

For Xi conserved vector A has components:

".t - 'lri .;1,:-,j. , ,1,-zrrut). t,..,,,.

T]: _(x2u, + tu.,)u,,,

rT rri ,l,i - ,", ,1,-zrr,tl - ,,,,,,,,

The components of G for the generator Xs are:

Case (2) When /(u) : 0

The conserved vectors for the operators Xo, Xr,. . ., Xr in this case can be obtained by
putting ,F(u) : 0 in the components of 70,71, . . . , 75 in case (l) and the next conserved
vectors are derived helow

For & components of?6 arei

,: : #lq * "t,+,:.] + lry + ;(,] x2, + t2)u., *,,,.,u",)u,.

4 : I - ial -,2 * f :l,i +,i,-,,,] - [T + x nu1 + r s2u,,)1,,,.

r; : - !tr 
l"? 

- "i, + 
"2,) - lff +,,*, + lrai -,i + 4",.f",,.

For Xi conserved veclor fi has components:

e : !1": * "i,* ":,)*lff * o-,", +!r.,i+,2+ t"t,,."f,,.

r| :, \l l"i 
+ "t. - ":,) - lff +,,t", + f,{-,i +,i + t ),,"),",,

,; = I - ie,t +,i + *t1"7 
",", 

+ ";.) lff *,*,, *,*,,,,f,,,

rs:lr2urr-xrur,)ut.

"^t 'l

r.r. - -: u? + ut,, - u'?,,' 2F\u)) + rtu"\u.-.zt I

-. I ',l

r! -il"i - ,j, r". -2Frttl -.r2,t",u..
l
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6.4 Slmmei.ies and Conse.ved Vecrors for r = 3

For Xs comPonents of 7s are:

,: - I I ,1, 4 t rtl,; ,1, ,t,] [; ',,,' , ,,,,,)'''

r; . .:;'l,l,,',,',)-l; -'r,;l,,t,,',,,,',,,,,)','

,t - -!1,,t ,1, .1,1 l; i'" ''i' tt', -''"' ]''
Xe provides vector 7e with components:

.r j[,: ,: ,:.] l;,,,,. ",,-),
.rt- " I [,, I

rJ - -; [", ' 'i t ) lz-t"' t "'" 1"

ri -il,t r. ,: 
I - [; ,,, , , ,),,,

Th€ symmetry generator Xo provides conserved vector 7; components as:

\: aru o.ur, 4: -o.,tl+ o",,, T2: o*u+ ou'.-

where a satisfies Eq. (6.31).

6.4 Symmetries and Conserved Vectors for n : 3

For n : 3, Eq. (6.1) becomes

u11: tt,,", i tt.,',! t,,","+ lQ'), (6 32)

which admiis the Lagrangian

,,=4-L-L 4+efu), F,(,) -/(z) (6.33)
222

Doing similar calculations as repofied for n : 2, the following results are obtained'
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6. Conscned Quantities forthe (1 + z) dimens ionat Non tincar Kl.in_Cordon Equarion

Case (1) /(u) is Arbitrary

For this case, rhe solurion ofEqs. (6.25-6.29) is:

7: ct +t|:tt+ r:61:2+ t7x)3) €1 = cz * csl + cszz + cqz:.

{2: ca } c6t - cacl * c1623. €3: ctl ctt- csxr_ crcxt. @: 0,

with zero gauge terms.

Case (2) /(a) : F(u)

The solution of Eq. (6.32) for /(1l) = e" is same as in rhe case (l) of Secrion 6.4.

Since /(u) : e" d6gs 10! Iead toward a new solution so in thc general case it will not be
discussed separately.

Case (3) /(u ) = 0

For this case, the solution becomes

41, -i-:.r +.irr + rb 12 + .7 /'3 + I(..1+ t3+ rtr+t2) + (cf ,t:r + q2x2+ cr,rr+ c|")t,

€l :.2 +.sl + Lb,r, + r,ir3 + ;(ri -rZ - rtr + t2) + (ct2rz + cl3...: a cr.ri * rrs)r.r,

€'7 : rr * coi - csrr + cluxr + ;( rl rl xl + t2) + (curr * c1323 * crat + c1s)22,

cr3, ,(r :, r + rrl - cq.rr - cr0.r2 + ;(.r\ - fi - xl + t2) + (cnat + ct2r2 + cut + c$)r3,

O: ktflt + ct2r2 + cr3t3 + cr4t * crs)u * a(t, rr, c:, e:),

and gauge lerms are:

Bo : -+u2 + dLu + l]o. Bt : !1!u2 - a",u I h, (6.34)

u' = Tu" - a.,u r J2, 3t : c)1u2 
- a.,u i ft, (6.35)

where, one can tirke /0 : fi : /2 : J3 : 0 in Eqs. (6.34-6.35) and a satisfies

du = d".., + a",., + d,,...
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6.a symNetries arylll$llglftqglq5l

6.4.1 NoetherOPerators

Case (1) For arbitrary l(u)

In this case, the Noether operato$ e:

x"' lr x, i,- x, i. r' *,
J.J-.') i1 ') 0x,-,o;'',i, . x,',*t," i,. x"'til rldi.

^ .t d d -- o A

X',. ,ra,t.,-"i;. X" 'rA;-" A".,. ^! 
'r 'A- r2A;!'

Case (2) For /(z) : 0

The operators in this case are Xo, Xr, . . . , &, and

r,o = rrr$ + t.tr' *,i -,i -,31 fi +,,,,f; +,,',fr-, -',ufi.,

r,. -,, il -,,,, o,!, f,',' -,.',,i -,i, k *,,,,J,, -,,, i;
A A A t, -d A

xt, rtit.ttl- .t,t\ -.2tt' -ri -r:"i'A 1 '"'i,,'
A J A I " ,d d

Yr. - fr/--r ..,-rt -- I'lAr" |lt' I ti.til r't\At utA '

aaddAt" 'an ",u 
t'd" 'a uA-

*": 
" *!,,

where a satisfies Eq. (6.36).

6.4.2 Conserved Vectors

Case (1) tror arbitrary l(a)

For Xo conserved vector ?0 has componenfs:

4 :1" ,i ,1. u"l-Frut



6. ConseNed Quantities for the (l + n)-dimensional Nontinear Klein,Cordon Equarion

T]: -u.,u1, Ti: _u,,r,, t: _u,.u,.

For Xl components ofvector 71 arc:

_, 1. .ti - ". t. ,.' - -r,,,, r ul, -,t1"- u1" _ Ft,,t.

Tl: -u-u,", Tf : -u-u-.

For X2 the vec[or 72 has components:

4:,r,,r,, Ti: -r.u,,,

ri : -it": - ":., 
+ ul, - u?.-) - F(u), r| : -u,"u"..

The conserved vector 4 has components:

4: u""uu T]: u",u.", Ti.: -u",r,",

lr: - _ 2l,i uj' _ u,'" ul. F1ut,

For Xa components of ?a are:

t -!'1,? ,'z. , ": - 
r

z L "' ":'-2Ftutl] 
L tu''u'

iT Irl' zl'i t ':' u2. ul ' zr,utl- t'u,'u,.

T|: (4u, + tu,,)u.,. tfi: (r1u1+ tu.,)u.".

The components ofvector 7s are:

,]

,! - ,;1,? | u'?,. | ,,'?., I u:,-2F,utj1 tu^d, r; - -t!2,1, tt,.'u,,

tl I ^r:-;1,',,-,,:. ,1. ,? 2Ft,)l-!,,,,,,h r:--t,,u, tu,,u,,
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6.4 Symmetries and Conserued Vectors tbrn = 3

For & vector G has components:

^ -,,1 l
4 - Z'['l - 'i. t u'1,, u:.-2Ft't] - t"'u''

T] : -(qu1 + tu,,)uo, T! : -(qu1+ tu"")u,,'

^ i i l
,t - ,1,'l 

- t, - d",-,,',. zn,t)- '-,'.,".

The components of4 for & are:

't! : \,,,,,, - t,,,)u1, r] : +1,i+ "i,,i,,i.+2161)+ x:,ut\11a2'

.. I Irl: +l"i -,r1, +,1, -,1. + zr(,)l r2u,.u., ff: -lx2u,, x1u".)u,.'

For Xs vector ?s has components:

.^r 'l

Ii - r,3r,., - ',u,e)d,. r, -;l'? - n'.- '?,,- ';' zrt'l ttur'u"'

^ ,., r l
7";' - (r1,i .,u, ',,. rsr ";l',1 -,: - ':, 'i t 2t:t \)' ",u"

For Xe vector Te has components:

4 : Gr"", - x2u4)111, T] : -(qu", t2u.')u,,.

^ -.r,1-rJ -;'l'; "' "" 'i t 2Fr'') 'nu"u'

^ ,r, l ,'rt !;l,i - ,1, -,j, ' ,". ' 2rt,))- r''u ,u,.

Case (2) J(z) : 0

In this case, the conserved vecto$ for the operators Xo , Xl , ' ' , Xe can be obtained by

putting F(z) : 0 in the components of ?o. n. ' ',?, and the next are as follows'

For X1o components of?ro are:

t : !t,l + "1,,+,1,+,4"1+Ixt(u+ 
r2u., + uu,3\ + l,l 'Z- '3+ t')""1""
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6. Conserved Quanrnies tbr rhe (r + n)dimensional Nonlinear Ktein-cordon Equation

i2 tfW?-,.i,+rQ,-t,f;,)-lzr(,*zrz., + t,,1+){,i -,?, xl+ t )u.,)u.",

Symmetry X11 provides components of 7lr as:

t., : !fu? + "i, + u1, + ul,l + [x,(u + x1u., + 4u,,) + l@l - x] a.l + t )u"")u1.

Tlt- -'ryli +ui, ul, - u3,_l lt2(u + tu, + ,,u",1 + 
111,1 

- ,l - x!+ t2)u.,)u.,,

,f, - '{ - ja; - ,: x! + t,llul - u!, + ul. - u2."1 - lu + tut + a,rt.. + .,3u..)r2u"..

ri,: ry1"? ".1, - ui,+ 
"1,) - Ix2(t + tu,+.rt.ut,) +f,1"tr-,,,1-,2+ t,),,",),.".

For Xr2 conserved vector ?r2 has components:

4" : !t"? + 
"1,, 

+ u?", + u?,,1 + lr r(u + r'u". + rru,,1 * f,14 - 11 - xl + t" )u,,1u,,

rl,: -'!;fu? - ui, - ul" - ul,l - 14@ + t,, + ,,u,,) + 
i@3 - xl - xl + t2)u,,)u,,.

ra,: -Tlf i - u?,, + rfi, - ul,) - [4(u + tu1-t xp,,) * f,t Z - ,? rl+ t2),.,)u"".

,:, :* iAZ xl - r.l+t2)lu! - u2,,,1"+,,?."1 [,+tu, + .,1u.,, t r1t".]x3r.,.

For X13 components of q3 are:

-! + f,t,i + ,; + ,3 + t'z)1,,? + u?, + ul, + ul,) r [u * r1u", + .x21tt, + r3u,;tur.

-!fu\+"t, ul, - u?"") [t(u + x2u,, + uu,!) + ]e1 + ,i + ,Z + t ),,1u,,,

- ! Wi - "t, + ul, - u!,) - ltQt + x,u ". +,,,, ; + 
f,@l 

+ rl + x! + t )u,1u.,,

: -!1"? "i, - u'z,,+ r,1,"1- [r(r + rnu.,, +rru,,1+f,6,r+rl+r!+t lar]u,,.

'12
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The operator Xt.l bas conserved vector 714 with components:

ti, -'rlri ' ui t u1,-u'z,,1 'u t rlu'' . 'tzut' !!ut1'Lrt'

ri, : -11"i + 
""", 

- ui. - ul,) - lu + tu +'x211 " * cau'"lu'"

r?": Zfu? -u?,,+ u2,,- z?.1 - [u + 
'ur 

i zr tt., t r*'")u','

Ti": -+fu? ul,- ul"+ ul,) lu+tut+ xtu,, t ,zu'"lu'"'

The conserved vector ?l, with o sarislying Eq' (6 36) has componenis:

1= o," o",, T),: -",,u + u"."

T: ar.u ) ou,2. Ti - -a,,u ou.

6.5 General Case

Following the same procedure, the Noether determining equation (6.5) for the Lagrangian

(6.2) offte KCE (6.1) after somc lengthy manipulation gives the following set ofPDE'S:

(;)r":0, (,t)€l:0, /:I.2....,4, (6.37)

li) xt,: rt !e:,, {,,)2r,":*. n- \ e'",. i : t.2,. . . ,n, (6.38)

i=l i=lili

(;)r,,-{l :0. (,,) {:, +{1,:0. ,l j, i, j :1,2,. . ..n, (6.3e)

(i) Bi,: du Oi) B'": -4,",, i : 1.2. . . . , n, (6.40)

'1 4

plrut.Ftut,, -)-g.l- Bi ' tR:. {641rt"i1 "t A'
Eq. (6.41) yields two cases of solution w.r'|. the function /(u). Noether operators and

conse ed vectorc are calculated for each ofthese cases.
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6.5.1 Noeher Operators

Cas€ (1) For arbitrary /(?r)

In tlis case rhe Noether operators obtained by rhe solurion ofEqs. (6.37 _ 6 4l) are:

ArtADx,- r; Y, a4 Y, ,-,;. ,.;,-12.... n.

_- d atn-,- t,or.- r,-) lu i-t. i.t-t2 n

Case (2) /(z) : 0

For this case, Noether operators are Xo, X;, Xa, X2^lifori=7,2,.._,nand

.:- D .r.u ox,,.,,,-r,/;. 
".,1 

tt2 -f ,1 - t) t,r,- --,... / 1.2....t,.17;,'-'or' - 
-or' Aou

Xc,-,- /i.,4 l[,, -i,i9-'1''.f z-'' A )C,t

x,,. .,, t!-t..:-{:, x.-,,!
Jt 

- 
Ori Adtt dtl

where o satisfies

6. Consened Quanliries tbr rhe (1 + u)-dimensional Nonlinear Ktein_Gordon Equation

",: I"*,,i:t

and

(6.42)

(6.,13)

^:{?,,- { l:
if n is even
ifnisodd '

if n is even
if l is odd .

6.5.2 ConservedVectors

The conserved veclors for the above derived symmetry operators are as follows:

Case (1) For arbitrary /(i,
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6.5 General Case

The vector 7o corresponding to Xo has the following components:

i , ui+\,i _r.,t
l

Ti: -"''' i: 7'2' ' ' 'n'

Components of the vector I for i : 1, 2,..., n are:

. rl -ri u,.u1 1: -:l,i -," -, ,i Ft,)). r J t.
l

T'l : '"'u"' i+i'i:1'2'"''n

For X"+;, i : 1,2,.... n components of 4+r are:

t . ':1,: i,: -zrs1l t ru,.u,2l
,l

r:,- + ,,?-,i r ,: .2F,Ltt - r, ,.,,
,=,,

Tj*: (xiul+ tu",)u"i, ili, ):1'2'...'n.

For lhe operators X2n+i,wrth j > x^ndi,i:1,2,.-.,ntheconservedvectorsT2n+i
have components:

fi^*.: @iu,, tiu,,)u1,

,.r -a 'l

T"- -='l,i ,i I u',. zrru,l ,.u".u'.z L r-J,.

T:- - {-' ,,i -,: - t t,, -2F1,t) - r t,..u,,.'zl' "' oi7r,

T[,.*,: -@1t", -:nil.L,r)t/rf i k I t, j, k:1,2' ..,n.

Case (2) /0/) : 0

In this case, conserved vectors forthe operators Xo, Xr, X"+;, Xz"+ifori:1'2'"''n
arc obtained by putting F(u) : 0 in the components of the vectors ?0, Ti, Tnx' Tz"+|

Next conserved vectors for even and odd rr are w.rt. 1 and ) defined in (6 43)'
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6. Consetred Quantities for the (1 + n)-dimensional Nonlinear Klein Gordon Equation

For Xl,-.r+i, i : 1, 2, . . ., n components of vectors ?3n-)+i aie:

..i I " .:- "l [r.u n ']

7r.1, .,,. 'l' ,i -)',1,1 r =:,1,,? r/'?-tJ:ru,, 1,,,,,,,1,,.'2 7'J \ ' -,, ;
,/ r .-"t, +,1 t, .:- IrJ. ,, it- it.i t. - L,)lul ,t - 1,, ) 

- lr ,,,- l" ,, 
1,"

- l"' t "r;" ., 'r' ',,,,,- r',i'P .\'it,, -F,",,-,, ),.,
,]

'''!' ,: ,:.- f ,i-l ," /i i 17, 1 t2. .n

For X.tn -r+r, components ofthe consefled vecto$ ?f,,, r+1 are:

r^---l'?:". ; ;," I,:,1,i I,r| 1 \''u,.t,,, ,, - r .^ -
a,]

r;,, ' l'l,; ,1 -f,i i' .u'|"i1,, \',t',,,.' ll l" ' r t

wherej I i, i:1,2,...,n.

For &,, .+2, vectors 1,-1rz has the components:

^ tl ^ .:- -l ,, -f- 'l

ri" .,, .,,; Lui l. \ L,.",,1,,Jl^l

r"" - -+ , -,j -f ,1. 11 r i,, , f ,,,, u,\. J t., 't.'2. ...o,;-L\;

Xo has conserved vcctor ?; with componeflts:

4 : o,, or,, 'I:: -o,,u + du,,, i : 1.2, . . . ' n.

where o satisfies Eq. (6.42).
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6.6 Summary

6.6 Summary

Noeths operators and conserved vectors for (1+fl')-dim KGE arc computed by utilizing

the Noether approach. A set of determining equations for the KGE are constructed for

, : t. f. : *iit tt . t,cip of Noether identily and a Lagrangian Cases for arbitrary /(u)
ana /irj - 0 are also discussed. The Noether operators and conserved vectom 

-of 
the

nonliniar KGE for n : 1 w.r.t. the arbitrary function /(u) are further computed for the

cases f,,. f 0. 1," : 0 and their subcases' Then Noether operatofi and the conserved

,r..tn.s a,e derived for even and odd n for n > 0. The content of the work done in this

chapter is pubtished (Jhangeer and Sharif 20I3b, 20I2)'
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Chapter 7

Invariant Classes of Functions for the
Nonlinear Wave Equation

In this chapter, a class of second order nonlinear wave equation 211 : t" r('r1i2,,,. +
a;u",)+/(z), wtrere l,, f 0. is considered A classificalion ofthe arbitrary function /(u)
is made for lhe equation and examples from the literature arc checked for different values

of coefficients. It is proved that lhe considered equatjon can be classified into two classes

w.rt. the function /(u) for which it has nontrivial symmetries. Furthermore' ii is proved

that the classes of the discussed functions do not depeod on the number of independent

variables.

7.1 Introduction

Lie symmetry analysis is one of the strongest tools to anaiyze lhe differential equations

(DE's)- The nonlinear equations possessing nontrivial Lie symmetdes can be classified

w.r.t. the arbitrary functions they have. This type of classification and the group classi-

ficalion of Lie algebras are importanl aspects of lhe modern symmetry analysis of DF.'s

In more recent timcs, the group classification is performed in (Ames, Lohner, and Adams

1981; Ovsiannikov 1982; Pucci 1987) for the nonlioear heat or wave equations. The sym-

met cs ofthe equation u :11,1q +.lQ,h,u,u,,)arcIistedin(Lahno, Zhdanov, and

Magda 2006). Furthermore, the group ciassification of the (1 + 3)-dim Klein-Cordon

equation (KGE) is studied in (Rudra 1986). Group classification is done using Grtjhner

basis in (Clarkson and Mansfield I993). In (Azad, Mustafa, and Ziad 2010), ihis approach

is used for the group classification of the (1 + 1)-dim KGE.

FollowinB the idea given by Clarkson and Mansfield in (Clarkson and Mansfield 1993),

the lis$ of /(1r.) for non trivial symmetries are calculated for the cquation

urr: \(a"1u,,., + aiu",) + Jfu), aiilO, J,*10, ('7.t)

i=l

where t1 is the dependent variable, whil€ the coeffrcients ai and or" are smooth functions

of independent variables a,,i, for i : 1, 2 . . ., 1r'

Here, although group classification for the symmetry algebras is not calculated but the
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7. Inyariant Classes ofFunctions for the Nonlinear Wave Equ ation

following queries about the possible classes of the function /(z) Eq. (;.t) are investi-
gated:

. Does there exist e class of functions for Eq. (7.1) which does not depend on the
number of independent variables?

. How does the background metric ofEq. (?.1) affecr irs group classification?

Claim is proved by taking the common subset of detemining equations from the set of
the determining equations. Further the (1 + 2),dim KGE on the plane, sphere and rhe
cone are analyzed to elabomte the main result.

7.2 Main Result

In order to discuss the main results, two classes of functions f ftr) in Eq. (?. I ) are I abeled
as follows.

Class A:

(, l(z) : (or + 6)"'+ c, m + 0,1,2,
(ii) Jfu) = apb" a ,

Class B:

(i) f(t) : a113 16fia"u17
(;;) /(u) : (au + b)"+2 + cu + d, fot n + 0,t,2,3,
(iii) f lu): aeb" + d1+ d,

(tu) I (rr) : ln(ou + b) la + uL + d,

(r, /(',,) : [(oz. + 6) In(au + b) - (aa. + b)]/o2 + ttt + d..

Theorem 7.2.1 For the nontitial Lie poinl symmetries ol Eq. (7.1), the possible choice

of arbittary finction f (u) belongs either to class A or to class B offu ctions.

Proof: If

v :,ff+ e.!r* ofl
is a symmetry generator ofEq. (7.1), then by applying Lie's symmetry criteria

y Prl", - *" r,"",., 
+ . s", t tu)),, 

= i ",,..,., +,,.., + r r.,1: 
o,

(7.2)

('7.3)

where Yl2l is the second prolongation of (7.2), one gets a set ofequations $at determines

the Lie point symmetries ofEq. (7.1).

The Eq. (7.3) gen€rates a set of rn PDE'S on comparing the coefficienis of derivatives
of the dependen! variable, where m depends on the number of independent variabies
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7.2 Main Result

(Bluman and Kumei 1989; Hydon 2000; Ibragimov 1994; Olver 1986) Thus' the Eq'

(7.3) results in:

r"t:o, ru:0, (6)":0, 0.4)

d"" :0, (7.5)

,i," - l(biiL.,", + bta.,) - 2h + fo"- 1"4:0. (7.6)

j=1

UsinS Eq. (7.5) one can obtain

d: s(t.x.j)u + h(t.xj) Q.tl

Now two cases arise from Eq. (7.6) which are considered one by one.

Case (l) When oii" is constant

In this case,

Or?. : constant and d"j"r, : coostant, Vj (7 8)

The differentiadon ofEq. (7.6) w.r.t. 1l results in

Ql"" + 2rtf": o. Q.9)

Again, differentiating Eq. (7.9) w.rt. u and simplifying, one arrives at

/t \
Q,,+2r,1 j! ) :0, as /"" l o (7.10)

\J"u / '
Further differentiation ofEq. (7.10) wrt. t1. yields

./L):o (?.n),,\ 
r,, i ", "

If r, : 0, then one is frce to choose f(t) from any of the classes A, B.

However, ifT' f 0 then

/.f,\l-t :0, (7.12)
\ /,, /""

It is evident lhat the solutions ofEq. (7.12) belongs to the class (A).

Case (2) When 0r,, is uot a constant
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Tlnvarianr Classes ofFunctions for the NonlinearWave Equrtion

In this case,

gy"f0:1t(t.,q), or {,,,,,: q(r,ri), for some j. (7.t3)

Differentiating Eq. (7.6) twice w.rt. ? and using (7.13), ir results inl

0f""" + d,,1"" + 2.r,J"":0. (7.14)

After some calculations, one comes to thc equation

a,lJ""f{i"" (f"""f 2h"U" ;' + t""t"""/,"","1 :0 (7.rs)

Again, if7, : 0 then /(z) can belong to any of the classes-

However, 7l f 0 implies that

J""""U"",,)' 2l*U",,"")'+f""J"""J""""":0. (?.16)

It can be verified that the solutions ofEq. (7.16) belong to class B. tr

7.3 Applications

7.3.1 (1 + 2).dim Klein-Gordon Equation on IR2

The KGE on the flat surface or plane is for all : 1, a22 : 1, ar : 0 : o:, in
Eq. (?.1)

ult: u,1.1+ ut2x2 + fO1), f""10. (7.17)

Lie's criteria of symmetry on Eq. (7.17) is

YP'(,,,, - ,, .rpr) r,,, ,. - 1u..-, ,,J, o ,? 18,
\./

Eq. (7.18) after some lengthy manipulation gives the following rcsults:

r = q + cix.t + csj,2 + cs(* + 11 + xtr) + (2c7h + 2csr2 + c.to)t.

€1 : cc + crt + caxz + ct(t2 + d ?'3)+Qcsx2*2catlcrc)h, (7.19)

(2 : r:: * r:;t - r:o:rr + Ls(t2 - 11 + x,tr) I (2q\ 1 2cat I crt)t:t,

and

d,, : 0, O.," : constanti diz : constant, i : 1. 2. ('7.20\
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Since ri + 0, (7.20) provide that the function / (u) belongs to lhe Class (A) of the theorem'

lor uhich Eq r7.17, has nonlrlvial symmelrie(.

The same conditions ar€ generalized in (Jhangeer 2011) during the group classification of

(1 + ?r-dim KGE. Henc; it is concluded that obtained classes of function J(fl) remain

invariant for the choice of rr.

7.3,2 (11 2)-tlim Klein-Gordon Equation on 52

The(1 +2) dim KGE on the sphere is for o11 :7. a22:13p2,r, ar : cot r'li
in Eq. (?.1)

tai : r,r,r + ir,r cot trl + u,r", csc' .r:r * /(u), .f"" + 0.

The solution of the determining equations for Eq (7 21) is:

T: ct: (r c2cosc2 * casinz2,

€2 : cotrr[c3cosrz c2sine2] I ca,

a.,":0' Qn: 0, i : 1,2

and

(.1.24)

Eq. (?.24) implies o : 0 for arbitrary choice of / as /,,, f 0. This result shows that

the function J(]r) has no contribution in the ddivation of symmelry generators. Also, thc

geometry ofthe space on which PDE is lying is more dominanl than the role ofnonlinear

function /(z) in the calculation ofinfinitesimal symmetries ofEq. (7 21) Similarly' the

result can be generalized for n-dim case and is already done for (1 + r)-dim nonlinear

heat equation on sphere and torus (Jhangeer 2011).

7.3.3 (1+ 2)-dirn Klein-Gordon Equation on C2

The nonlinear wave equation on cone for o1r : 1 I @2)'z, n2, : 2, ar : 0, rLz' 1 l2xz,
in Eq. (7.1) is

,,,,-"', t \" ?- t',' J,"10
\ttl' z tL)
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7. Invariant Classes ofFunctions tbr the NonlinearWave Equarion

Using the Lie's symmetry criteria on Eq. (7.25) and following the routine calculations,
the rcsults arel

I-2$" + 4,,,., + 2lO" + aln + 2f"Olb2)2 + 20,,,, + t2i)"2 : o, (7.26)

t lor-ot)r2,os\+l - (oa tojl)rr5in( r'1' \1tr+2r2,) ota,r"t.\,/2 \/2 2 '

loat I 2on , o.it2 - 2xltf - r. lort t 2on ot(2 2t2)l rr
' - '-rt,, ' 

-ltri,, 
l'"t 7'- L ,, z. ' :rrt,, ]'rn(7r 

t os'

,, l,,t _2"", ,,rrr'? r-2.,!,1"o", ,r, 
l,tlt -.2nn o"tt' 2.:! 

",n,:!' I 2 4 )--''A',l z 4 )'""rt',
+ \ast + ae) xz,

where

O*:, (7.27)

t-.
a,1- V2,, o1sinl j^Iy -r."o"tl:;1,. t \/2 \/2 )

j[.-.tft1+.."i'111]'

One can easily conclude from (7.2?) that the function /(u) in Eq. (?.25) belongs !o the
Class (B) ofthe theorem, ior which this equation has nontrivial symmetries.

7.4 Summarv

Two classes offunctions for the Eq. (7.1) are specified t{hich shows that the classes do not
depend on the number ofindependent variables. To find that how does this classiflcation
of Eq. (7.1) rclate to the background metric of Eq. (7.1), the (1 + 2)- dim. KGE on three

different surfaces w'r.t. the Gaussian curvature, i.e. on R2, 52 and C2 is prcsented in the
applications. It is interesting to note that the coefficients ojr & oi ofu,r,, & u,, are no

more present in the Eqs. (7.12,'7.14,1.19)ollheorem 7.2.1. This shows that the functions
obtained from th€se equations are independent from the background Beometry.
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Chapter 8

Conserved Quantities of the Line
Elements of Underlying Spaces

The constants ofmotion of the line element for three classes ofmaximal symmetric spaces

are derived using the approximate symmetry generalors. For Ihis purpose, $e Noether

approach is applied on the perturbed Lagrangian of the general line element. Determining

equations for the Noether operators arc computed in the form of the coefficients of the

fiIst fundamcntal form (FFF) Then these determining cquadons are utilized to invcstiSate

the Noether symmetries for particular sudaces i.e. (i) the sudaces of different Gaussian

curvatures, (ii) general sufaces of revolution, and (iii) the surfaces isometric to surfaces

ofrevolution.

8.1 Introduction

The energy (or mass) in lhe theory of Seneral relativity (GR) can not be deflned easily

but the energy content in time varying space_time can be oblained using the approxi-

mate Lie symmetries of the geodesics equations (EL equations) in lha! space_time (Qadir

2009). Approximate symmetries are used to resolve the problem of ener8y in gravita_

tional wave space-times by considering the plane symmetric static space-time in (Hussain

and Qadir 2007) and can recovet the lost isometries ofthe metrics due to lhe gravitational

mass (Kara, Mahomed, and Qadir 2008). Many people have used approximate symme-

trics to define the encrgy conlent of gmvitational wavcs (Komar 1962, 1963, Mazner
1968a, 1968b). The approximate isometries of the underlying space can be defined by

lhe approximate symmetrics ofthe geodcsic equalions ofthc manifold (Kara, Vawda, and

Mahomed 199,1). This relation is applied to interprel lhe approximate symmet es of the

Schwarzschild melric in (Kara, Mahomed, and Qadir 2008). The approximate symme-

tries of a manifold fornr an approximaie Lic alSebra (Gazizov I 996).

The symmetries of a Lagrangian require first prolongation of the symmetry operator and

directly provide thc conserved quantities (Hussain, Malomed, and Qadir 2009), while to

derive the symmetries of geodesic equations second prolongation of the symmetry gen-

erator is involved. Mcthods are available in the lilerature to obtain exact symmetries and

approximate symmelries (Ibragimov 1999; Wafo and Mahomed 1999; Feroze and Kara

2002: Bokhai et al. 2006). The Killing vectors or the isometdes of a manifold form a
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& Conserved Quaninies oflhe Line Elemenrs ofUnderlying Spaces

subalgebra ofthe Lie symmetries ofthe geodesic equations (Olver 1986; Aminova 1995;
Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir 2006) and of the Noether symmetries of a Lagrangian for
the spaces underlying (Bokhari et aI.2006). The 6rs!strong and significan! connecrion be-
tween the Noether syrnmetries and the isometries of thc manifold have been found in the
GR (Bokhari and Kara 2007; Bokhari et al. 2006, 2007). Which imptied rhar rhe Noether
symmetries have a close link with the geodesic equations (Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir
2006; Feroze and Hussain 201 l), therefore have a far reaching physical importance.

In (Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir 2006), the relation between the symmetries ofmanifolds
and DE's is investigated via geodesic equations for spaces ofmaximal symmetry For this,
Lie symmetries of the geodesic equations are compared with the Killing vectors for the
spaces ofdifferent Gaussian curvaturcs. Furthermore it is concluded that for the spaces of
positive or negative curvature having so(n,1) as the maximal isometry algebm, two Lie
algebras are related by an additional d2 algebra. While, for the spaces of zero curvature,
the system ofn geodesic equations has s/(.,i. + 2) symmetries.

Here, the approximate Noetler symmetries and conserved quantities of the line element,
ds2 g1rltid;uj of the maximally symmetric spaces like (Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir
)006 ) unu two more clJsses ol space\ are explored. The per rurbed Lagr angian g,,r; ri is

considered for minimizinS the arclength which produces the geodesic equations as lhe
EL equations (Hussain, Mahomed, and Qadir 2009; Kara, Mahomed, and Qadir 2008).

The line element ds expressed in terms of the coefficients of the FFF of a surface with
lwo dependent variables r, u and one independent variable s is

ds2 : E(u,u\ d.u2 + F(u. u) du du + C(u, u) da2,

The Lagrangian for Eq. (8.1) is

L : E(u, u) ij + F(u, o) i i + C (u, u) i2,

where "." denotes the differentiation w.rt. the geodetic parameter s.

The Noether symmetries can be computed using the equation

xlrr(r) + ,D,({) : D,(,,r),

where Xlll is the first prolongation defined by

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

l8.r1lx '- x {,,.,.,,,,;s ' ,',".,., r.9 
.a',,.u.u j

o' : D"(n' - ti), $' : D"(n' €i)

with
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The term ',4' in Eq. (8.3) is known as the gauge term and the total derivative operator D"

is

di)aD.-^ ,i- ,' d, du dt'

To find the conserved quantiti€s, the formula is

I:€t,+(\t €t)a*+h'-er)*-^, (86)

which provide the integrals of motion corresponding to each of the Noether operator.

8.2 Determining Equations for the Line Element

To apply the Noether approach on the line element of a curved surface, the Noether iden'

tity (8.3) is used (Ibragimov 1994). The first prolongation in Eq. (8 4) ofthe Lagrangian

(8.2) gives

xlt) L : I D.ir2 + F.ni) + G.i2)i + (E, 2 + \in + G.i)2 )n2

(8.s)

Putting the values of -L, D" and Xlrll from Eqs. (8.2, 8.5) and (8.7) respectively in Eq.

(8-3) and separating iI w.r.t. the derivatives ofz, u a system ofPDE'S is obtained as:

2(En2 + F.ni + Gi2)({ + t{" + r{") + (2Eri + I.r)

(rr1 + rql + r,'/l) + (ri + 2ci)(i'z+ nrt +'inil.

(,) (":0, (r,){,: o, (ui) /":0,

E,,r1t + E,q2 EC"+28\1"+ F\'z":0,

G,nl + G"rt2 - G€" + 2cn: + Fql: 0,

F.nt + F,n2 + 2( Dn:, + c\1) + F(n|+ rt - e") : 0,

(i) Fn?+2Enl: A", (ii) F\:+2G\1 : A,.

8',7

(8.7)

(8.8)

(8.9)

(8.r0)

(8.11)

(8.12)



E. Conserved Quandries of re Line Elements ofUndertr;ing Spaces

These determining equations can be solved fordiffercnt surfaces by taking different valucs
oflhe cocmcients in thcir respective line elements.

8.3 Different Gaussian Curvature Surfaces

In this section, the Noether operators and the conserved quantities are derived for the
surfaces of zerc, constant positive, constant negative and variable Gaussian curvatures l.e.
Ilat space, sphere, pseudosphere and torus, respectively.

8.3,1 Flat space

For the case of flat space, substituting -D = I, l7:0, C: l inEqs. (8.8 - 8.12) and in

Eqs. (8-1, 8.2), the solution for plane is:

1^
€:-css'+c|s+q'

.Il
4' - ,(r"6 ' .l1' 2'1u 

I t6u 'r.

"tlq'- rlu'sI rsl' 217.r-'ou+"3'

1-
,l : 

,(u'z 
+ u'z)cs + cau + csl + cs (8.13)

Wathout loss ofgenerality one can take ca : 0 in Eq. (8.13).

Taking one constant as identity and the rest equal to zero at a time, the Noether operators

obtained are as follows:

x -J x,-d x,-!. x 'a ''
d, du da '-rau ^' tdu

d A 0 u0 uA
Xu - ri,, - r *. Xr - 'U- )U I 

zitu

s23 tsO ts0
"'- za.,' za, 2ou
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8.3 Ditrerent Caussian Curvature Surtaces

Corresponding inlegrals of motion for the above generators, using Eq (8 6) are:

It: it2 -i)2. 12:2'i, 13:2i, Ia:sit -rt,

15 : srl - r, 16 : 2i1) - 2ui, I7 : - s(i2 + i2) + uit + rti,

P : -f;Q,' + i,') + 
"\ui 

+ 1,n) ;(1i +;)

8.3.2 Sphere

Similarly, for the sphere by putting E : 1, F :0, G : sinzu in Eq. (8.1), Noether

opcrators are:

d ,'t !i, s dx,-:, x, ;, r, io, x4 2,tg;i
x,- "os,'a,t-.o, ,rnrj,. x" -in o{ - .ot , -in u9 .

.) A ub '2d usd u'a)li -'; 2d; 
. rJ. 'rs - 7u. 2 ir; t n'd,

It is important to note that the symmeLdes Xr, &, X5, X6 are common with the symme_

tries obiained by Feroze (Feroze, Mahomed, and Qadir 2006). Her fifth symmetry is s*2

(a simplcr form of &). Shc obtained five symmetries of ds2 : tlu2 * sin2 r; r'lU'? for

two geodesic equahons bu! here eiSht symmetries are obtained using one Euler-Lagrange

equation.

The integrals ofmotion for the above Noether operators X1 - & are as follows.

Ir : -tlt2 - i2 stn2 u. 12 :2bsin2 u., 13 : sti tr, la : si u,

1! : 2i cos u - 2, sin r cos u sin,, -16 : 2ti sin o + 21) sin t cost coslr,

17 : s(tl,2 + r','sinz z) + uu + u, sin2 z.

r' : -{0;'+ ,l 
"in',,) 

+ s(-.i + lrsin'?z) - }{,,' * ,'.,n',,).
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8. Conserved Quanlities of rhe Line Elemenrs ofUnder

8.3.3 Pseudosphere

The pseudosphere, a surface ofrevolution generated by a tractrix about its asymptote has

n : tanh2 t, F : 0, G : sec h'?z in Eq. (8.l). The Eqs. (8.8 - 8.12) give rhe sotudon for
the pseudosphere as:

1

{: ,cas, 
+ cts }- a,

,1 sti - rlru"s..7u) i-u,tt.bL) ,).

^ln2 )'.u, ss + "rrt - --J-". - rou sinh'z.r trr.

A - 1rr'tanh2, - r 
zspch'2u),r *,,rr -, r, r- ro.

2'

The Noether operators from the solution are:

aAaxt- Xr- ^ , Yr--,
ds ott otl

J -- . d .. a .." d

^' ,r;*3,,* xs 
-h,ddu. 

xt tir, -x'rnh-r/- '

it uD ud ., -2A rsd u.dxt .r/s io,, l zu xe-Tos iau. zou

Corresponding inteSrals ofmotion are as follows:

Ir : -i2 tanh) u- i2 scch2t. 12:2tanh2 uit. I! :2sech2ui.

It:si u, 15:si-o, 16:2tanh2u( u-ui).

17 : -s(u'?tanh'? u + t2 sec h:u) + ut tanh2 z * trtr sec h2u

/3 -"rr.,rrarh'!u ,25e.h2ul r.u,r- 
!ttanhu u (suu-;,se( hru.
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8.4 Surfaces of Revolulion

8.3.4 Torus

After substituting r:1 I= 0 C: 'tcos!(i) in Eqs. (8.8-8.12) andEq (8 1)'the

solution obtained is:

€ : cr, r71 : 0, n2 : c.r. A: c:t.

Noether operators for the above solution aie:

't ,^-!x'', ()u

And the corresponding integrals of motion are:

t1 : -u' tcoso(l1t', l': s"o"'(l) ,l

X(u,r,):{/(r)cost,./(z)sint,e(u)1, uel,0<r<21t (8.14)

8.4 Surfaces of Revolution

The surfaces discussed in section 2, sphere, pseudosphere and torus are also surfaces ol
revolulion but there they are categorized them w-r.1. the Gaussian curvalure- A general

surface of revolution can be written as

wiih

8.4.1 Cylinder

For cylinder, we have /(z) : t: s(,,) in Eq. (8.14.) and E =7. F:0, G = f i.e.

the same linc clement as for the case of flat space. The reason is that the cylinder and

the plane are locally isometdc. However, rhe cylinder and the plane arc not isometric,

because they are noi homeomorphic.

n : 7'2(u'1+ s/'z(11). P : n, C: : f'(u)).
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& Consened Quantities ofrhe Line Elenents of Underlying Spaces

8.4.2 Cone

For the cone, /(u) :11 : 9(u) in Eq. (8.14) and D :2, F:0, G: z, in Eq. (8.1), so
in this case Lhe solution is:

6: ]cas, 
+ c:s + cr,

,r' : jG., +..1" + 
](sc6 

+ 4cs) cos(#) + ](".u + 1",1 
"in1ft 1,

n': ",+ ri;G,u+4"?),o(;) - -r(scu +4c.)sin(#),

,1: 
"ru' 

+ ,ous\n(h) + .urco"(.!) + 
"n.

Following are the Noether operators:

x,:*, x,,:*. *,:"**Z*,, *,:+*.T*,
a d r.2s u 0 t A J2. . u dni - a 

$n( 
vZl a.u 

I qu , o.t j-) Aa. ^6 
. 

Acost rt)- n .,nl 
,p)Au

t)dt/zud..ud',Dua
^7 

- "tnt J2)au 
t u ,ost,q1 oi ,xr-cor 

6)au 
. 

, "",;,a,

Integrals of motion for the above Noether operators arc:

Ir : -2i2 - u2it2, 12 : 2u2i,

13 :2u.i 2si2 - su]i2, Ia : 2suit "'if - f,s"r,"i' - ,',

r" : sin(fi )(sr - u) + ft*,tfi1t,, 16 : cos(ft )(st - u) - ft"i"tf;1i,,
r' : tsi"1ft1t + zt/i,"o"{}),, r" : t"o"1ft1t -z'/z"sin(;)r.
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8.5 Surthces Isometric to Surfaces ofRevolution

8.4.3 Catenoid

For the catenoid -f(z): coshz,.q(u): uin(8 14) and 'q: cosh2 r' F:0' C:
cosh2 rr, in the FFF. The Eqs. (8.8 - 8.12) give rhe soludon for the catenoid as:

1^
€: ct:s" lctslq'

z': |("t.+.') + 5;ft1c! + c6t' + c2'

l' : l(r"r, +.r) +ffics-c67t+ca.

e : 
|cr(u'z 

+ r'?)cosh2 u + c4tr I csrt I cs.

The Noether operators for catenoid are:

,, . :, r, i; r"- 
^! 

r^ ,,"rr,-r1 ,. ,.*ri;
r" ,*, ,!; , .,9 i*-i:, r,-;*-ti,!,;.,,1;
The integrals of motion for the catenoid are as follows:

/1 :-cosh2t (u2+u2), 12 =2cosh2ui- 13:2cosh2ui'

It : si - r., 15 : si t. 16 : : cosh'?z (uu - uu),

/7 : cosh2 u [-s(22 * i2) +uit+ui),

.ls:cosh2u[ f;Qr'+ t') + " l'u;r+ rt) - f,fu" 
+u')].

8.5 Surfaces Isometric to Surfaces of Revolution

Here, the discussion is for surfaces isometric to the surfaces ofrevolution i.e. the surfaces

which can be continuously deformed into the surfaces of revolution
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8. Conserved Quantities ofih€ LineElenents ofUndertying Spaces

8.5.1 Helicoid

An example ofsuch a surface, isometric to catenoid, is heticoid with

X(2. t) : (ucosr,,, usin tr, o)

andE:1, F:0. (::1+u2. A bijective mapping i.e. r: sinhuin the helicoid
implies E : cosh2 u. I' : 0, G = cosh2 u, same FFF as catenoid.

After substitutin8, : 1. F : 0, C : 1 + u, in Eq. (8. l), the same solurion and Noether
operators are obtained as in the case of torus.

Thr inlegrals of motion lor t-tre helicoid are:

11 : -ul-11+u'1)tt, I'z : 2(r +'L?)u".

8.6 Summary

Delermining equations for the line element (8.1) are computed from the Noether deter-
mining equation (8.3) associated with the Lagrangian (8.2). Then this system of PDE's
is solved for different surfaces by putting the corresponding values of the coeffrcients of
FFF for each surface. Consequently, the symmetry operato$ and integrals of motion for
thcs€ surfaces arc constructed. It is noticed that the symmetries can be different for differ-
en! solulions but $e number ofsymmetries ofgeodesic equalions for maximal symmetric
spaces depend on number of equations being used. It is also observed that although the
plane, cylinder and cone are surfaces of zero curvatures but symmetries of cone are dif-
ferent. So the symmetries of surfaces do not depend much on the values of Gaussian

curvatures but on the values of the coemcients of FFF and on the shape of the manifold
as a whole. AIso the isometric surfaces can have differcnt svmmelnes.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Directions

9.1 Short Summary and Conclusions

In this dissertation, symmetry-based group theoretic lechniques like the Lie analysis, Par-

tial Noetler and Noether approaches are used for the group classiflcation and to find
exact solutions of the DE's. The approaches are applied on the nonlinear wave equation
on hyperbolic space, the (1 + 2)-dim nonlinear wave equation on the curved surfaces, the

(1 + rr)-dim KGE, a class of second order nonlinear wave equation and on the general line

element ofsurfaces. In each case, Partial Noether^{oether operators and the corespond-
ing conserved quantities are derived.

Conservation laws for the nonlinear wave equation on hyperbolic space are established

with the help of partial Noether approach. In thc dcrivation of conserved quantities two

differen! cases are considered according to f(u). A complete group classification is dis-

cussed and a class of /(rr) is presented along with coresponding Lie point gcnerators.

Further, a general element of one-dim solvable Lie algebra is discussed to compute simi_

Iarity variables. These similarity variables reduced the order of the nonlinear wave equa-

tion on hyperbolic space. The relation of symmetries with conservation laws is applied to

reduce the conserved quantities and the PDE's with unknown parameters.

A set of PDE'S for the nonlinear (1 + 2)-dim wave equation on curved surfaces is com-

puted with coefficients of FFF. These results are used to compute the conservation laws

for wave equation on R', S'?, 1l' and C2. In derivation of conservation laws, two cases

are considered according to the function /(L). It is examined that for the wave equation

on lR2, 52, ll'z and C2 Lie point generators coincided with Noether operators. For each

surface, the conse ed vectors and the PDE'S with unknown parameters are simplifled by

the symmetry conse ation Iaus relation for all classes of algebras of translational sym-

metdes,

Noether operators and conserved vecto$ for (1 I n) dim KCE are computed for n :
1,2.3 with the help ofNoether determining equation associated with a Lagrangian. The

Noether operators and conserved vectors of the nonlinear KGE for n : 1 w.r.t. the ar-

bitrary function /(u) are computed for thc cases and their subcases. Then the Noethcr

operators and the conserved vectors are generaliTed for even and odd 71.

A class offunclions for the second order nonlinear wave equation tr# : !i'=r(a;.2,,,, +
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o,u,,) + /(u), where f.. 10, is specified by the group classification' Two classes of

funciion I (r) , not dependrng on the number of independent variables are obtained for the

wave equations for which these equations has nontrivial symmetries To find the relation

between group classification and the background metric, thc group classification of thc

considerei equation on three different surfaces w.rt. the Gaussian curvature i'e' on lR2,

52 and C2 is presented. Il is interesting to note that the functions obtained from these

equalions are also independent from back ground Seometry'

The Noether approach is also applied on the gen€ral line element using the perturhed

I-agrangian of the FFF which yields the approximate Noethcr symmetrics and conserved

quantities ofthe line elements. Consequently, the symmetry operators and integrals of
motion of the line elements of the urderlying surfaces are derived by Putling the corre-

sponding values of the coemcients of FFF for each surface. It is noliced that the sym_

Dretrics of surfaces do not depend much on lhe valucs of Gaussian curvatures but on lhe

coefficients of FFF and on the shape ofthe manifold.

9. Conclusions and Future Directions

9.2 Future Research Directions

The following problems are interesting enough to be invesiigated for different PDE'S.

It is very important to discuss many physical models on the curved surfaces as many

physical models are non flat in general. Thc symmetries and conserved quantities ofsome

are discussed bul there are still many others lo investigate. The derivation of conserved

quantities for a system ofPDE's on curved manifolds could be a fufihcr line ofinquiry.

Group classification of different PDE'S provides great information wrt the arbitrary

functions in them and also gives maximal symmetdes and hence conseryed quantities for
different kinds of functions. It would be of Sreat interest to do lhe Eroup classification of
a system ofPDE's using a Grdbner basis.

Further research in this direction is likely going to reveal additional properties of these

symmetry operators and thus contribute to our understanding of how such operatoB act

on the underlying spaccs.

In the field of GR, the lost isometries can be traced as the approximate isometries of the

metrics. The approximate Noether symm€tries ofthe line elements of the manifolds 8i!e
valuable information about the isometries ofthe underlying space.
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ThN prper discuss.s the nonlinear w.ve equanon on hyperbotic space. We extcnd some
rerults reported in Nadjafikhah rnd zaein (20t I )lt7l. p:rtial Noerher theorem is applied
to the equrion underconsiderarion and pafiiatNoetheroperarors are compured for diifeF
entc.ses or/(u) Fu(hcrmore. theseparrial Noether ope.aroE are utitized to .alculare cots
respondins conserued quanines. A conplete sroup classifi..tion ij dircu$ed for rhe
considered equanon. Maximal solvrbte algebra ofLie point symmetries ij used to reduce
the clas of.onsidered eluation. Then atgebr:s ofk.nstational symmetnes are assocjared
wirh its inFnite conrefl:ti.n hw(

o 2012 Etsevier B.V. Atl nghts reseryed.

Lie symmetry analysis is a powerlul tool to analyze rhe ditferential equations (DEr. conserued quanrities, reductions ofa
partial djtrereniial equation (PDE). generati.s new solutions from old ones and group classincadon are the importent aspects
of Lie thcory.lnvolving geometry in the neld of DEs is an interesting ropic otresearch.ln past, a 1or otwork has been done in
the field of PDES on flat or non flat background [4,12,]3,1?,19,24,251 via Lie anatysis.

Differcnt surfaces have different Gaussian curvarures. A plane has zero. sphere has posirive, one sheer ofhyperbotoid has
.egative whereas , torus has variable caussian cu ature.The ( 1+2)-dimensional wave equation on ditterent cuwed suriaces
e-g. otr sphere. tonis and hyperbolic sp.ce has been a topic of researcb in recenr years [4,13,]71.

Recently in ll7l, authoB considered wave equarioo on rhe space R, R x Rr wirh the merric otconstant negative sec-
honal curvature l, i.e.

ur - r(u_ + uy + ua). (1)

For Eq. (l ), authors not only reported the symmetry generators bur also classined subalgebras of the Lie algebra into conju-
gacy cla$es by the adjoint action olthe symmetry group I201.

ln this work, we wiu consider th€ nonlinear wave equaiion on hyperbolic spice i.e.

q =tlt1^+ue +u.) +llu), 1",,+o- (.2)

The frst purpose ofihis paperis to clasiry Eq. (2) w.r.t. partialNoethcr operator and ro determine conserued quanrities and
the second main obje.tive is group classiRcation orEq. (2).

ConseNed quaDtities have a significant role in thc Lie thcory. Consewarion laws nor only reduce rhe dimension ofequ.
tion but rho help in analyzing the soluiion ofconsidered equation. Number oftechniques for.al.ulating conserued quan-
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rities are used in lirerarure which include! l2.t 1 , t 6,1 9,231 A .lassical and sysremanc .ppro.ch to flnd co'served quantiti€s

ll'i,i* #r',""ii", iiai,, vanatronar pn;cipre' sin(e tr'"'" "" '"nv "qu"''on'*ntrh 
do no( po$es Lagransian e 8' evo'

ii,,il:"iil;.;i;,li;;,r "q",r." 
ana rq.,zt so Noerhe. appror;h,a noi apphcrbre he,e rn o,dPr to (ompute rhe (on'

r"*"0 o--",i,'*,, Fq .2t we will applv p'rtial NoeLher approer h I I 4l''iir.J"i*"lx 
r,,' u"l" a"* * e'o'p ' 

r'"'n'"'"" 
"'ner 

ii" tt'-'v ireviou'rv' the sroup 'ld\rhcd(ion 
wdr (amed out

" (3)
, = ttb(u)lr.], +(,r).

Dorodnitsvn et al.l8lpresented lhe group cla$ificalion otLq' r3llor n 2andr-S Al(errh'LGnldktronNetal ll0lcar_

;;;;f ii;';;"",o;:i',n;;","ir?r 'j,r".*o',*,' Foithenonhnearwaveequatronu ru u ' groupproPenies

were deduced bv Ames et at. I1l. pucci 121l d,scus;'trre eioup o"'srnotion or u"_ + !. : /-(u. u, r. A l,'t ofsvmmetries lor

;:ffi;;,;";:"ii,"^;i,.,''pi"'"'*"ar^'G, rirrreimore,groupctas'ncrtionoiu- u' ' u u" ru wrs

srud,ed bv Rudrr 1221. A m",r,oa ro, e,oup 'r'ss'tii"i'on '"ne 
c'ouie' basis *"s presented bv Clart\on and Mansfield

,;i;; ;1,;;;;:-'; r:r used rtrrs apoioactr ror tt 
" 

e'oup a*inc"''n ot rhe ( I t1 i dimen(iona' Krein-Gotdon equarton

,:' 'J-'l'l;li"il;J"'-;ilJ;.u:;ilr";"ii;""P;r.loo equation on hvperboric pr'ne wrrh merric nr r(reinr moderot

iijr,"ii,'iiii"";1i.v *a on;phere was discussed in [5,6]' r; this paper' we wirr compute a crass ort(u) ror which Eq'

121 has Dontnvral svmmelries
' - ';;:. ;;;". ;.;;;;;,;;; :; iorrows: section 2 is tor tundamental operatoB section 3 is devoted to partiarNoether oper-

.,#;#:;;';:; ;;;;;""'. i".ii- o i"""" 
"t.omprete 

sroup crassincation or Eq' (2) Eduction or Eq' (2) with

lfri : o, W.*i."r iai"n set of Lie point generators and:ssociation oftranslational svmmetries with innnite conserva-

rion laws.In the end. a briefcondusion is presented.

2- Fundameotal oPeratoB

Here we present some dennitions and theorems from the literature [14]'
considerihe 2nd-order PDE with three independent variabtes I x, v:nd one dependent variable / ie

I(r,x. y. u,ur, xr, uv,.. )=0

(1) The Euler operator is

,),),)i),D. * ni ru,,-'u.du,

.)t)dJt)D. d^ r. 
d- -ut;ut, ," *-,- u- 

ou,

J.)A,,-A u" 

^ 
t ur 

J;--t 
- u^ a*. ry!- '

are known a5 the total derivative oPerators.
(2)The generatized operator is defined by

a a ,a d a)x t r. l: - tt ;v, a 
on- 

a,ru t,' 
ou-,- 

d,.,u,

(3)supposeL:l(t,x.y,u.u,,.)€,4(spaceofdifferentialfunctions).Thenl.iscalledastandardLagrangianif

*=*-r,^!, " rL.- ''*,.

t!:o

(4)

(s)

(7)

(e)

(8)

otherwise it is paftial tngrangian I14l and Eq. (s) is relerred as Partial Euler-Lagranse equation.

The prrtial Noether theorem is followed from ll4l.
{4] The senerali2ed operator is known as rhe partial Noether oper:tor associated witb a parlialLasrangian I ifit satisnes:

x(r)+ (r)(', + r"u, + (, + i ,u, ,,1, * ,1,u,1 = !14' - 'r, (!, qul) +81 +81u, +Bi +Blu, + B; + Bi,, (101



drlGred on rhe solurion space Siven by Eq. (4) B known.s the conseruation 1aw fo. Eq. (4). The vector r: (rr,Ir.Ir) is a
rorrerucd v4(orwhercl' 7r T' dre scomDonent"

(6) The conserved vedo6 ol rhe svsrem (4) asociared wiih a partial Noerher operator x can be determined trom the
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In Eq. (10),8's are known as gause terms.
(s) rhe equarion:

D,I'+ aTz + DrIr = 0,

l=8'-M(L), i:1,2,3,

Nr= r + (d ru, au, - ru,r:.

.,. nN = s+tq) - fq qu, ,1t) 
ru,

Nr:,1+ (d rl, tu^- rur!.
(7) Supposex k a Lie-Bicklund symmetry ofthe system (4), rhenxis assciated wirh T'if

x(r)+rD,(d) TiDj(t) :0, i: 1..... n.

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(17)

3. Pariial Noether symmetry generatoE and conse.ved vector

ln this section,we wiU apply partialNoether approach for derivation ol conserved vectors tor Eq. (2).'fte parrial Lagraog-
irn for Eq. (2)willbe

, ul ui ul F(u)L=r+rr 2 |

Using (17) in Eq. (5) the partial Euler-Lagrange equation becomesl

Eq. (10) with the help of Eqs. (l7) and (18) gives the following sysrem of linear PDES:

(i) ru = 0, (ii) (, = 0, (iii) 4! = 0.

i ' . r..--, 0. ii :-1 - 4,-O .ir q. 4. 0

i r.-.... 0 ,ii L ?.r;-0. riii)'?,-:, 0.

(18)

(ls)

(20)

(2r )

(rzrh:<" x, 4y, lii)2d,=t! 1, 1,.

Lir 8; = dr +1 (,,) 8; = d. (,i,1 4 = dl

8l +81+8; +ry lr, + (" + ry] :0,

Here tlvo cases arisc from Eq. (24):
(i)/(!)= 0. (ii)/{u) is arbii.ary.

3.a.1.Jlu):0

For thB case. Eqs. (19)-(24) have the followin8 solution:

\iii) 2,t, = tt t, 4t+4, (22)

(23)

(24)
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- ot oty ,a4x Ls5xl +ojt,2 v2 -i\t't I 2I '

" o, a! ,a,y !,* t' t, o!t, r2s'
t t 2t'

r: 04 +d5Y +06r. d = t(r,x.Y)'

while gaug. terms are:

B' ld,, dlu Bj t,u Bt ,,u. 126l

27)x,,+r.1dP+i--=u

3.0.2. Jl ) is otbinory

For rbis case. the solution otEqs. (19)-(24) willbe:

:\,':! ,:"1 94 r=o a=o_rtIt

and gauge terms will be zero for this case.

3.1. Portial Noethet operatos

Now oor next aim is to comPute partial Noether operators for each o'the above discused case'

i.l.1. Jlt):0
rnepaniatt.loetneroperatorsarecalculatedbychoiceofconstantonebyonetouniiyandresttozeroin(25)fore=0,

t, _. lt ., yJ xa\j: i dx ^a:idr' ^.=1ax-iay

., J xn Y0

J XvJ L , , l]
x\ = yi+ ri+ra' x'-rtdy,

J I . , - J xvax6: "ii+rtx' y' r) dN+; ar-

Taking x + 0 and putting rcst oflhe constants equalto zero, we have

v _0

where d satisnes Eq. (27).

3-1-2- llu) is o,trittury
Similarly, for this case partial Noether operators are redu.ed to X1, & and X3.

3.2. consened vectors

Io this section, we will evaluate compoDents ofconseryed vectors for each rePorted panial Noether operator bv using Eq'

112).

3.2-1- fllr) is oftitrcry

(l) For x,. conseNed vector T, has the lollowing components:

(28)
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-, 11, , , 2Frutttt - )tltl ui -u' -l Qst

(ll) Forx, the componenrs ofT, are:

', t rl0/

-r ll, , . 2frunl:=,LUi+U; li+-i
(lll) & yields the followiog componenG orlr:

., 1,;: 
r uu,r, xurrrr),

-, v l. , 2frlrl xri-ifr: u:-ui , ] ,,.," r3rr

-, xl, . , 2F1url vrr:rlui-ui+u;rl+iu.u,

322.1@) = 0
For this case, the consewation laws coresponding to X,, X, and Xr can be d€riv€d from Eqs. (29)-(31) by putring

I(u) = 0

(l) For xa, conserued vector Ir has the following components

-, 17 , , ,\ x v,;:,l-u'- u; + u;, + -u.u, +;uvur

ri=;(,: ,l-,?).,,,,1,,,', (32)

';=;( 'ri-4 u; )+ u,4 +iu.uy

(U) X5 gives the following components of15:

l.t .i\ '1 u: ui) ^;u.u,-;d-r r il.u,

.1-.ri: jrui - u) - uit +tu"t, +rV t r'1)r,\, (33)

r'. ),n, r P,{ I u: ui) *".-+"^,,
(lll) Forx6, we have the following components ofT6:

r. ;{-u -,: ,.1 ),,* u' rru.+ 1,.u.

r;:fi1,'-y'-r'1(,i,i,i)+*.+.|,.,,, (34)

,. 1., ,13;(-ur+ui ul) *.,,,zrrt -t -r",.u..
(lV) X, yields the following components of the conserved vector lcl
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ri = [d, +i)u 4u,

(15)

r1:dfl-d 
',

where d is the solution ofEq. (27),

4. Gmup classification

lo this section.we willdiscuss the complete group classification ofEq (2) bvme'ns ofclassicalLie method- Her€wewill

preseot a list olr(u) for which Eq. (2) has nontriviel Lie point svmmetries'

JtJY r t x.y.u); ..L.x.Yu\; ttt t.Y.u\tr ' d,'rxY'u'r,

is a Lie poiot symmetry aenerator oiEq. (2) ifit satisfies the invariance rondition ie'

yP [u, (!- + uy, + u,) -r(u)] = o. (36)

where yLr is the second prolongarjon J19l. usinS Eq. (36) one can get an oveFdetermined system of linear PDE5 i.e.

(i) f, = 0, (ii) (, = 0. (iii) 4, = 0, (iz,) d,, = 0, (37)

-4t+ t/ln+ rq-+ trty 2tOp:0, (38)

{, + r(d +.(u + t(,y 2tdrr : o, (39)

f.b,, h4, lr.+ 4, +Jr(xr+ra+Iy -20tu) t(di+d-+d,)=0, (40)

x + h+ Pk+ t1t^+t2ry 2t2,1-=0. (41)

r t, +2t(, + t2rn + P7- + t2xe 2t24tu=0, u2)

t - tx. +2tq!+ Prn +t2t- +iryy 2t24tu=0. 143)

(i) iy + ?, = 0, (ii) 1" + t,: O, liii) t, +41= 0 144)

Using Eqs. (37)-(44) one can getl

: ..,1 r .x': y'1)..2ctv-t,'x t caY' c5.

tt=ql t'z x'z+y')+l2qy c4)r+c2y+c6. (45)

r - (2crx +2cty ). c,)t. O=q + E\r,x,Y)

,*/!\..:o
Differcntiating twice Eq. (46) w.r.t. u and using Eqs. 37((i),(iv)), we have

../4) =o

From Eq. (47) two cases anse. which are: (i) r, ,.0, (ii) i,:0-

For this case. from Eq. (47)we have

/!\ =o

(461

t47)

(48)
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Eq. (48)sives:

(ii)f = {ou+r)' +.ror m * 0.1.
(iii) l: a!, + hr +.,
(iv), = cln(ou + b). where o, b,. are real constants.

ln the next step. we wiu calcul.re Lie poinr generators tor each, we willalso nod cooditions ro ger maximal l_ie alsebra
ror each of the reponed I

Eqs. (40) :nd (a6) withj(u): odr +c. implies c = o lor extensjon of tbe prjncipat algebra. Hence rorl(u) = aetu, we

a+!:oo ,o'
which gives the following Lie point generarors:

v, zvr! ,zv9 ,;-^, ,,"t 2t!' Jl ny b Au'

.. J J J I .]
'r1= t=+ x 

nx+ Y at i,;t

,, ^ J , , ,d - J 2xut 2xt rt 'x' y' r) b^ uyii i du

v"="! ,! v. =! v.:!' 'd^ dJ ' i " dy

For, : oe6' + c. Lie algebra is.educed to yi, ys, y6, whe.e d, b.nd. are any real constanls.

a.t 2.Jlu): lau + b) +c
Working on the same line as discussed in the last section, we gel b:0: . for maximal priocip.l algebra. Taking

,(u) : ,-, as a particular case we have the rollowing Lie point g€nerators:

.. d A A u 0Y1 t;t x,-.y .n- t;l m-0.1

It should be noted for any arbitrary value of a,D and ., the Lie point generato.s rorr(u): (ou+ r)'+ c are reduced to

4-1-i-Jlu)=o z +bu+c
Eqs. (a0) and (46) forl(u) : au': + bu + c, suggests thatrshould be a complete square for the exteDsion ofprincipalalge

bra. Hence forf(u) = .r':, the operators can be obtained by taking m : 2 in the above case-

It should be noted thatforany arbitrary tunction olthe rype:Ilu)= ou':+ b + c. operators tor tie alSebra are va, v5. v6

4.1.4. Jlu): ctnlou + b)
The tunction/(u): cln(a, + b) with the help olEqs. (40) and (46)leads to the minimalalgebra i.e. ofoperators va, v5 and

4.2. tt:0

In Eq. (47) if we take r, : o this impues thatr(u) is arbitrary and Lie algebra for this case.ontains v4, v5 and v6.
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4.3. Reduetion by colcrloting sinibntv vaiobles

In this section, we will use maxim.l abetiao group up to conjuS'ry clastes lor the reducrion of Eq- (l) Tbe set

s:iv', v", v*l r-.. *r,.ble alsebra l17l ror Eq.il J wtreie v', : u.a' tn oraer ro dis'u$ rhe conjugacv €lasses for set s

rake a general element I19li

t:< arY5 + b,Y6 + clYro > .

Now we will disNss all possible cases of E for the reduction of Eq. (1)'

(t)o,r0,b,=0=r,.
For this.ase, we have the operator

atYs = at'i

This operator has the followiog characteristic svstem

da dy dt du (50)
o,000

which ca. be separated .s

. dY dv d^ dt .... b< du (sll(r) 4=o lro,:o lr)-:-

lntesEring (i) (iii). one by ooe we get the followiog result

<, =y, i, = t, v((r,r,)= u. (s2)

Usins (52), Eq. (l)reduce! to

v;, : (:{v;,; - V;.;.) (53)

workios on lhe same line we discu$ a1l classes one bv one-
(ll) a, :0. b, + 0, ci - 0.

<, =x, (,=t, v(<,,ir:t'.

v:, = lzlv,,t, +v<,:,). (s4)

(lll) a, = 0. ,1 = 0. c, + 0.

<,=x, t,=Y, tr=r
This case makes u iDdependent from independent variable and hence one gets a constant solution.
(lv)o,:0,b,+0,c1+0.

a1 = x, t1: t.,="'il''v(e,,<,)
ln terms ofv(i,,ar, Eq- (1) results in:

, l', ', /('\r'l \551":"1"'-',""-\ril'/
(V) o, + 0, D, :0, ., ;0.

i, :y, <,=t, u=efi)'v(t,,t,t.
Introdu.iog V(i,,a) in Eq. (1) we get

' l' , /'i'rl .5b,v') - !'zI"';L,-'.r rr \a'i'1
(vl) d1 + 0, b, * 0. ., :0.

(, =r (,:x-fl)v vr(..i,)=u.
\Dr '/

Thus Eq. (l) for this case becomes
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, =.,[r ..]'*11\'1r...]t t to'' I l
(Vll) d, * 0. b, + 0, .r * 0.

(r:r rz:x (fl)r,,:"':r"v1e,,a,y

Thus Eq. (1) yields in

, -.i, t, (;i)'),, ,(:), -(;)',1
4-4- Symmetry ond consewation lows rclotion

ln this section. we will associate translational symmetry algebru ot Eq. (1)with (3s).
For/(u) : 0, Eq. {2) has v5 and v6 as translatioDal symmetry senerators [171. Here we will associate the algebras olthese

seneratoE with (35) ro get associated .onseNed quantities with more simpler constr.ints as obtained in Eq- (27).

(l) The components of the consrNed ve.tor (35) associated with v5 by usins (l6) are:

rt=(d.+;)'r xu,, T:=-au, r;:,1yu-".uy, (se)

t^:o t,,+a""+! 1=O

(lll The associated componerts of conseNed vector atter substjtuting v6 in (16) arel

rl: t*,*1), u,, rl:4u ^. r:= wy (60)

with

u,: o r" +! - 1+ r..: o

Note thar without the association oftranslational symmetries with the conserved vecto6 (35), it is not possible to convert
Eq. (27) into system otPDES.

(tll) Following the routine c:lculations the two-dimeosional algebra < v5,v6 > reduces Eq. (27) into ODE so the.ore-
sponding components of the coose ed vector are:

ri= (d, +;)u ru, I!,= -,.u., T',: ,,u, (61)

with

r,=0, d,=0 ,\+ 
t F:t)

It is wofthwhile to mention that conserved quantilies (29)-(35) c.n be furlher utilized to get potentialsystems and thus to
obtain potential symmetries. By usingthese potential symmetries ooe cad notonly reduce the orderofEq. (2) but.an also

fnd difrerent solution (for det.ilsee [9]).

cotrseNation laws for the oonlioear wave equation on hyperbolic space were.stablished with the help ofpa(ialNoether
approach. !n the derivation ofcooserved quantities two different c.ses were considered accordiog tor(u). The comPonents of
coose ed vectors for.f(u) = 0aDd arbitraryr(u)were calculated respectively. Forthefrst case, seven partialNoeth€r oper-

ators along with their corresponding coDseNed vectors were reported. While for the later case three consewed quantities

were obtaioed via partial No.ther operators. A complete sroup.lassincation was discussed. A class ofl{r) were presented

along wirh cotresponding Lie point senerators. Further,. general element olone-dimensional solvable Lie alsebra was dis'
cussed to compute similarity variables.Then these similarity variables were used to.educe the orderofEq. (1). Moreover, we
have used the relationship betlveen symmetries and consewation laws given in Eq. (16), forwhich the cons.ned vectoB and

the PDE with unknown parameteB became simpler. AII classes ol.lSebras of translational symmetries which simplifo the

conserued vectors were studied.

(s7)

(58)
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ln this paper, relationslrip between ba.kground metnc and Noethe.oper.tor E developed
for di{erent surfa.es. For this the (1 + 2)-dimensional non-linearwave equarion on cuNed
suriaces is consldered. The Noether .pproach is applied on the dscused equation and
determining equations for the Noether operators are conputed in tems of.oemcienrs
ofthe 6trt fundamental fom (FFF). Further ihese determining equations are utilized to
compute the Noether opeEtort and .onsewcd vc.tors ofthc.onsidcred equation on par
ricular rufacer i.e. sphere (s']), torus (r), aar space (ar) and cone (C2). ln derivarion or
conseNarion laws, Mo c,ses ofihe function r(!) e obserued. For both cases the.on-
seNed ve.tors ofihe dis.used equation on s':, rtr,R':and c': are est blished.lt n noted
that on all dis.uscd surltr(cs Lic point scncr.to6.oincidcwith thc corespondins Noelher
operators while rhe maxim:l rolvable llgebra orsymoefiies h obrained rorr(ul = 0.

o 2012 Elsevie.B.V. All riahts resc ed.

Fjr5r fudamcni:l form {Fn')

lnvolving geometry in the field of differential equations is becomins a part olacrive research since last decade. A lot of
work has been done in this area. Bur lhe relationship belween conserved quanlities and geometry ottranslormrtions is not
much discussed earlier. ln this paper, we are interested to.heck how background metric and conserved vectors are related
tor dilierent surlaces. CoDseNation laws have a significant role in solving partial differential equations (PDEt). Conserued
quantiries.re also helpfulin the numerical inregrationolPDE's. Numberoltechniquesarederived to constructconservation
laws e.g. Noether theo.em I2,l 6l for veriational stru.tures. partial Noetber tbeorem fo. variational and non variational Prob-
lenB Ilsl and multiplier approach []81. Symmetry conservation law relation h discussed in I141. Compu@r algorithms for
direct merhod and multiplieruppro.ch are given in I5-8.20.211, wbile Maple code tor multiplier approach to calculate
conseNation laws is introduced by Cheviakov I3l. cooservation laws for (l + 1)-dimension.l oonlinear wave equation are

discussed in 1131. Bokhari et al. Il l constructed the conservation laws for (1 + nfdimensional nonlinear wave equation.

Freire established the conseryed vectors for (1+2) dimension.l wave equation on sr with zero gause terms I4l and

(1 + 2)-dimensional nonlinear wave equation on flat space with.f(u) :0 is discussed by means of conserved quantities in

l9l. Conserued quantities and sroup classiRcatioo of wave equation on hyperbolic spa.e are de.ived in 1111.

In past, many physical modeh a.e discu$ed on curved sorlaccs (see I10,17,191). Physical models on clNed surfaces are

very importanr. Espe.ially in biolosical envi.onment, shape ofan object plays a vital role; as shape, .omposition and iunc-
tionality are considered to be interlinked with each oth.r.ln this scenario ooe.an not ignore the shape ofan obiect while
du.u$ins physicalchanse in i(. To rhe best ofour kDowledge. the conseNed vectors lor the non_linear wave equation on

.urved su.iaccs s:,12,0:12 and cr are not computed and are the slbjecr of thn paper-
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The outline of the paper is: ln Section 2mathematical formulation of(1 + 2)_dimension'l non-linear wave equation on

*-"i *ri*" o rip.i*f"ed- Basicoperators are denned in section 3 ln section 4 determininsequatioos for the considered

";;;;;;;;6il. 
c""'"ruea quantities for wave equation on s2,rz, R': and c2 are constructed in section 5' Finallv' con-

clusions are drawo in section 6.

2. Mathematical fomul.tion ofwave €quition on a cu ed surf.'e

(l) First fundamentalform ofa surtace O as

ds'z = Etdi + Eodx,drz + E,dxl + + E""dxl. (11

wilh Ef' .: Ior r , k I 2 and n r\ rhe Dirac delrd lun.t'on.
titerr, we aeriv. wave equat.on on \urla(e Q rn rhe iorm ol .oe,hLienls ol fff.

(ll) Th. (1 + 2l dimensional Donlioear wave eqmtion on R': is:

tt = 
^ru 

+r(u), Q)

,l u. \-u.. '31

istheLaplacian.Heret,x,,r,areindependentvari.bleswhereasu:r(r,x,,iY,)isconsideredtobethedepeodentvariable'
(lll) Eq. (3) on a non flat su(ace becomes Laplace-Beltrami operator ie.

^:x 
= ErlDrul, i,i:1,2, (4)

o,=lL r'4 i i *=t z' ax itxt 't Jxr '

and 4 is the christorel symbol denned as

,i :it, (*,.* f),,,;,r,r :,,,

By using Eq. (s) in Eq- (4) we gei

a,,:r,EL-19{ ,,=,,' 
ldx dxt ' d\)

For,..i,k: 1,2, Eq. (7) yields

. r du r ./u hi rl,l a,r [r, 1l au
^'" r u1' E,, oxt lL., r"lr& - Lil- E,l*,

I -rl,,-,rl,=i ,':,i 
n -withri=r)

In". ri ,:r

l,Et '., tL,. \.. /,E,. rE.rr. \."'' t'. {,, \:ei, zr"t,/u' \l4;-:r;i;J'"
To simpriry Eq. (9) we can take \: x.x2:y.Er : E,E22 = c.

Hence from Eq. (2), (l + 2tdimensional wave equation on surface o is

' i" ? (,1 ,*)' (# #)" "

(s)

t7)

(e)

(6)

(81

(10)
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3. FundamEntal operalos

Here we present some definitions and theorems irom the lirerature It5l.
consider the 2"4order PDE wirh rhree independenr variabtes r.a,y.nd one dependent variabte u i.e.

E(t x,y u, u,. u" uy.ur, u-, u,):0. 01)

Now we will int.oduce some operato.s and laws for rhis 2"d-order pDE.

(l) The Eoler operator is

I n -A t) t)

^i u D au, u A;. u'uu, | 'l2i

D. u.- -u, - - i_i-1_2 '] ,t3l

are rhe total derivntive operators, with 1.2 3 represents |,r,y respedively.

(2) The generalized Lie &ckluDd operator k defined by

.. J J J a .d :) ,lt._,4'._.d/ t4tdt .)x dtt d 0u, Ju, arr

(3) suppose I = I(r,x.y,u,x,, u., u, € 4 Gpace ol differentiable functions) is a srandard Lagra.gian, thos

.,t

(4) The seneralized op€rator B known as the Noether operator associated with a sra.dard Lagrangian I ift sarisfes

X\L)+lL)lDfi+D,<+Dy't):D,B)+D,81+D,81 (15)

In Eq. (151, Rs are koown as the gauge terms.
(s) The conservation law ior Eq- (11) is

D,T' + D^T'] + DlTr : O. 06)
lhe vector, = l/,', l-),s a conserved vector.

(6) conse ed vectors of the system (l I ) associated with: Noether operator X can be determined lrom the formula

T'=R N'(a). i=1,2,3, 07)

N/ =.' + td dr,t-. i,r=1,2,3

with il = r.a : <,4: { and r, : u,,uz: u.,4 : u,-
(7 ) suppose x is a Lie Escklund symmetry of the system ( 1 I ), th.n x is asociated with I if

x(r)+rDr(t) riDli'):0,,=1,....n 08)

4. Detemining equations for the wave equ.tion oo crrNed surfaces

Noether approach is utilized to denve the determininS equations for Eq. (10) on curved surfa.€ o.
Standard t.agraogian for Eq. (10) is

1,,1 ,,1 1 l/ ffcl: ;; :'. . F u r.u ttu, r ror
l

LerX be the innnitesimal operator i.e-

-.dJJA '20'



Using r and X from Eqs. { 1 9), (20) in Eq. ( 1 5 ) and seParating with resPect to derivatives of u we get the determioing equa-

(i) rr = 0, (ii) (, = 0, (iii) 4! : 0,

{(cE" + 86.) + 4(cfy + EGJ + 2Eclz[, - 1, + 1, + A') = o'

((Ec,-CE)+4(Ecy-GEy) +2EGl26,+ \ - t,+4y):o,

l(c4 Ecx)+,?(GEy EG') +2EcP6,+ 1, + t, ny):0,

(i) E{,+i,:0. (ii) -G4,+.}=0 (iii)G4,+xiv=0,

ti) Bi - "/Fa4',, 
(ii) Bl= \86,, {ttt) B; : -/:d,.

o, l (3#) ., (3#) *'4t,, * e. *,r,t] * ar'rct(u) = Bl + 8? + 8i

Followins two cases arise rrom Eq. (27): (i)r(,) is arbitra.v, (ii)r(u) :0'

c6e (l) /(u) is arbirrary
Forthis.J,e.,/ oimplesE' .d- F 0rnd

<(GEr + EG) +,l(cE, + tcy) + 2EG(\ + t, +,1y) = o.

t"'" 
"' {!'l;,i.",., -" *et Bl + Bi + Bi : 0 .'d d satisrvins the equation

,. = +. +. (* - #) r. - (,:,+ ?),'

s shont A,noqeerrommui Nonlin.a.s.i Nuntrsintrd. r3 (20131,ff, r6e3

/.21)

(22)

\23)

t24)

(2s)

(25)

5. Noether oDerators and conserv.tion liws

lothhsectioo,wewilldiscussEq,(10)oodiflerentsurfaces.Byusinsr€sultsderiv€dinsection4wewillcalculateNoe.
ther operators on diiferent surfaces.

5-1- conseddtian laws fot wole equation on s'z

After substituting the coefncients ofthe 6rst tundamentat form olS'1viz.

E=1, c=sinzr (28)

in Eq. (10), we set

r( = u* +cotxu, +csc':iury +r(u). (2e)

usins (28) in Eqs. (21)-(27) and after doing some tedious calculation, we set the followins results for Eq' (29):

cose (l ) I(u) is a'bitrary
For thi! case. the solution is

r=c,. (: (r cosY+casinY.
r?= .,cotxsiny+.3cotxcosy rcl, d=0

cor (2) J(u):0
For this case. we have solution

.:.1. { =.zcosy } crsiny.
,1= c, cotxsiny + cr cotxcosy + c4, d=d(1,)i,y),

d( = d! +cot;!& + csc':)(rr.

using (28) in (25 (i). (ii). (iii)), we have

(30)
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8' = siora,u + r(r,x,y),
B'? : - sini(x"u +r(r.r yl, (I)
Br : -cs.xdyu r13(r,r,y),

where d satisfies Eq. (30).
Without loss olgeneraliry we cen taker, =, =/3 :0 in Eqs. (31).

5.l.L Noethet operoto$
Here we will report Noether ope.arors, which are consrructed by setring one constant equal to u.iry and remaining con

(l) lfr(u) is arbitrary, we set following Noether operators:

,) ,) :)xj= . x,=cosY cotxslnY-,

a,)nxr = srnyr+corYLosydy xr=0,

(ll) For/(ul = 0, we have the ope.atoE X,.Xr.X3.X4 and

X,:a!.
where , satisfies Eq- (30).

It is import.nt to note th:t X,,X,,&.&,X. are also the Lie point generators for Eq. (29) with r(u) = 0

5.1 .2. Conseled rectors
conseNed vectors ior the operato6 x,,xr,Xr and X4 are rePorted in I4l.
The conserved vector I, forx, hrs components:

/; = s'n:(rru dur r

rl = sinx{-r"u + cu,), 132)

r1 = cscxt-dyu + xuy),

where a is a solurion ofEq. (30).

Conserued vector (omponents (32) yield iofnite manv conseNation laws for unknown parameter d which satisfies Eq'

(30).

5-2- Consedotion laws lor wove e.i.lation on f

Afier substituting the coefn.ients ofnrst fundamental form ior I: i,e,

E |.,os/' -a(o.'{ll. cr. '33'

in Eq. {10), we have

,"=1*n6,--,,, tan (Yr)u, +lur €4)

Using (33) in Eqs. (21)-(27) and after some maniPulations, we get rwo crses ot solution ior Eq (34)as:

case {1) ,(u) is arbitrary
For this case. we have

x-q, 1=c1, tl=o- ,i=o.
cose (2) I(u) = 0

This case yields

1: ct. < =c,, q:o, 4=ttlt.x.9.

'v' Ll5l,,, =a se. (iJ,u + d, - ran 121/dy
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Eqs. (26 (i), (ii), (iii))sive

2.os rlld,,u 1368 - 2rcs': (;)q.u B' zse( tita-Lt 6' ' -' '' \211'

where d satishes Eq. (ls).
Asain without loss ;rsenerality we takef1 =1, =i : 0 in Eqs (36)'

5.2. l. Noelhet opetarots

(l) lfr(u) is arbitrary, we get operatoB:

-.a..4\:at ^'z=,t
{ll) ForI(u):0. the oPeratore arex,,x, and

.,4

where d satisnes Eq. (35).

5 -2 -2 - Consefl ed vectors

(l) conserved vector componeots forx, by using Eq. (17) are:

7i cos (;)rui ]*r1i1,1.,, zr,,-

r, . - 1*d (2)u". tt -zrc< \r)u.u"

{ll) similarly ror X, we obt.in fotlowing components olth€ conserved vector:

r\ : z cos' l!\ u.u. .

, v.l I v -. Iii - cosr {;llur +i,ed \')": ui -2aut)

r: 2co+ lllu. u".

(llt) Components ofthe conseryed vector I, forx, can be written.s

- 1 ,,v\t: = lsec'\;)\r.u- ',u,).

rt: -2to{ l;)(\t t u,)

where d is a solution ofEq. (35).

5.3. conseflotion laws Jot the woee equation on ,tt1

Atter substituting E = 1,6 = 1 in Eq. (10) we get (l + 2fdimensional Klein-Cordon equat,on i.e.

u"=u*+uy+I@). (31)

ThesolutionolEqs.(21)-(27)withE:1,G:lissameasderivedfortheKein-cordonequatioororn:2inll2l.conseF
v.tion laws forx7,xa,xe,x,o in ti 21 :re also reported in 19l.

5.1. Conse'vation la\rs lor the wolie equotion on c)

The wave equarion on a cone is obtained by substituting

E:f, G-2, (38)

in Eq. (l0) i.e-

", -'" .': i' ta' L3sy'2ly'
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The solution olEqs. (21)-(27)with (38)asain has two cases'

co5e (1) When r(! 6 aftitrary
tn this .ise rhe solution becomes

. =,,,,-, ($) . "r'r" (-) . 
",

, = t*,"(#). i,.* (iJ.-'-f ," (#)..f * (*)
, ='j *" (i).! "^(1J * *'' $ * 

"''" (fJ' ='

cose (2) whenf(u) :0,
F.r this c:se. we have solution

.= ro, *o,0,.", $ *t***or,* (j)n*($)***.*,
,:lr\,-(*A)"G)*W.^(ry,")l''('J-'*",f ''@.*f *'6
, : y; - 

" 
t' .-]r))*' (9 . l,. " 

(Y)]'r" $ - *" - *r - *'' $ . *'r^ (fi)

o = - j [",-' ffi **,',. (]) .,,,.",.].,*'r',',,r,

",=?t?.h
Eqs. (26 (i). (ii), (aii))with the help or(38) vield

t - -fi**tu*',
r' = [ "'m(;).*''(il+ +'"'
,, - [,,.' $.'*.r, (])l# i,,,,

whe.e , satisnes Eq. (40).

5.1. 1. Noethet aperotats
The Northe; operato6 are obtained by settiog one constant to unity and the other constants to zero'

.ose (1) For arbitraryr(u)

^ 
=' *' (+) :, - A "' (;) *. j'- (+J #

., = 
"^ G) *. A'- e) *. i' (i) &'

* = * " 
= *,, -, = -5,. (") i;. *' (#) &,

',=f '*(r*.''(r*
cose l2) For f(u) = 0

The Noerhet op.rarors ior rhi'.rte are X' x. x' X. x5'X' and

t40)
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" 
=, *" (;) * (?7),', 1;:,. 1t *r* (;) & +,- Ce *,

* :,'- (+) *. (:f)* G) *r (+p) " (;) & + " G) *.
x" = ('t' 

*r2v')*1 vfi-!fi. ** =,fl. t&-i* -, :.*,
whcre d is a solution ofEq. (40)_

51.2. Conseded wcto$
The conserved vectors compured ro. Eq. (39) conespo.ding ro each Xis by using Eq. (17) a.e summanzed bcrow.

cose (r I For arbit..ryr(lr)
(l) The componenrs of rh€ conseryed vedor correspondjng to xj are:

rt : ",,r *" (;)V, *-*_",] _ 
["_ (;)" #.", (;

,1 :,,* (i)E. + f .o,] _ [,,.],,J,-. (#)"
)*l*

,1 : # -' (il15 *.X. n",] E.". (:lr" -i.. (l;,.1,,
(ll) For X, we obtain

r) : .'4,,,* (+)E +- f - o,] . [.". (*).. - # .," (oJ,.],,.

i=#' e)l+ #-*"n,] [5.'.(+)".j-'(*),.],"
(UI) By usingxr tollowins results.re obrained

,;- t,E, #.'j na),,; =!**,,,-;*,
(lV) similarly Xa yields the following componenrs oflhe conseNed v€ctor

r'n =,lyu,u,,,1 = -,'u$. #'i- n), n - i",
(V) Forx5 the conseNed vector 15 has componenrs:

,t = 1,, (t),r. a,.- (+r,,],
,, :,'* G)8, # 1. o,] !. *, G)*,,, ,,,-'(,.,tli #,'; ,,'l'"t*)",
(vl) The components oiconserved vector for X6 are:

': 
= P*' (;)',. "",'' (+),1,.

,z= ,*,(;)V.# f.n,]-f ,-(i)*"
rz : ay,h (;i)V - *.t'.n,] .". (#),.,,
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cose (2) Forr(u) = 0
h this case. Noether operarors X, X6 yield .onseNed vectoE I, 16 by putting t(u) = o and

(vll) components ofthe cooserved vecror T7 corespondina toxT arel

r; - a,!,,., (;r)E. +- -.] . H.", (;) (L#), (;),.. (+#)."' (.,.l,,
,1 -']," lf;) . \,' t " ), " { ; ) ;,c 

r *c *] li' * . (@., 
) 

+] ,' *, (;) "
,r : #*' (;) (+#),,- e)E #.5) v;,-(;) ri,- e)"

(i#)',,(;),,1,,
(Vlll) The components ofthe conserued vector coresponding to xs are:

v - # -'rs- l#'' (+) - (-1."' (r,., (\#)"- G).,).
ri-i,"s{r-!) -( ,,'')*,t,,,)l\ *u l] i ",,,(,'ar2,',),'1,,'"(,;)'

tx, rf t2y't ,r,* rl 
"11,; orr,'n(,r/ \-2.l2 )Y',,\A)l) zy i)

/P-2v'1\ /x\ l-\ o ,l'"'1.,2)''l'
(lX) The components ofls ire:

r, vu' ,r2 2t,.1'! . ,; 'll'i - ;,, I ,z- )"lz' zi i] lu' t't'''y
, lru /C+zl\ - It; : t_+ t _=: tu, + v2tu. u.' Y2Y \ r'2Y ) l
r.r- ,2* lii . !.= -'-l - !!:-tl 2'/ 

''"- "'' 2 'Ty -71- 
^2- 

\ u2 )'' *''
(X)'Ite components of the conserved vector corespondins toX,o are:

',t" :,e 
"$ 

- $. 
go]. ff . ru,,,)^

-. rtru
t iD: - j+tq+yuy u.,

. "- 
-lu.- t] ualtiD: -./ry'l; ,t-i) a**,1o.

(xl) NonJrivial .onservcd vector I, for X, has comporentsi

r', rtv t.u au. r:- 'r'rr rr,, ,l 3,r,,
where a satisfies Eq. (40).

Mathemrtic.l formulation of the wave equ:tion on a curved surtace in the iorm otcoemcients ofFFF was derived- Then
Noetheroperators and conserved vectors for wave equation on different surlaceswere computed by using Noether approach.
Deteminingequations for the non-linear (1 + 2l-dimensiooal wave eqoation on cuNed srrfaces were constructed in geDeral

form with the help ofNoetherdetemining equation associated with a Lagrangian. Theo these results were used to derive the
conservation laws for wave equation on s':,n7,Rr and c'.

rl=o,r'"r,(f)

,4,,,/1\\2 \\t2)t2,/2 \/2
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lDderivationofconse.vationlawsforEq,(10)twocaseswereconsideledaccordingtothefun.tionF(u),Thatis,theNoe.
rheroperators an.t conseNed vectos for Eq- (10) on s'z, T'?, R' and c':were established lor arbitrarv/(ir) and f(u) = 0' For Eq'

(10) o; s': 6ve conseNed vectors were obtained torJ(u) : o, out ofwhich rour were for arbiharv/(u)Jhree conserved vec

iiii *"*.u,"i""Ji.' rq. flo)on rr, two.or arbit;arv/(u) and allthree were ror the c'seI(u) :0' For Eq (10)on Rr' we

developed total eleven .;nserved vectors. Six were for arbitrarv f(u) and remaining nve along with ihese six were for
j(, : b. a'o r.t rq.1lo1.' c' eleven coDselv€d vectors were obtained for,(u) = o' from them six were in the case orarbi-

ii"iv ft,l. r'lrrirui 
'i,r,.ure 

alsebra or svmmedes was obtained lor J(!) = o' It was ako examined that ior Eq ( 1 0) on au

discussed surfaces Lie point Senerators coincide with Noether operators.

ss is thankrul to the Hisher Educ.lion Commission (HEc) Pakist.n for the fundins.
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Abstract In this paper, the conserved quantities of the nonlincar Klein-Gordon equation

arr = uxx ! /(aj are derived. The Noether theorem is applied to the considered equatiol

with an aibitrary function /(!). Symmetry operators for all possible cases of the function

f (rr) are investigated. Then the conserved vectors are computed for each of these Noether

symmetry operators.

Keywords Klein Cordon equation (KGE) Noether operators Conservation laws '
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1 Introduction

Conservatjon lalvs play a vital role in solving differential equations and in many applica-

tions in physics. The idea of conservation laws in mathematics came ftom the derivation

of physicat laws for conserved quantities such as mass, energy and momentum' Recently'

conseived quantities forjet flows are derived by the utilization of conseivation laws Il l] A

systematic inethod for finding conservation iaws is the use ofNoether's theorem [3] proved

by the German mathematician Emmy Noether [] 2l' Noether theorem exhibited a connec-

tiun bct*."n symmetiics and conservation laws [?] In [9], Kara and Mahomed defined a

formula to associate symmetries of a differential equation with its conserr'ed quantities' The

application ofNoether's theorem depends upon the knowledge of a suitable Lagrangian Yet
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thcre are differential equations that do not have a Lagrangian, for cxample scalar cvolution
differential equations. In [8], Kara et al. introdu..a uin up-p.ou"t ,rhi"f, i"". r"i,f.p*a *
the Lagrangian.

We will consider the non-linear (1+ l)-dimensional Klein_Gordon equation (KGE) i e.

ui: u$ + flu). (1)

- 
The non-linear evolution equations are frequently used in mathematical physics because

of their vital roles in most of the branches of science. KGE describes fieid equations for
scalar particles and is considered to be one of the important equations in quantum lield
theory It describes the phenomena of particle dynamics in quantum field theory. Some of the
applications of the non-lio€ar KGE are given in [2,4-6, ] 0, l3l. Lic symmerry analysis and
conservation laws of KGE's are discussed in [7]. Group classification, optimal system and
optimal reduciions of a class ofnon-linear KGE's with arbitrary I (a) are presented by Azad
et al. in [1]. Tajiri discussed similarity va ables and soliton solurions of nonlinear KGE,S
in []41.

Section 2 is devoted to the presentation of some basic opemtors. In Scct. 3. Nocther
symmetry operators and conserved vectors of Eq. (1) for different /(r) are derived. Finally,
conclusions are summarized in Sect. 4.

2 Fundamental operators

Consider the 2nd-order PDE ofthe type

E(t,)t,u.ut,ur,utt,ul}, u,r) :0, (2)

wherc u = u(r, ;r) is a dependent variable, t, I are indcpendent variablos and subscripts to
denote partial derivatives of ll wirh respect to the independent variables.

(I) The Euler operator is

6aafl
6u 0u 3u, 'Dl, (3)

where

+ut ^ +ltu;- +r,tr ^ +...,
d! dLtr du,

aaaaD,- ^ u^- -u\t-^ - r,,1. l-...,tJi du dut du,

are known as the total derivative operatom.
(ll) The generalizcd or Lie Becklund oporator is defined by

a a a .a aX-r--€-.lQ^ te'^ .A'^ -...tJl d.x du dut dut

6L

6u

For details, the reader is referred to [7].

"l 
sPnnger

a

'at

(III)Afunctionl=L(t,x,u,ur,u,) € A (space of differentiable functions) for the PDE
(2) is said to be a Lagrangian if

(4)

(5)
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(IV) The gencralized operator (4) satisfying

X(L) + L(Di + D,1): DtBo + D'Bl (6)

is known as the Noelher operator associated with a Lagrangian L In Eq (6)' B0' Bl

o.. tno\vn 
". 

tt 
"toondaryterms 

[l2l lfthe Bis are identically zero'thenthe operator

X is called a slrict Noether symmetry opemtor [8]
(V) The equation

DtTt + D,Tx :0,

cvaluated on the solution space given by (2) is known as the conservation law for

Eq. (2), wherc the vector I : (I', Ix) is a conserved vector

(VI) The conserved vcctor components of thc PDE (2) associatcd with a Noether operator

X can be determined from the formula
.r, 3L

Tl _Bo-,t.-W"'-. T' . Bt .€L Lw:-:- 17)- 3u, btlt

Here W is known as the Lie charactenstic function and can be found from

W:O-rq-Eur.
(Vlll Thc Lie Biicklund upcrrlor X is associatcd wirh I' if

x(Ti\ + Ti Di(ti ) - Ti DiGi) :0. i' j :1,2.

where 7i are the components ofconserved vector'

3 Noether symmetry generators and conserved vectors

In this section, we use Noether approach fbr finding conserved vectors of Eq ( l ) The

Lagrangian for Eq. (l) is

. t,l, =; -; - F'ut. F't ) - ltut.

Using (10) in Eq. (6) and separating w.r.t. the derivatives of , we have

(i) ?a :0, (ii) {u - 0. (iii) r' - ql = 0,

(i) 20" = ex - t' (ii2Att=r-e',

6 Bl : 0,, (ii) Bj : -dL

Of @) + F (u)ltt + 6,1 : B,o + B].

From Eq. (12) and integrating [13(i), (ii)] with respcct to u' we get

6,:0, Bo:Ota+ fi(t,x), 81 : A,u+ f2Q'x), (15)

respectively. Wilhout loss of generality we can take i (1, r) =O: f2O, x) in(15) SoEq

(14) wilh the hclp of (15) results in

(16)

@ springer

(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)

( 13)

( 14)

Qf@) + F(u\t + 1,1- O& - o,au'
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Differentiating Eq. (16) twice and after some manipulations, we have

0f* + f,(q + 1) :0. U7)
Equation (17) implies that we have rwo possibiliries: (i) ,, I 0 and (ii) ,, = 0.

3.1 ft +o

In lhis case Eq. (17) becomes

{..
Q+ +t\ tE') 'O'

.T,,
Differentiating Eq. (18) w.r.r. '?" we get

I t, I
\i,),(1,+t^t=0.

Equation (19) implies:

(18)

(19)

(20)

3.1.t r+t,:0
In this case /( ) is arbitrary and we have the solution:

t:car+ct, E:cztlcz, 0:O (21)

with boundary terms zero.
Here the minimal symmetry algebra ofNoether operators is

x,-!. x, a A A

- tu - U, Xz=tax+xat, Q2)

and the corresponding conserved vectors ft, T2, 4 have the following components:

.1"ri = ,lui + ui - 2Frutl. Tl - -u,u,.

r! : ,,,,. r; : -\tul + ,l + zrr,i. e3)

ri : 
|1ul + ul - 2F (u)l + t uxtL. r{ = -i t ? +,i + 2F tu \l - x u, a,,

3.1.2 (-L'\ :o

Here we further have two cases of /( ):
Casel/(u):aeb" +c

In order to get maximal Noether operators we put c - 0 atd for simplicity we take d = l.
Thus using Eqs. (l 1), (12), (l 3), (14) for /(u) : e', we have

O : a(t. x\. t,:-)a1t.x1. t,:-)utt.x1. e4)

6 Springer

(i)r,+6r=o ". (rt) (*),,:o
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where cr satisfies

un - a\x =0. (25)

Thedifferentsolutionsandtheconselvedvectomdependingonthetypeofthefuncdon0
are derived as follows:

(1) dlt, x) = constant
In this casc we have solution:

r : c4t + ct x + c2, q:c4.I+cl t +ca, O : -2c4

with zero boundarY terms.

Noether operators here are XL X2, X3 in (22) and

a a -axt=!-+x+- 2:. t26\
'dldrdu

Theconservedvectorsare4'T2,13byputtingFol):0inEq.(23)andthevector14has
the following components

!,fi lrul +ult' t21 xu^tut' T; =-- (u; +u"\-tz+tuttu^'

(ii) cr(r,.x) = .r(.r)
If cv is lunclion ol Y only. th.n lhe solulion i(:

r = (c$t + c5)t + ctx + c2,

t"t jrr2 -r2t.,t. 's'{ l(rI l'l o = - 2ca:x 2's'

with boundary terms

Bo -0, 81 :2cqu.

Noether operators are X t, Xz, Xz. Xt and

a L ,a ^ax5=n;+itt'+,'tfi-2,fi (2'7)

Conserved vectors are 7l, 72, 13, T1 samc as in the above case and the vector 15 has the

components:

-rr-l^lr:l
T! = -tui t u:t 

L2t 
F ,(t' r.r')x\.1 't'

1"
T! = 2u - ia' +,\lul + u',) - (2x + xtu)a,'

(iii) d(r, r) : d(r)
ln this case solution becomes:

1.
, = -r,2 + r2tro' rst J cr.r 1 . 2.

f: (c4r + cs)r +.1, +ct, O:-Zcat -2cs'

wilh the boundary terms

Bo: 2cqu, Bt:o

Q sp'i"g",
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Noether operators are X t. Xz, Xt,, Xa and.

" I, ,a a a

^5 = -tt'I r') ai I fl - - 2! al. r28)

Conserved vectors are agatn Tt, 72. T3, T4 and 15 with components

l_T4= 2u+ 
ort: - rzttul -ult I t2t l:ttu,tut.

r; _,;,,1 _,1, _lz, * !,,, *;,,,),,
(iv) d(r, .r) = /(r + r) - g (r _ x)
In this case the solution is:

Ir - .l lI(t -xr- BU - r)ld1 +ci,r _.2.

tt - 
l{frt +.rr-8 -.r,}/y+.lr+.r.

0:-2f(t+x\+2RO-x\
and the boundary terms are

Bo: 2LDf (t +x)- Dse- x)lu, Bt =z[Df(t+r)+ DB(t_x))u.
Noether operators here are Xl, X2, X3 and

-. I A I a axt= 
J I(t + x\dt 

At 
+ I frr-xtdt:*. 2JrrtttL.

.. l at a a

^5=-J8(t-x)dtAt-.l x(r ,t)dx;; t 2Etr -.rt-.
Conserved vectors are 71.72, T3 and 74, T5 with components:

rl --2DI'r t,', -)r,l t,1t I trt,,.,o, - lrt, -r,, I t,,+r,rr,.],,,.

rq'= 2DJrr+,w-)r,l ',1,1 f,, t ttdt-l2lrt+,'- | f,r-,,a,u,),,.

r! = 2Dsrr -*,, . 
!,ul -,1, I r,, - xtr -lzsrr.,',- f ,,,- *,d,,.],,.

r-' = -2Dert - r', t !,,1 +,1, 
J et - xtdx r 

lrr,, -,, - | r,, - r,a,u,)u,.

Casc 2 f (ur: (au + b)2 + c. a+O
Again, we take c : 0 in order to get the maximal Noether operators and put a : 1 , b : O

for the sakc of simplicity.
The function /(/l) : l'I2 Bive same Noethei operators and conserved vecton as were for

arbitrary /(u) in Sect. (3.1.l).

Q sprlnger



Conserved quantiiics lor the non.lin€ar Klein Cordon equarion

3.2 f,,,, - 0

In this case, we solve fot f( ) = O and f(u) : a +b'

3.2.1 f (u) :0

The operators here are Xt, Xz, Xz al,d

xd - d,/..\ r-;r - prl. (r*.

The conserved vectors Il, 12, 13 can be obtained by putting

conserved vector A has components:

129)

F(ll) = 0 in Eq. (23) and the

r-^lr! .-!d,,lLult- Bu,u,. r; = lli(ui T,,i\+du,ut.

The Noether operators and consewed vectors obtained in this case are also derived in [7]'

3.2.2 f(u):autb
This case leads to 7l + 4. : 0 which implies that its solution is the same as that obtained in

Sect. (3.1.1).

4 Conclusion

Noetheroperatorsandconservedvectorsofthenon.linealKcE(1)arecomputedwjthlespect
i" ,rl" 

".liir"ty 
fr*ti"n / ( ) i.e for thc casc s f -. * O and f "" 

: 0 Determining cqualions

iu, ti.no*lin"", rcs are constructed by using Noerher approach for aragranSian with rhe

i"""i- f t,rl .*t ,f,at F'(l) = /(&). Conserved vectors are derived for all possible cases

"iiii. 
frr"ri"" /(a) It is also examined that for Eq (l) Lie point generators coincide with

Noether operators for the Lagrangian given by (10)'
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